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Won't serve Kitimat 
PROY£N~IAL  L IBRARY 
PARLIAMF.~P BLDGS 
VXOTO~IA B C 
--$12 million ferry plan, new shJp for Rupert-i)harlottes 
VICTORIA (CT) - -  A comprehensive new $12 The vessel will be based in Tsawwassennduring the 
sill!ion scheme for delivering ferry service to mid and winter and in Port Hardy during the summer, Bawl/ 
north coast British Columbia communities was un-  miid. On cts runs north and south, it will stop atOcean 
veiled today by Recreation and Conservation Minister Falls and Bella Bella. When leaving from Tsaw- 
Sam Bawlf. ~ ~ 
Bawlf, minister respensible for the crown-owned wassen,NEW PORTit willusEDalSo stop at Port  Hardy. ' 
B.C. Ferry Corp., said the plan includes a new, 210- Use of Port Hardy at the north end of Vancouver 
foot vessel to link the ~ueennCharlotte Islands with Ifland will coincide with the completion of  the new 
PrineeRupert. " . ".,, Island Highway. Previously, Kelsey Bay, further 
The vessel, which will carry 23 vehicles and 50 thesouth, was the island port-of-call. The new ~r t  will 
passengers, will cost about $3.5 million to conftrnet mean the run to Prince Rupertwill take less than 24 
andwill complete the round trip within 24 hours, Bawl/ hours. 
The minister said the government will contract with said. 
. Under the new plan, the Queen of Prince Rupert will 
continue providing a year-round service between the 
south coast and Prince Rupert. 
| I  
Bel la .  
not ~ reed  between Port Hardy and Prince Rupert. 
Transport Minister Jack Davis had announced in 
November that the vessel would be put on the run in 
1979,nbut Bawlf-- who took over responsibility for the 
ferry corporation from Davis late last year--said the 
vessel will remain dormant pending the outcome of 
Serving the 
Progressive 
vate operators to provide connector services 
ween Kincolith, Port Simpson and PrinceRkpert, • 
~.A k ,~+. . .~ ,  t~n,~ l~MIo  T t l~n- , f .  M~,~t~ and R4~| ln .  
Northwest 
The new services will cost a total of $12 million to put 
into operation, Bawlfnsaid, and will require an a:;nual 
subsidy of $6 million. . 
The subsidy funds will come from the annual $43 
million subsidy the government gives to the ferry 
corporation. 
He said the new routes hould be in operation within 
8 to 24 months. The new vessel will take about lp 
months to build, he said. Tenders have yet to be called. 
BARGE CONTINUES 
He said that in the meantime, auto access to the 
Queen Charlottes is being provided via covered barge 
by RivTow Straits under contract to the ferry co- 
poration. 
• Bawlf also announced that the Queen of Surrey will 
another study. 
Ferry service to the mid and north coasts has been 
irma state of flux since late 1976 when the federal 
government cancelled a $4 million a ~,ear subsidy to 
Northland Navigation, which had ~een providing 
service. 
Last April, the federal government said it would 
provide $8 million a year to B.C. to assume full 
responsibility for all freight and passenger serviees on 
the coast, includcng subsidies to private companies. + v 
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Walk-off 
at Eurooan 
By sco'rr  BROWES 
Friday March 10, the  two 
hundred workers, members  
of the Canadian Paper- 
workers Union local ,208 of 
Kitlmat, walked off the JO b 
at the Eurocan mill in 
Kitimat. 
The move was in protest of 
a union member termination 
prior to the SO. day 
probationary peri0d ex- 
piring. The member _in 
question is a millwright, the 
reason for his termination is
"not available" to union 
represmtatives. 
~utt l~ down the 
woodmill for one full shift the 
walkout was "not. only in 
protest of the. terndnatlon", 
says local 298 president l)on 
Swanson. 
".There were other, 
smaller, items which needed 
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e l ~  14;month-old boy +Tecnnomgy;.?ms .worx .m ~m~ .~ +cm.+.,~,u.~u~ . m.~,,- + .. eto_ .~_~n~e ' them t e a~su bst i t ,ute  I I _ . , L , , ,  • ' * 
who" he said is alive :and brebking the, genetic . . . . . . .  code- ~nportant~tep m evolution,_ . . . . . .  umon esecup.v r .~  ~,+,.o,,.,~., ,a,~tSu~r , ~,~,-,-l-cldorinated7 , by-henov . . . . . . .  IMU II~M ,. 
healthy, ' ,  " . .  earned him the Nobel,prlze he,said, , . . , . :  .~, . . , ;  no~par~V~n?l~y-~h.~-d~ (PCB), which/. allegedly • ~+ , .. . . . .  
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t~isties0fthecelldonor,ni~ -- .-,,. ~-+.., " " cam graphed ~ .an . .  unidca- hurtle! out:of the M~y'and 
not.i~Currently. passible ~ trace a snecessnu - " . . . .  ,.t,,+~^., • ,,r ~-et i~ '  .tUlednfiying ob~ecthovedng sent them fleeing, through 
e i therhuman bel~s or a~P: . . . . . . . . . . .  0 . . . . . . . .  + . . . . .  " " " ' ' " ' e" over~'~m'the  hms o f  La .  the. now in  t~ei'mr. . . . .  
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+ .Kborana. who began *his'. . . . . .  , . . . . . . . .  .. Y" , ' kilometres northwest, el disappear, . . . . . . . .  the two came m'7 
th~ case .  
There was "a lack of 
evidence in so many areas," 
Gardner stated. 
.research onthe he Said. . Crown: Counsel • Wemer 
blochanistry of life at the : But Khoranasaldthat be- 'Montreal.., • lake,back andhoverlngfoand It ear the . s i l n t ly  over u~,,.,,~ however eferredat 
B£. Research Centre on the cause evolution is' such,a, ~acques Levels, 30; and • ,, to. earlier testimony th th~aWa~eer~nd Huot said: the  "high concentrations,of'PCB',' 
.UBC campus, ~!d  scim. lists random process ofgenetlc Rlchad: Huot, 36,, of nearby. 'object appeared for about'30" could have a lethal effect On 
likve discovered that .eve!u- Selection, it is unlikely that ' He Parrot, say they were 
is ..a trial and erro r • nature 'Could come up with camping Saturday night - seconds, " • ' fish' 
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Election 
coming 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- The 
Liberals ere in a position to 
win a federal election and 
will call one soon, Justice 
Minister Ron Basford said 
Saturday. 
"There's ahigh level ofm- 
thusissm and polls are g:ood, 
but ,. there's some 
parliamentary work to clear 
up first," he said, adding 
later that the governm~t 
planf to pass the Alaska 
Highway pipeline proposal h/ 
the House of Commons this 
summer before.calling an 
election. 
Basford was speaking at a 
fund.ralsing dinner fo r  Van- 
couva" East MP Art Lee, 
who was nominated Friday 
to run for the Liberals in the 
constituency. 
He' sa id  Lee ~0'uld 
elevated to the cabinet a te  
the next federal election. : 
"He may be the flrsl 
person of Chinese extraction 
to serve in the cabinet,'~ 
Basford said. 
I . , . , ;  ,J : . . - .  
RHN BURKHARDT - 
One could almost say that Program sign' under her 'deidline for this year.) 
Vern Burldmrdt, Director of arm, - has a great deal more The Youth Employmest 
the B.C, i Employment Op- than that to "give away". Program is. now "ecru- 
portunitles Program . The total budget for Y.E.P. peterlzed" to mepmm where 
drrived in Terrace yesterday that  he Is overseeing a student applying , fora 
with 120.jobs in his pocket o amounts to $Ig.5 million position will have his:slngle 
be given~:a~Vdyto y tmg doilorsforla~,000jokinB.C; appli~tion proceso~ .; • 
people from age 15 to 2S, in $5 mlillon of this is h'om., throughout B.C.. to t  lob 
theKitimat;Stikine Rqional the Ministry Of Labour to be /vacancies wherev~ the,j ~ 
Disirict.:, . . . .  - . ' ~ i+ used by  ' other provinciai~ may be,' without having to 
Salaries for theg~ IS0 local ministries in Job creation, • apply for each one, 
jobs ~vill range from a low of $13 million is available for separately . . . . .  .. 
I3,40 per hour to a minimum, use in the private sector-by Outside Terrace, people 
in pr0vincial: Jobs,- of 11650.1 businesses and" farms,  as wishing to apply'or in n esdof 
per. month 'paid bY: the well as local go~'nment, anapplieationform0ruaslre 
i~ovince..' ' ',~ .,, , • universities and community further information, can 
. + Actually, Vern,who got off colleges -'Such as the,one in ~one, tolllree; to Z~ilh 
the ~ahe.a t  he T~race- Terrace ' • . ' +, .22t0. In Terrace. the pe~mn 
Kitimat"airport. about :5:30. Northwest Community to see.is Jean Hoiloway.,/ou 
Sunday, with his 12 yearold. ,collM~i'did not apply br  a the second floor a t "4~ 
daughter, ' Annette .c.arrying. g rah~/~. i~but  ~ is still Lakelse Ave.. Phone 635 
a Youth ? EmPloyment ~:~[i~'dnti l~ith~March 24 4~7,~ ~ • i 
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EDITORIAL: Hy 02" Worth 
~ BY JUDY VANDERGUCHT 
'Peter Pot' Diets Aro A Put-On 
"Peter Pot". 
What did the young man want with us? 
He wanted us to publish something he had 
written. ,. 
His article, in ~ort ,  explained that marijuana 
w~ not h a~nf~ (as meat persons upposedly 
~elieved). Smo~in~ it did not do harm to one's 
mind; M ari~unna was not habit-formin~; Great 
men ~in~uding a famous Greek) down through 
the ages had used it -- and had praised its use. 
Marijuana did cause genetic damage. Even 
some doctors prescribed it for its medieinel 
powers. There was more - -  but that was about 
the gist of it, as I can remember.  
Where had he culled this information from.'~ 
ac~ were h~ authorities? He held up a paper- 
mo~,  that proclaimed on its sever it  was 
the "Official Handbookon Marijuana". 
The young, good-looking youm came mrs our Everytime yo, pick up a newspaper, magazine 
office some weeks ago. or pecket novel there is someone writing about 
Hewas blonde, blue-eyed, serious-- and full of overweight and I want to get my two cents worth 
the s ing le -pu~ determination that marks the in. Overweight is a multi million dollar business. 
young-man-w|th-a-missiun and sets him apart "Doctors' of questionable origin are coming 'out 
from file average youngster who is taking life of the,, woodwork'. . every, where w~th" the magtc" 
in his stride in a happy-go-lucky way. diet. This ~s the on~. Ihey all proclaim, that will 
He had a handful of papers with him. He had help you take off l~ounds and Keep them sic Oh 
been going from car to parked ear, sticking ene the 'magic' in those words. This is when a three 
each under the windshield wipers. hundred pound fairy appears and waves her 
The papers said, in mirror-writing, "Support wand and presto, all that fat disappears. How 
The Decriminalization f Marijuana". Midway many times have you read 'Eat all you want and 
down the single sheet was a reverse cartoon of a still lose weight!' And we actually fall; for this 
hare or rabbit, wearing a Mexican hat, sales pitch !! The one that gets to "me, isthePil l  
seemi~ly asleep on.his back,, under what ajp- which helps you lose5 pounds while you sleep. 
poured to be a leaf of the marijuana plant. To What aetually haP.l~ens is you don't lose 5 
rea. d one had to hold the paper ~in front of a pounds or any pounds and of course you chalk it 
hurter,  up as a bad investment and the guy'with "the 
sugar pills selling them at  6.98 a bottle has 
Above the bunny-cartoon were the  words, retired to Hawaii and gained fifty poundseating 
your money. , 
I think the hardest thing to take'is the 
gull/bility of the Overweight person, The banana 
diet and the grapefruit diet were started by some 
down-and-out fruit growers in Puerto Rico• 
You'll be happy to know they are spending their 
winters 'skiing up a storm in Jasper. 
The diet that holds the most appeal for me is 
the drinking man's diet. Drink all you want. The 
secret to this diet is that you are so bombed out of 
your mind, who cares ff you are overweight! ! 
New about he gimmicks. The sweat suits you 
wear under your street clothes.It is like bein~ in 
a permanent sauna. The problem with this sul' 
is t~e cost -- $49.95 a set.. The way I have it 
figured, I think you could geLthe same effect 
With a box of saran wrap --  if you don't mind 
squeaking whe n you wall~. . ~ 
! 
- . j  
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Letters To The Editor 
The 0thor Side of the Story 
countries and wished to bo back there. This, I 
asked myself, is the freedom of the worker? 
I eagerly sought and obtained answers to the 
many questions I had about life in the brave new 
world of Russia, There were no capitalist ex- 
plaiters of the downtrodden workers. These had 
been "eliminated" --  and replaced by the 
political bosses. To get a good apartment, good 
food and good clothing -- you had to belong to the 
"party" or be in good with the "party". No 
matter how hard you worked, you never profited 
from the results of your labours. Everything you 
created was turned over to the "state", where 
the politicians decided how it would be disposed 
of. The party members created nothing - -  but 
they got the best of everything the workers 
created --  and ff the workers dared to complain 
- -  why, there was always "Siberia" they could 
be transferred to - -  or the "front lines" of the 
War . . .  
Then my mind flashed back to another young 
man I had known. As a child - -  he had been 
handsome. Mothers had stopped to admire his 
curly locks and beautiful eyes, with longl~shes. 
In his teens he too, like my recent visitor ~, had 
become a supporter of the deerin~zalization f 
the use of marijuana. He had asked me to try it 
- -  to prove it for myself. It wasn't habifforming, 
he said. It did not lead to using hard drugs. Why, 
teachers and doctors even used it. 
I remembered, also, seeing him only a few 
years after that. Almost unrecognizable. His 
body skin and bones; boarded ~lnd his now- 
sunken eyes dull and listless. He looked a 
caricature of his once joyful, happy self. There 
was enough left of his former, handsomeness 
apparently, to interest a night-club singer to 
support him for her own amusement -- then 
discard him, when the novelty wore off. 
I wondered to myself, where he was, now? 
I can only hope this young, bright, handsome 
fifteen year old in Terrace will not hun out" the 
same way as that other fifteen year old has -- 
and for whom I still pray for, every night -- when 
I can bear to remember. .  . . 
The young man was obviously quite proud of Then there are the exercisers, and ~.dgets, 
his "cause" That he was not ashamed tube  Therewas • one 'prize-winning' gimrmck that , 
identified with "pot" was evident f rom the sticks in mymind.The kit came with 5 weights, 
sweatshirt he was wearing, On:the front, in one each foryour arms and ]egs and ~eother  .D~rMr•Smior: concerulns cocaine; and the muneedthatlthaddisowned from.the .windowsof. thebna I 
metallic paint, was a golaen marijuana plant arouse your •waist. The purpose was m .wear t am writing at thin time knowledge of the possession them• l " ~ u~em to me com- :~ 
Mv mind  f led  back  thro , ,oh the vears ,  ba , ,~, ,~ these we iahts  as  you :went about  do ing your  da i ly  -wire .re~.peF/t..t° he Gu.ept and una of cocaine by some "We d.on't_want them pe, tiU.onsito... :~!  
• , , -o , ,  , , .~ ,v  ° : F.~Ltornu wm~, a m remu~ uanaus "l~le~e might ~e an excuse . . . . . . .  n f r " ppearea, members of the team rup . ,, the time when I was hm a e 15 I had one busmess Sure wo~i  be a deterre t o an ,, clda g - -  • g , " . . .:-.. . .  ,. , . your paper in Fr iday,  became nuhlic because one again, Smyth said. That if these were 15 year ,. :,~ 
w i th  a group  of o ther  h igh school  k ids ,  toaMay .sTmorous aate , .ana_you ,  w.ou_,xon'c, wan c. m Jo  Jan.,um~_,,~Tthti_fled" _Spore team m'~ freely was followed by an • m- Smyth said.. '.'But tl~,eee :,~ 
nay  ra l ly  in Beacon,  New York,  There  I l i s tened smaung on ~qe lake .  "lll ey• a on~ ~ you ' tnaE  me Awards by vonna ~ • described it on a CBC radio bar~aasing tatter to the peep!ears mtnmrla.te~ s•~ , 
to soap box orators p~lahn  the v ~  of the one problem ~t. th. thi~ kit m um~ you ~ome ouc .su~,_T~_. a~_r~.__d~_m . ~a~.. ew..: ~e  ...~. ,~., ' -  ~ F.~a.uon in ~.  _e~._ cau.!t_~_ mte~,~ma.~emO~ ,.,. 
, ,  , ,  . ' . • " ~ w~m m~ r~cun~ a ~  q~les l r~ Stgten  tn~t  mere  ~ mal~ Lqe paracDwe ~unn,  me ~r~un m~m :.~ new CommumstexPertrnentthatwas am on looking tu~e a m wresuer . . . . . . .  , . g c gon lmustn' t  for"ea[Y'fl~e clu~os" TOPS ~or TOi~P by the Canadian Sport wasallttlebltofcocaine, but usoctation did not feel it interview~.ontheCBCbyi~.~ 
m ~uL~sm:. t tow every  person  was  t rea~ . . . . . .  es . . . .  ~:=_'%,~, ,9_,~'  , _ : _ j  Parathut l~ Associstim of not har~y any at all to spask could support Its claim to reporter WaG was u fellow,:~ 
equau.y i .mere was no oppression by the "~a.~e.t~x ~.oun.~...r'..,.a.~.....uuy~ m es ~ . ,  the , Can_a~an .,,Sp~t of•••We didn't have any having Canada's teem of the i~r. achut~,.wu.appersn, tly/~ 
• "capitalist" exploiting the workers. There, t~mneuoan.ters, w .e~nt .watcners .~ow.  Par a.enut..e~eem.wnimw.on m aey•_We bed a couple of Ye_~u'_. . . . .  .e~w.~ethe.r  .amp., ma,~ 
every working man was "king" - -  the equal o f  at .anyone w_no ,wom.a wane to wa.ton:.my.we.~llt) ~.ew_or~.u,~a~p~nan~ m era.ms ~ ~ u.wn use.".•.: _~ISut_of_ me_ _nm.e__~m __u~nm~_,v~,_~.u~,,.e~eno~s :.  
a , ,m.  . . . .  ~ a la~ A l l  . l~ . . . J  .1. ' l . - -  I I~.a---X__ L_ j  . ,~nn m~ ~ ~:non  Cq .h  tna , lnnOt l  unrn  tn/~_ am. i re  tO a ,uaumm m~ ~, ,~.~,x~.  m m reanty ,  t ,o  lac~s a t  mm memoers  were  suspenaeu ann  ne  rqp .~ m u~ mu. -~ ,..., 
, , . • . I~ . • her editorial Ms• F mr~_  .g  mat terare  ul lyclear.  I fremrelpraseatingCanadaat that some team memhers=,, 
been proven to be a cap|talist plotto explo~t the h~p the o_verweight.person ~t.th,ew.way,t  0 wan severely .edtical of the flrmlybelievP~dnfed a t thet ime the next world mest, had a few ounees of cocaine , :; 
bY making .them,content with their mmness.'t.'ne~unsaresuccess.~as.mngasme canediansportPar~hu~ that the Canadian Spor t  " I t 's  a one-meat round . . . .  ,~ 
. . . , . . ; , ' e~,~,?  ~,,,/, .... ., . "~ " ' / '  " *~"~; :~: '=: ! :~; ' " :~" :  ' "  " '~" ':'~" " ' " "~ " '  " ' ~ i ~ '  : - , '  "~ • " i . "  :~ '~"~ . . . .  ~ " "  ' :  ' ' , .  , ' ' ' ' ' - '  " / ( '~  " ) )  
• • ~ ." . ~ -1" '" their acuons m . " the~ m.'" a~m . " . ~edtot~tbemwhatlhadhcard.I~edtopa~ },,..,},m.. o~.,~,, w~,oo,-,~,-..-,o*.-*,.h-,,e--t, m~m~,  ~waeanappm~m _ e~. .. . ~ .y  Omy ne cuu 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . .  - -  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  r -  this team. ' . one I -~,,~ret that Ms For- ~ne pmnge xrom nauonal Now what's that sound like 
~,myexc~,~mencan~,,~m~m~smk,x~ypa~n ~- on the  m0st  we ight  that .w.eek I was  g iven  an : itisextremelyunfortunat e ~'b~g did n~4me fit to  heroes .to national bu~.. for.the.rest of Canada and 
: ,u??~,,.%~,:y.-T-,~,~,~,~. ,,-~. ,T~,?-.. H , - -~  ' enormous t- ,L~ pig tO ta~enome xer t ie  wesL ~that, in.con~8 to the con- research t e facts of the came about after a ratuo mane the rest at our 5.000 
naa n.~ra n au ne~0re. 1 was sure ne lmun-~. Have you ever tried to walk down the street'un=' ~u~i~s th~..t, abe ~d;- Ms. mat~ .before writing h~ ~terview in  which .!~. m~be.n look.like. . 
~ight or nine years rater, z was not so sure. noticed with a ~isnt ni~ under your arm. You Can ~*onm'g. m 9 n~ mm :.an editorUd, and I hope that this ~ a moaner m .u~. eso~.e, nave ~,  
Eo,'l,,in1945 as the War was drawin©, to an end .,._;..,,._._=.,=~ @~.~^s.~ fi. . . . . .  ~-"~' . . , - -V~ opportuulcy to macros ~ letter and the aecomponyin~ Vancouver-eased"Ternuna! wal]dngmnereal ldaywith'  
. ~ ' ' J  . . ) • • ., . -- ~ . . . ,  |I~.~T~JL" Uit :  ~ILE~It~JLD ~Za: . t lZ~l l ;  ~ l t~L~. i~U~t  JetStO~.o "mnttd~ wi th  Any  Of '  tJ~e . . , t , . I . k . ,u .  u . , l^ . . . s l i . ,  TM bt  ') tn ld m ~l lC  rtanm.ter m,o,~kolUfm, ' lhmnt. Unnm~ve : 
t naa me oppormmty o~ meetmg unareas  woo Then there are the neighbeurs - -  all thm of m,,t~ direly Involved'in ,. - . - , - .  -.,. -o - -  ,..,. o ,t,~,t h~ tmsm'a "mmlnito" don't -end ,s~la,~, t. ¢,t 
had taken rt m" the . . . .  reat Commumst" ex ' "' " - ' - -  " al ties " ~""  " " " -  - ' "  . . . . . .  - - "  "-" . . . . . .  " - - -  - °~ • . pa  _ g . _ . - course.  They  can  t s tan~ a fai lure.. They  sneer  this unfortunate tna - -  proper perspective. ' in Brisbane. " off the ground anymore• 
per~. .~. ,~w~. .~.  ~,  .any, wne.re ~.~uadians through their curtsins. They won't come Over for or e..v~n to call .my o~ " . • Taepar.anhute a ociatinn P,a~on, m,e/ but I don't h ink I
anat|ritisnnaa"lioeratea"severmworxeamle 'coffee as 1o-~ as ' IT' is in the house. I 'm conmtuen_ey: Grace. m xoursverym~ ., wan adreae~ aware of them ltstmmy. ',: 
- -~ne of them full  of  Russ ian  "vo lunteers"  and  ' depressed ,  "~ " ' ~" Terrace. "l~ey .would nave  mnauampe~nmo --  they'd banded out the What waa behind tbe~ I 
the other, Polish women farm workers. The may saving grace'with the G'*~nmick Diets bees more than #eased to P.S.. Spurt Para.chut~g suspmslons bythee. "That teem'aavowed . 
nmvida her with the  t rue  recurve .  approxnnateJy was our big mistske - -  not diasssodatlon from Cannda ~ 
The single purpose in the minds of the Russian . i s  that.they are so boring, no-oneiean:.stay on farm of the matter, . .  :..,', $39,000.001astyeerasaSport making, the suspensions was the fact that  thelr~! 
c iv i l i an  "workers"  was  to escape  f rom hav ing  to them ver~ long.  .... • . . . .  ' ..... One newsl~'mn~whb ' did Canada grant for ad  :o- wblic,' Smyth says. - transportation costs had not 
return to life in Communist Russia. To coerce  take the time to cheek into ministratinn and eertaln However, at the time the ~ paid fur by the The Soonal Drinks ~ , m . .  usodationwusnom.tin~ .~ummumgovernmeut, them into doing so, USSR political eaders were actua l ly  th reaten ing  them with guns and using ] r  ~ 'sports columnist! fo r  the . ' I.C. its world championship ~yth  agreed that most oX .'~ 
' nowspa l~ '  "Ot tawa " 
other  fo rc ib le  means  toget  them to s ign  paperS f rombeh ind  And The  ..... Today". Because .lds anb- MOON oVFAt BRIgBANE ' teamf°rnatl°nelhon°rsand the cost °f r por at ion / ' t umpe ing  i t swor ld  sue- was indeed, borne by the ~ 
saying they were the Iron Curtain A loeho l ie  sequ~t article most cisarly ~a.STUNT, by~bM'dlor ~ss, nobedy in Ottawe knew 
(the word had not been invented at thatt ime)  "' 
competitors. "It muy' have 
- and succinctly nut,s. O the ' • , " anything other than that cost them• about $1;000~. . 
CONTRIBUTED job  problems. Trhe most rcasonsforthesuspmsi°n~ I' J°hnSmythkn0WS"t~- he they'dwon•"lttckesawblle each," he said. : :  
the Sport Paranhuto Team, has to.be dealing ~.~Ith a to get reports beck from However, Smythpoktgout ',' 
I t i sustat is t lea l faetthat  unfortunate effect of the have appended it to tide specinlbrendofpcoplewhm Aus~, 'Smythea id .  ~at~,0001neatryfees, port
about ten per cent of the fllnessis, that anlike in other l~ter;, and hope you will ~ey  get their  ]dcks from "What it added up to was oxatotslcostofabeut$16,000.~ 
drinking population are sicknesses, they are not the take the liberty of rqzrinting diving out of a.keraft, nbeminable behavior," including t ra in ing,  was 
problem drinkers. In many main sufferer. Anyone in it for your reads~' bmeflt. ."Youcantellaporachutint Smyth~ddthetwoprople bor/ze by the parachute':  
, ,  d ,  ~|  sonuller communities and close contact with the In addition, there is oae a mile away, .hu says; .but in charge of the team lost association, Aanetber $4,000 :
oudyin 8 areas such as the alcoholic is severely at- other specific point ~ you can't tell him very control completely• wan contributed by the B•C• 
Terrace urea this per -  fatted. They usually leave a requires clarification, In her goddam much." "They tried to take Government toward, the 
emtage may be con- wake of neurotic or de- editoriul Ms, Forsberg"Thoecspeclnlpoople"beve 'dmrge, but it anded up elght teem's travel c0sts, ~< 
st,stably higher• pressed spouses, stat~.: " ' . ' . to rn  Smyth ,  executive against two. The ,team's "We wouldn't have 
What does the typical disturbed children, hurt Finally, the charge o f .  director 'of  the Canad/an attitude stink• It was: To  able toralsothat money f l i t .  
problem drinker look like? frlecds and ' family mere- pouimdon ' of nar- Sport Parachuting . .Hell with Canada. Theytold.  wasn't that our office and 
Well, he or she may be a bets, unhappy employers cotico...Exactly whet Were. Association, f rom the everybody they weren't ~ admimstrati0n costs 'were: 
lawyer oraskidroadbum, a andoreditors• • .the narcotics and .more .be~_ ts of  elation to the  ..representing Canada, that supplied" by the  federal '~ 
housewife or a logger, a How tanthe  ul¢oholin unportanuy exanuy what m uepum ox emmrrauznent m may were mere at their own government, and  we could :~ 
besineasmanorahighschool recover? Well, ~ they deemed narcotic by•the the past few days. expense• ~ 'ee  those funds for ~that ';~ 
student. There is no age must realize and admit o government of the host Youw no doubt heard' For the leas~h ofthe ~ purpose.: " . . . .  ~ ~,;: 
group over 14, noprofeuion themsclves that they have an 
or ethnic group without alcohol problem, Without coun.u'y-Aus~'alla. ? Does i t  part o f t  he  atory. For the' meet, they flow the Jolly "Besides, I know thes~/":i 
conform Wlm our govern - f i r s t  time, a team ot , noger  above the Canadian ~ya It'sn0t asifthevwm~b :~ 
problem drinkers, this admission they are not mont'sideeofnarcotic?!-Iow Canadian parachutists went flag outside their tent• Our ~ i '~  tm a iob as-'~xq~o~ ~ '
They do have a few things likely to.sock help• If they, d id  the Informed laouree, to tlle world chamldonshlpe .~deleptco trled to get them to ~oller of IB~T ,,, ~,, :~[*  ,~ 
in common. Like the can admit: they have a know that some, team in Australia .in December,.. take it down. They wouldn- they do is work a couple '~" 
months, jump a cbuple;~ inability to control when - -  problem however, there is  members"hednare0tics"?" ~Jr~,n.,wl twn anld m,~bls t "  ' . an_.bew much.they. ~o.uld help aval~ble.Th~einanor. , To am.w~, some.of Ms, and established themselves Among the team's more months • 
orm,~, Ann me OUIHIng gomzation ~ canes ' . Forsbor s uantlons . • ,, ' , . . . . . .  ,, ,,. g . - -  clearly as the beat group in . rominent exploits Oil the c '~ inability to stop drinldng Alcoholics anonymous •' nueatlons which she oh-,h,,,~,,~,~ ~owever . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . . .  Y;- y :.an..'t ses~th~.. 
W - " ' ~ "~' . . . . . . . .  ~ - -  , , so  muu:mlS  whole  p ic ture ,  LIKe ! saIU~ " hen they know that con They are a fellowship of mea viowlv had no ~eatinterest The ~nchute  auoclatlon half of Brin~,-o - . . . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " - -  , ,  : • ~, r r "  . . . .  ~ ~um~-mim, 3UU CWI [ te/ l  Ulem muen " tin .ned. dr'Ink.lag ~ ea.tm and w.oman who share, thc l r  in. aeswerlng herself, the  nominated them for .  the . . . . . . . . . . . .  '~ ~,; 
lamuy problems, xmanclnl experience, s t rength ann narcotic In oueatlm was ~rtsFederut ionofCa~ada - - - - - -  - . . . . . .  ~ .'+/ 
worri~,ilIhesltho.rJob.l.oss• ..hope with, e.a.ch ~0th.er that  coculne;cocaineindeflnitcly teemawnrdandtheywani t ,  Ir--'qTERRACE ~, '  ~:,/~ 
• t~eyamoapenaamtotume y may'serve me~r earn- deemed a narcotic and i sCanada 's  amateur tanm o fe .  a : i  o,.  - -  : . . . . . ~  ,~, 
convincing themselves and monproblemandbelpcthers "ill--el "in the cotmtrv o f  the veei. * : I ~ I , r~o i l z r  L ,~. . . .~]  ~ ~ ~ ;~ 
others that they don't haves ~reeoverfromalcohollmn• Au'~trnlia; th i s -~nest  ~I Tv~o •'da,,s ace : the [ .  [ '~'aL~Jt J '~ '&iN=;n-/~LLUL • | - .  '" " 
.drin..kin~..p~b!em• That  .they " , 'tZe only. r .equirement fo.r de f in i te ly  co~fo~e with oar :  parachute  aesoc l~ ion :  an- I Genera l  o f f  ce  . . . . . .  i I ,  i '  _~ 
.coU]U. qmt • may wantea to, meaner..~lp ts.._a oemre to ~' ' ~ * . . . . .  ' : ' ~"•. ~ •" • | ~l~c'ulra "',room.on ..63,5." o ,~.7  'Published by . i  . ~ ~ 
nut mey never seem to, tar stop urmlmg, "iltere are no , , / . .  . ~ | . . . . I r cu la  d~3S7 ~erllno Publl~ars;. ~ ' 
vm7 long. Many w~ st~ dues or f~  for AA mem- ' . .<. . . . .  • . " ~ . - . . .  . . . . . . . .  ~ ,.: .: . ,.~.,.;, ~,. 
have this conviction that ,here h ip ;  they are self sup- loam J ab  to a n n  P a r i a n  ,: • I.. , . • . , ,  : : ; ,  
the i r  O w n  v m . v  v w m  m y  • v i m ~ i ~  . i ~ m ~ v n m  ' .  " . . . . . . .  ~ . , " "  drink is no problem long. port/~ through/  1 " . . . .  ' ' " ' "n  " ' * . . . . . . . . . . .  ' : 
dt~ they have loaf their contr ibut ions A s not : :  "~"  ' ." ': ' . . . . .  . . m PUBL ISHER"  Don "~ ; . . . . .  *:" , "  
family, Job, health, ,driver allied with  • any  seat ,  De .S i r ,  ~". " : , I  . " : . , j obs ,  . : . ' .  :~ i i " [ | ,  ~GlHO'EOlTO~r°~ranc :s tSer~ior  :: i . : i .~' ;  ','.i~ 
license or their freedom, d eno  minat lon ,  ; '  Many  thlnk!ngipeopxe . Were It mandstory that', i • '•' :-:,~":/~ 
What they do not or don't organization or hmtitutica; wond~r.how ann whyin our  :one .person hold one ~b, ,I | ,~. ...  ; ..... . . . .  , i :  . . . . .  . i~ : ' ,~.  
e . . . . .  le hold two . . . . . . . . .  ~mi~eo ever weekda want to realize is, that they does not wish to engag, in sac/sty some poop ./beli.~ e our society would be i r.uo,i~i [ary . .  y.at 321~ Kalom St,,. Terrace, ", ~(~ 
are suffering from a well any controversy, neither or three Jolz,  whilst others" : a :more productive end a I Y_'~" ~. m~w..o, varified C&col~dlm~ Author gad as ~ ,~ 
' . . . . . . .  I~" ~ ' 0 ' • " ' ' ~ ' ucon class mai l  R i known malady called endorses nor op~.  any • .do not have one. ,, ..~,', q r ~ m~e happy ~e.~-; -_ :,,:' ". ] ~nl~Ccash r_• ~ ~ratlon um~ !301.' ~ ' ' o L ~ '  ~. ' ~ " 
elcoho~Lm. It ,n a ~ca l  euases;..Their pr,mar.y Do sum _~_~eneem more , ~fo~ anyOne/~oul~~ I ~"!g m , .,urn ~mgs ousronvso'u, • ~.  ,.,,. ,:~ ' 
and rnen~ o~mlon that ~m~oecmtosteysouerand thanone~b? ~" .~ ~_,, Wen'more ~anl, onoJob,.| .. " ' -~ ' .  ',,.. .... ..i:~,., .~'~i~i 
haaplacndtheirdepmdance help other alcoholics to more than 'one Job out o[. anyonewlth no Job should | : . NOTE OF COPYRIOHT " ; ,~ :~'~, ~.~ 
on alcohol before any other athievB~'cobrlety, sheer  greed  of o / I  of" first be con'sldered~ ' And [ " ~ . . . .  • : . , ~. ~,i~ 
i ns  ~era ld  retal  a rea  o f  the l r  Efe. As  a resul t  . I f . yodwou ld l i kehdpor .  _ne~Hmity? ' . .  . . _ .  :Han lan :R I .ghts .•and i•Man-  B in~nn~a~:Vo "" nsfoll,.mmpletesndmocopyrloh';..~'' 
the a lcohol ic  hm more  than anvtee ,  ca l l  635-5636 in I suppose .me-  u l t imate ' power  e tc ;ano~u esmmpe f f  | .  in any a] . r ,  sem.ent proouceo ano.or  anY. edi tor ia l  or  :..~i 
.Ida share of fami ly d~. pates, TesTa_so any  ev .e~_.  bet- would ~ a. ease where the ,_ece..ssary under an /a~.  ,.r ~ ,, ~ne~r~acPt~ic .cameo! pobl lm.ed in the : Hera ld . : i  *, ,~i~ 
averse, drivms effen~, .mo:®p.m• anuu:®p•m. ~ mm.t~woman m a ~ ~'a,r.a.mml e, toree m,s. ~,r-Pm~,y,,o. ,~ n o,•pe~mi,an w,i~oo, t~e writt,., .~ 
cr ime,  i l l  health,  f ights  and ) r  K l t lmat  633-3713• ~01~ily both  hold two  or  mrco Fa i r  ~ iay  ' :: • • _ m,s luo~ ov me Puou~or  . . . .  ' . ]1 '~i~ 






i~+ • Sorthmrd Bound Society 
~i!~k daveloph~ a rehahilltative 
:'i::~ramp prepare for Northern 
:~youth in conOlet with the • 
~.3aw. The society Is sonklne 
~!eo m mun it y supp or t; 
i lnanciai ,  materials, or 
lervlces,,  for the second 
season of operation at their 
Weewanle Creek Camp. 
Plans for this season's 
rehabilitative work camp 
an  to operate for a p~iod of 
four months. May ao to Sept. 
30, d~ whicli time it is 
beped that the first, per- 
mmmt ioll structure ran he 
ImllL Funding required for 
st!rt-up, operating and 
developing the camp 
+olm'ate fop longer,perinda ~ 
Northward +Bound Seeks $'/5,000 
THE HERALD, Tuesday, March 14, 1978, PAGE 3 
Job Opportunities In Terrace 
To Re-Open Weewanie Or, Oamp 
the future, is some 1~,000.00 
dollars. The Department of
the Attorney General for 
B.C. is expected to con. 
tribute a total of 50,000.00 
dollars to the society, to 
operate the camp. Over ann 
above the oim'ating budget,, 
the society requires some 
75,000.00 dollars, and is 
seeking assistance from 
members of our community, 
including individuals, ~reups 
and business corporations, 
who have a concern f~, and 
an Interest in the develop. 
meat of a positive proaram 
for Northern youth referred 
throngh the courts. The 
society is also applying to 
The following list is the landscaping. SECRETARY, l opening, 
most recent available from $7,500.00 annually. 
Canada Manpower (Canada SENIORAR- Must have minimum of 
Employment and Ira- CHITECTURAL DRAFT. two years experience in 
.~ . migration Services) in SMAN, loponing,$80041500- industry related to this • 
Power saws 10,000.00 " Terrace. Unless stated month, (D.0.E.) " 
Dining haII tables and chairs Special problems related otherwise these job op- Must he experienced position. 
• portusities exist within assisting in producing arch~ HAIRDRES.qER, I opening, Trailer renovations to this ramp operation are.' Terrace~ township. Ap- itectural workin~ 
Mattresses I. Lack  of heavy duty salary oycommismon, 
Start up work on trailers and equipment on camp site. plicants should apply in drawings, assistmg in REGISTERED NURSE. 2 
winter damage repairs 2. Transport of materials, person to Canada Era- writing in general office openings. $7.50 per hour. 
Staff salaries (May training eq~pment and fuel to camp. ployment Centre, 4630 work. Required in medical 
Lazelle Ave. Phone 635-7134. period) t;ontributions are tax The Terrace HERALD will MANAGER BOOKSTORE, 1 surgical shift work, 8-4, 4-12, 
Life boat (ramp boat) deductible and may be s~t appreciate hearing from any v a c a n c y. $ 5. ( 12-8. 
Radar installation (camp to: ' • " persons obtaining jobs (D.O.E.). SAWFITTER, 1 vacancy, No boat) 
Depth sounder P.O. Box 148, Kitimat, B.C. through seeing this notice. Must be experienced, ticket, $9.60 '/2 hr. to $9.80 ½ 
private funding fomdatlous 
for help, as well as seeking 
special funds from the 
Provincial and Federal 
governments, . 
The youth will wo~k, as 
much as possible, under 
.super.... on, on thecamp and 
tog cabin building. 
The specific items needed 
are"  
Kitchm equipment incleding 
stove 
First aid pack 
Life Jackets (camp boat) 
V.ILF. radio (cmnp and 
boat) 
rock 
Transport of power 
M~erator and other heavy 
equipment or auppUes 
Log cabin project is over 
and above other start up 
coasts: 
Log kit estimated cost - 
3,500.00 
Other costs involved - 
6,500.00 
m,,tsl cost estimated - 
V8C 2G8 minimum two years should hr. for cert. 
For further information, INSTRUCTORS, Open have some buying, + Mat have minimum of 
please contact:- vacancies, $9.0o (D.O.E.), budgeting, planning ex- one years experience car- 
Kilimat- Fran Muir, 632-6345 Required for instructing patience, bide and land. 
Terrace- Doug Mumford, courses such as Crafts, 
635-9561 Business Vocational COOKS. various openings, INDUSTRIAL ELEC- TRICIAN, I vacancy, I.W. 
Prince Rnpert - Ray NesbitL e~eademic, General, In- ~3.254u'. and up. Rate. 
a~4-9022. • terest, Gardening and Speciality cooking. Mmt he Certified. 
French to Grade .Four is 
Soughtby S.D. Oommittoe 
provmcial Department of 
Education will assist in 
funding the program up to 50 
percent as long as the 
system is being expanded. 
The proposal was defeated, 
dhtr4ct starth~ at Grade 7 as waa a motion to table the 
proposal, and the chairman 
lend for 1928-7~ and each of the school board, J.E. 
exit .  ding the proaram Cook directed the Education 
wnwaru until the Grade 4' Committee to re-introduon 
+. l~vd WaS reached. , T I~ he matter at the Bm,.~ 
:~kt the March 6th mantas m 
the Ternra School District 
m, amotlmwumade by the 
Education Committee to 
• implement Frmth language 
lmtmctim throughout he 
Meeting of 20 March for full. 
discussion. In.service 
education to  up-grade 
qualifications of the prmmt 
teaching personnel in the 
French lan~age - since 
there Is a shortage of 
qualified French lanSunge - 
was also pert of the or/ginal 
pro.posal put forwardby the 
~mration committee. 
POLiOE BLOTTER 
'tim 1~race dctacinnent keak and enter which hu 
the RCMP were kept bay caused 3 Juveniles and one 
thkpast wsekend with three adult, to be chsrsed with 
k'ask and enters, a hit and • breaking and entwine. One 
run, several small thefts and person and four eH cases 
a near drownin~ of hear are still heing songht. 
Jason F.,~ar, a Thorchill Cleaning out your chimney 
youth, wd  pulled from a might seem easy but one 
construction ditch con- 'l~orahill man found that 
•et•y7 feet of wa~ aft~ burning is not the ans~r.  deguUy feU .to mz desmUnent water_ ,~ pa.er-ny put his chinmey fire out 
pulled the ~oy out in the before it caused any 
process fell in himself, and' damage. 
had to be resouml by others. Stolen this weekend were 
Jason Is in satisfactory • some interesting, but not too 
condition in Milk Memorial useful, items. It could be 
Hoql/tJd. ' held to "fence" tWO spoke 
llqusr/,atOm had a .wheoli:stolen++ferm+Anfre~,: 
+x . . . . . . . .  • 
• . +.  s t )  
Ent~/n  ~heruldli, or 
a lock~ hub for a four 
wheel drive vehicle. 
A youth was arre~f~ and 
charged with poesesslan of 
m ~•r l  J uuu . ,  
Saturday. In un effort to sto]~ 
vundailmn in the downtown 
area the police have in- 
foot patrols in the 
late evening and early 
mond~. 
To help the force ou~, 
~nyone witnessing any 
vandalism Or crime l/ease 
notify the police, all in- 
formation is held in strict 
confldmce+ "-i,. ~,'~'~ *" + 
School Board Notes 
The Terreon and Dktrict 
No. 98 School Board Office 
Staff collected ~10 as their 
donation tom the Jack 
Cook School children's trip to 
Dimeyland, at the same 
time they requested the 
School Bco~d to match their 
** effort with a donation from a 
part of the budget that allows 
~asus  requests o be 
met by the Board. 
Mr. DOUg in~ tendered 
his rralgnation as vice. 
presldont, o be. effective 
June this year and will 
continue in his capacity as 
teacher of mathematics and 
computer science at 
Caledonia Hlah School. 
copies are availal;le for 
distribution to the media. 
The school has been ~raated 
full accreditation, however, 
following the visit by its 
inspection team from Vie. 
torla late last year. 
Trustees Harrison, Kruase 
and Johnson will travel to 
Vancouver this weekend to 
abhand a Leadershlo 
sponsored by the B.C. School 
Trustees Association. The 
clinic includes hedseting, 
school curricula, collective 
agreemtnta, community 
relations and selection of 
senior adminstrative pea'- 
sonnel. 
Mr. Kiln Kosim, Phys. Ed. 
teacher at Skema Junior 
B.C. Jr. Bays' Basketball 
Champlmship gamm, losing 
to St. Thca. Moore, 
Burusby; 50-33 to McNlcoll 
Park, Penticton and 53-51 to 
Cantlepr. Michad Ireland, 
P.E. instructor at Caledonia 
St. Secondary School v/dl be 
taking that school's 
basketball team to sorer the 
B.C.:Senior l~am~ouships 
tourney March 15-19. 
Jim Ryan, Musical 
Director fro" Caledonia S.S. is 
still looking forward to. 
taldng the school band en 
tour to Whiteboree, Y.T. the 
second' weekin May. The 
band mumble are busy 
~Uing'tiekets o a supper- 
ca for Saturday, March 
The External Evaluation Secondary School, travelled 18 at Verltus Hall as part of 
Ret)ort of Caledonia Senior to Vancouver with the school thsir attempt ~ raise the 
Secondary Sch0ol will be basketball team last remaiulng ;3,000to finance 
made public when nr~. ted weekend to take part in the the trip. 
Ohilean +ship-jumper deported 
Chilean seaman Gallndo 
Madrid, rejected by im- 
ml~railou authorities as a 
political refugee, faces more 
dsnf~ than another Chilean 
d~Jumpa~_ deported from 
Vancouver four months ago, 
l~ae Goldman, aspokmnan 
for the Vancouver chapter of 
Amnesty International, said 
SunGo~l~nnn said-Edualdo 
Antichiviche, a laborer and 
"not a political adctlvist of 
concentration camp m +muu 
alter being depm~,d from 
Vancouver but now is on the 
United Nations' list of peo~e 
who huvedlnpprared inside 
Chile. 
Madrid, 32, a former army 
!o0tlporal, escaped from hie 
'native Chile and is a atudmt 
sotivist, army deserter and 
.'0ulspckm opponent of the 
mdita,"y Junta. 
I ¢  • Ifnihe Chilean authorc- 
ties could ~ive such rough 
:treatmant to Antichlviche, 
who to them wee a nobody, 
m can only image whet 
would happen to Madrid, 
said Goldman. 
Madrid and companion 
LUls Sanches, a tecmnlolan 
blacidlsted In Chile, left a 
Greek ship in nearbx 
Sauaminh B.C.' May ~7. 
. ~Both requested p0litical 
rdngen status in Canaus, 
+l~t Madrid's request was 
down by the Im- 
colgratlon Appeel Board lest 
week. Sanchez is to appear 
before the board next month. 
RETURNED TO CHILE 
Lawyer Ray' Cantlllon, 
who represented "An- 
tichiviche, said the f~.mor 
'.laborer was sent back to 
Chile by Vancouver im- 
migration authorities last 
November. 
"It is absolutely sbo~lng 
that this could happen to 
him,hand at the same time it 
make~ things look terribly 
for Madrid and San- 
chez," said Contillon. 
Madrid said the im- 
migration board decision 
means he must find another 
country immediately orface 
deportation to Chile and 
certain imprisonment or 
death, n 
Lawyer Stuart Rush said 
he will launcm an appeal in 
the Federal Court of Canada 
today whium will seek to 
overturn the decision or- 
daring Madrid to leave 
Canada "as soon as prec. 
ilcable." 
A telegramnhas been set to 
lmmiSration Minister Bud 
Cullen asking him to 
denignate .political re~..ca 
status for Madrid ann, at the 
least, grant wo weeks extra 
time to attempt o find a 
country which will accept 
him. n 
At annappointmont _with 
Immigration officials today, 
Madrid+mkst present either 
a p me ticket to. a f +o tm 
country or proofnthut he is 
attempting toleave Canada. 
TIME LIMITED 
He could ~ deported to 
Chile immediately,naaid 
Rush,.or given aS little as six 
days+to find an alternate 
country. 
Among Madrid's sup-. 
porters are the British 
Columbia Federation of 
Labor, which sat  a 
telegram to Cullan Friday 
asking to rescind the 
d or .on order. . 
Amnesty Internati0nai, 
the Committee for the 
Defense of Human Rights in 
Chile, the Vancouver 
Cmilean Association and the 
Vancouver Committee for 
• Solidarity with latin Amer- 
• ira are also trying to keep 
Madrid and Sanchez in 
~Caanda. 
-,I ple reanons have been 
,given by the immlgrutlon 
appeal board for their, denial 
of polhicol ref~ou status for 
Madrid, said Rush, n 
• Madrid amd ne us wanted 
by the Chilean mfli[ary 
regime because he refused 
serve, additional • punlt|Q~ 
time in the army and has + 
been outspoken in his op- 
ponitio~ to the Junta, 
Ma~d + asia ne also ~m~. 
knowledge mborrauing to 
the (Mleun govermnem of 
torture, executions- and 
punishment. 
FURNITURE & APPUANOES 
• + 
+ . 
+  slsoeoQu s . . . ,  
~] 
' + +  Moffat . . . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ++'~+ 
, , , . . ,+  • + 
/ 
+,,.,," '~ ~] 'i ' 
. ! : .  
Homo Laundry 
Heavy +Duty 
2speed Autowasher 459 .96  
Heavy Duly 
• 289 95 Electric Drier 
I]i + pa i r  7 4 9 , 9 0  
' tax 62 ,49  
Or + 12 equal payments 
of S66• 802.39 
4664 Lakelne Avenue 
DIOK 
F.miture & Appliancm 
Terrane, D.O. 
FREE DELIVERY TO TERRAOE 
," & KITIMAT o(J 
ON THE SPOT FINANOING 
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lloan President Says: 
gitimat is Expandable 
Business is bcing 
trowbeaten into believing 
that nothing is tolerable but 
the pe~eet society, says 
Patrick Rich, newly-ap- 
pointed executive with Alean 
i~f id -b i~ "-/,l~h]num 
company in the world. 
Rich, who on Jan. 1 
became vccepresldent for 
the Western Hemisphere of 
Alcan Alumininm Ltd. and 
president of its biggest 
subsidiary, Aluminum Co. of 
Canada, said business should 
assert itself against 
pressures to "walk away 
from certain situatins." 
"Wherever bualneas i an- 
gaged apolitically creating 
employment and contrc- 
l~ting to nducatlon, I believe 
that business must assert its 
own stand," said Rich, 46, 
who holds degrees in law, 
economics and political 
sccance. ; ; 
He said business should 
make life more bearable 
today, and fight the notion 
that others should be 
sacrificed for a came. 
" I  personally .believe that 
Alcan has this tolerant and 
pragmatic attitude," b~ 
said. 
Rich spent the Second 
World War in his bir- 
th  p lac  e--  S t ras  
France--40 kllometres from 
a ooncantration camp. 
SERVED IN WAR 
He served in the French 
Army during the Algerian 
War andlearned"a lot about 
of m~r~ kidnappings in 
South America. 
"Their feeling is it's all 
bright ff it's a 
usl nessma n. 
killing a pig and it's for the' 
right cause. 
"I have seen many dic- 
tatorships. That is why I will 
never subscribe to any 
ideology ff one of its tmetsis 
you can kill off a man or a 
generation for the sake of the 
society of tomorrow." n
A French cctisan, RIch is 
as international as his 
employer which operates in 
35 countries through 121 
subsidiaries and related 
oonlp~sies. 
Alean employs 61,400 
workers, with about 12,000 of 
its 18,000 Canadian workers 
in quebec. The Montreal- 
based company had 19"/7 
revenues of over $3 billion, 
net earnings of ~01.5 million 
and assets of ~.4 billion. 
Rich compares the 
problems business has with 
the Partl Quebecois 
government in quebec with 
situations in many oountrien 
where the prevailing 
.i_deo_ 1_o~ _antl-10uninee& . 
BUSINESS SUSPECT 
' ' These  governm~ 
cannot have an uninhibited 
relationship wth baulnsso 
because business is 
idenloginally suspect," he 
exp~innd. 
"It's a matter of living 
with a certain pragmatic 
bargaining along with soen es 
of rhetoric. The net effect is ideologies and how people 
are manipulated." that if business believes that 
As an Aluan executive, he ' it is contributing something 
experienced the atmosphere positive they know that the 
$ 0-$600 Million_ 
"Not Enough Money" 
OTTAWA (CP) -- indian sulation in mobile temporary 
AFFAIREOlnisterTugh buildings was considered 
Faulkner said Monday he "Inferior. 
does not have enough money NOT ENOUGH 
to improve immediately Faulkner said his total 
what the Opposition calls budget is between $500 
slmmeful living conditions at million and ~ million and, 
Indian reserves across the although a substantial 
country, amoent can be allocated for 
Faullmer was commenting improving ~ndIUons, it is 
oni a report which eays,.not~en0uglLHedidn0thave 
conditions at manK;Scha~oJs "' WeciSe figures, n ....  .... 
on~.'Ind!ans reserves In Huatyebyn said it was 
~ansatenewan are un- hard to believe the govern- 
sanitary and unsafe became ment cannot afford ira- 
of neglect by the federal provements. Indians Affairs 
government, had allocated ¢/8 million this 
"It'snot just a problem in year for fairs and handi- 
Saskatchewan," Faulknsr c ra f ts  and more than 
said after Ray Hastyshyn ~00,000 paying Indian 
(PC-Saskatoon.Blggar) leaders to attend con- 
said immediate action is 
warranted to clean up 
shameful conditions at the 
majorcty of 60 schools on 
rss~vas in his province. 
In an interview later 
Faullmer said "we're Just 
going to have to attark it 
systematically." However, a
major ola~acle was a lack of 
cash for a major dean-up 
and he said he would seek 
more funds as soon as 
possible. 
Hnatyshyn's questions 
arose from a report by the 
S a skat c hewar  
College which said 41 of the 
60 schools have inadequate 
sewage systems and in 18 
eases raw sewage is spewed 
onto playgrounds, creating a
health hazard, lu all but 10 
schools, fire safety systems 
are  below standard. In- 
ferancas to discuss Indian 
policy, n 
Hnathyshyn called the 
'conditions shumeful and 
disgraceful, an assessment 
Faulkner agreed with, 
saying no one can he nat; 
Isfled with the current 
situation. 
"I don't dlsagree at all 
with his assessment of the 
conditions," he told the 
Commons. But the minister 
disagreed with Raatyshyn's 
suggestion that a national 
study he ordered to idantify 
all such problems on 
reservas. 
"What we will try to do is 
deal with the situation, not 
conduct another study, " 
Faslkne~ said. Outside the 
Commons Faulkne~ said he 
regards the demand as a top 
m'ioritv: 
Ki tskuka lum Ski H i l l  Pro Shop Lease 
The Regional District of Kitimat Sfikine 
invites interested parties to bid upon the 
lease for a pro shop and ski school con. 
cession on Kitsumkalum Ski Hill, 
Terrace, B.C. 
The lease will be for a duration of three 
years commencing May 1, 1978. The 
successful applicant will be expected to 
provide pro shop and ski school services 
to the specifications of the Regional 
District. 
Anyone interested in this contract may 
obtain further detlals and specifications 
from: 
Ski School and Pro Shop Lease 
Kitsumkalum Ski Hill 
Regional District of Kiflmat Stikine 
No.9 - 4644 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1S6 (telephone 635-7251) 
All applications must be submitted to the 
above address no later than 4:00 p.m., 
Tuesday, March 2g, 197g. 
The highest or any tender may not 
necessarily be accepted. 
government will have to the smelting industry is hit, 
aclmowledge it somehow." it could work out for us 
Rich said he detects a shift became 0f our smelters in 
bytheqnsbecgovermneatto Canada, provided that the 
deal with economic economy generally doesn't 
problems, slow down too much." 
Aleen has begun an right- INVESTMENT AFFECTED 
year building and moder- ~lcan , investment In 
nising progam for its smelter Jamaion is being affected by 
operations h~o but also h 1~4 bauxite levy which 
looks to Kitlmat, B.C., the Rich said was triggered by 
site ofnthe only smelter the impact of the energy 
operation i Canada outside crisis there. 
quebec. "We're muking the 
"When we look towards government a tentive to the 
the future, we don't forget fact that we are suffering 
that Kitimat in an important losses and. cannot see how 
part of the syetan and that it the indnstnt will expand or 
isexpandable," hesaid. "We mntinue producing existing 
am generating power there ~pacitles," be said. Alcen " 
and there in nothing to accounts for between 10 mtd 
prevent us from expanding 15 per cent of the Jamuican 
our powerJeneratlon." gross domestic product. 
-- 'We'Jmve-plenty of op- Rich Joined Alonanin 1959 
tions. If Brazil developed its when he left the army. 
bye~AmPOWer fficlantl~, in In Montreal for training, 
azou, you wmuasee,he married a French- 
many al,unl~.._ um com p~ea speaking qUEBECER IN & 
going in, he said. There THENNWORKED FOR 
are many competing claims Alcan abroad until last 
for investment in many year.hAs a result, Rich mad 
countries and. intaruatinnal his wife missed the Quiet 
companlen aremore xposed Revolutlan. 
than governments-- they "l 'm discovering 
have a multiplicity of hal- Quebec," he said. "l  lock at 
ance~f-payment problems." this 'Je me souvlens, the lye 
MARKETS DECIDE and the rose,' mad I begin to 
Where to invest in deter- see how the emotions are 
mined by markets and- extremely complex. There is 
neeonomLc environments, he this past, an almost feudal 
added. "Tme aluminum, feeling which in very French 
alminstry is so diversified and fur from being 
'that when you look at the something to snicker at. 
political risks of ex- "The fight for cultural 
proprktion, they have to be identity is a dignified fight., 
ne~ib le . "  Personally, it is difficult to 
• ~ometimes a proposed in- apprake whether it has to be 
vestment is rejected, as done through language. 
when the U,S. Justice legislation. In Alsace 
department challenged, on Lorroine, we speak both." 
antt-trunt grounds, the 
acquisition of smclter m~d ~ ~ 
rolling mill operations ~a 
Soottsboro, Ala. .-:.. 
Rathar than Sleaai years in 
JOBS the court~, Alcan bowed O~ 0 F of the deal, whian would 
have meant a primary There's good news for 
SOurCe of aluminum In the young people interested in 
U.S. 
"At thts stage, I 'm not we- developing ood careers. 
pared to say it means we A new edition of a useful 
directory, now available at 
cannot have a primary many school and municipal 
SOurce of aluminum in the libraries, lists 2,000 of the 
U.S.." he Mfd."It was a hit top companies in banking, 
of a blow in as much as Alcan life insurance, ~diversified- 
invested effort in this affair financial, retailing, transpor- 
and no corporation likes to tati~n iand.;utilities, plus 200 
]lave its affort" thwarted, ]arge.tr~de~soc'~tions.-.They 
especially when It feels it has ar~ ~Ii#t~i],t't'hre~'. w'~'yff, in 
comvlied with the spirit of alphabetical :order,. by state 
the regulatlone," and city and by industrial 
Rich said Alcan operationf category--from aerospace to 
in the U.S. have 'not been utilities. , 
affected by the COal strike, ~ " 
und the situation could e van ~ ~ / / / ~ /  
benefit he company. _ - - - / ~  
"We will have to see how 
much smelting capacity will 
be knocked out," he said. "If 
AMIMALGROUP • A tandem is.a bicycle de- 
. ~ NAMED • . : Idgaed to be ridden by two or 
A group of squirrels la more persons at the same 
called a drey of squirrels, time. ' 
PEDAL RHYTH. NO SHUTOUTS SEEN 
MICALLY . In  .12.Supe r Bowls there 
DiRT mI S 
AT DOWN- 
TO, TH 
PRI(  ,S. 
Briefs 
• has never been a shutout. 
COCKROACHES HARDY 
A cockroach can live for 
two months on water alone 
or can survive up to five headnl~s been severed &¢~, 
months without water: n" .its body. 
COCKROACHES p IIIIIIIIIl~b 
SISTENT 
Tests have shown that a 
cockroach can live for! 
several days after Its 
Suzuki~s full l ine Of dirt bikes have the 
featurei that let them take on the 
toughest terrain. Arid model for model, 
you can't beat Suzdki prices, either, from 
the DS80C for jdnior riders right up 
to the top of the,line DS185C. Every 
bike in the series gives you 5 speed 
constant mesh transmission. And for that 
high torque at low and high speeds,  
a Power Reed': type eng ine .  
We carry a full range of Suzuki motor- 
cycles, and our service department 
stocks a complete line of parts and 
accessories, 
When it comes right down to it, you'll 
like our Suzukis and our prices, So why 
not c~ 
AT TERRACE EQUIPMENT 
SALES LTD. 
- SUZUKi C;OES THE DISTANCE! 
AT TERRACE EQUIPMENT SALES LTD. 
• - 4639 GREIG AVENUE 
Dealer No, 012419A 636-6384 
am~aalnl 
A message about those who think they car """^" ' "" 
"1 got caught 
with myhand in 
your l elet ' 
What a shame. 
He thought it was some sort e ta  
game to claim a little more Unemploy- 
ment Insurance than the law allowed. 
How he's in trouble• He didn't 
report earnings and work while 
getting UI. 
"I mean,  it was  only  a few 
bucks.  You've got ml l l i om: '  
We don't have any m6ne~ 
It all belongs to the people of 
Canada. And when you deliberately 
claim more than you're allowed by law, 
you're stealing from your neighbours, 
friends, fellow employees, employers 
and the Government of  Canada. 
It's our job to pay UI  benefits 
fairly, efficiently and according to law. 
It's also our job tO make sure the pro. 
gram is not abused by those who have 
little concern for their fello~.itizens 
• o : *!.." " 
simple. 
"Lots o f  peop le  r lp i0f fUI .  
Why are  you pick ing on me,  and  
how'd you f ind out?"  
Not so fast. 
The vast majority ofour claimants 
are completely honest• They use UI  as 
it was intended-- as a financial bridge 
between jobs• 
And no one's picking on you. 
Anyone we find abusing Unemploy- 
ment Insurance will be dealt with 
under the law. 
I fyou're caught, money improper- 
ly claimed must be paid back in full. It 
could mean you pay an. administrative 
penalty. Or you could face prosecution 
under the Unemployment Insurance 
Act, o r  the Criminal Code of Canada. 
Conviction means a Criminal record. 
UI  employs almost 500 full-time 
trained claims investigators and, like 
any modern organization, we use new 
data-handling techniques to their best 
advantage. We match up Records of 
Employment with claim records •
to find the cheaters who don't report 
earnings while they're 9n UI. 
• We don t like to prosecute. We d 
rather avoid that painful process by * 
telling people that if they cheat, 
they'll probably be caught. 
"1 never  real ly  bel ieved 
it was cr imina l "  
Some people's attitudes toward 
Unemployment Insurance.havebeen 




to get more UI  benefits than the law 
allows. Almost as i f  it wer e socially; 
acceptable or even fun. , ~: 
,. EVeryone knows this,[goes on. 
No one knows be'tter than ~e do. 
' Suppose you lose your job. I f  
you've been paying ilito Unemploy- 
ment Imurance and you qualify, you 
have a i-iglltto ~nefits. And we 
will res ~ect h Lt right as long as you 
r4 y( r, ~tions, too• 
YoUr,ol~ at play it 
s~raight s. mg as you 
dotMt ,  we're proud to help you. 
)le who would never Consider 
;o r  outright robbery have 
Lg tO hide earnings from us 
:i ! 
7'/w U..'.lphn,ta~t lnsumt~ (~tmai~sf~nl aruhhe ' "~] 
Dq, amn..nt ,;fMa.pou~atul Irnmi/,~tima h t~ b,',~l~, ] 
th,'CamdaE.q,~,s~uandhmnigratio.Co.a.i.imL [ 
liurra lit!~,3~nHIstill~.ourlocaloft~aido:rijkffas | 
"r~'.~plmm,'mlnsummx, qff~,s~rrCanada,Wa.po~cr | 
Ce?/t~,s. l!'Tw, d~ y'n. ,tt~¢eii~r i. m~z locatim~ thc~, 71&, ! 
called Caruda l:.mplo2m,?zt Ce.tn, s. " [ 
J 
Canada 's  Unemployment  
) ! Insurance Program 
Working with people 
who want to work. 
' Iq~.  .Employment and Emploi et 1 
Immigration Canada ImmlgrationClnldl 
Bud Cullen, Minister Bud Cu.llan, MIniltre 
FRESH 
"Pork Bu.tts" 
: ..~-.-Out f rom Loan Grain Fod  Porkors  
I 
i n  
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I 'eli of lamb 
½ tap pepper 
z~ tap Basil , 
½ Tap Orqano 
:+++a,+P,¢+,+,++'++ '* 
GORnON. ANDERSON ~' 
Ltd. 
6354576 46M Lazello d~ 
Noun Tues..Sat. t e,m..S:N p.m. Friday 9 e.m. 9 p.m. 
qlllllqllll I'' / - ~ ,~m 
b 
'lllllmill! ~ill,, '.". " '  " ": <s~ 
N,IIIh,, Lmdio, Oolntor ~" 
'qllllqlllP" 
: . . . .  s115, 
New recipe £or leg o£lamb..,,+, ~~~) ;~  
BOUTHPACNFIC HOT BRANDY Beat egg yolks, sugar .~ OIIuXO 
LEGOFLAMB " EGGNOG the brandy. Pour into two 
2 egg yolk s ,;ups. Flll with hot milk, 11. .+...o.~.~.,...........~,, .. ,mum,,,, 2 oz E & J Brandy ~'ated nutmeg.' 1111111111 ' Milk 
~, .  Ilo|ooron {~ 
½ tip Rosemary ' " ( /~)  
1 Tap Salt. 
"° -0 '~ ' " "  I0 8 Kelley IRItlII 2 Tl0sp Worcestershire 
2 Tlzp Oil 10-8 Kelley says he hasn't. which is how It's listed on his $ 
• . had much. trouble with his driver's llcence. All his mall ' 
De~'ost the leg. Remove xcess, fat. SD~e the heri~ and name. Only twice was it an is addressed to10-0 Keiley.n 
season~ onto meaty surfaces and rub in. Place in a obstacle. " "Mamma went 10 months 
heavyweight plastic bag and pour over the wlne or lemon "It took me I0 years toget with me and I came out on ....... 
juice, andworeestershlre and soy sauces. Squeeze as much the 'Georgia Farm l~trket' the eighth day. Two daetors , 
air as possible ~m the lint so the llquld eovmm all re,r- subscription started bee.auee save me that name." ~qll ~ 
laces, and leave to nmrlnate for a hours, ot a hassle ova my name,!' If you thln~ hls aMineis un. • Jl' " . ~  ,qp~/" 
To rout, remove from bag, place meat and marinade in a insurance company. " mother's? ~-~dk~ ~..~¢ ~ 
shallow rosatisg pan. Do not cov~. Rosat at 3&5 desreesF, questlonedmxmeofl0-8:nso "Her 'name was ¢ '~ ~ ' ~  
for30-35minutesperpound, ortmtiltheintarnalte~nperature I refused to buy their in- ArtteMlsayVandora~Ma~ok ~. . .~  ~ 
is 165 degrees F. suranee. Tmey didn't trust MINNIE Lee Lanania Mary ,.. 6 
gllIdlll ~ 
Slice meat hinly outo a serving platter wnm skimmed pan me so I didn't rust them." n Ann Mandy Sara Ann Sandy Illl [b 
juices (or heated marinade) poured over it. Kellez, 75, is listed on Ills Polly Ramdmn Judy Ann ' 
• birth certificate as ~-~. ~o-.s,~ ~ 'mlllP\ 
"tmeight," but he shortmed Kelley," he said. 
"But we called it ~ the hUgO. . . . ,  h , , . , . . "  / '~  n _~,  
• , ' O .... . " 
Wnth the  Gunde,   40. 
, ~ i  • O m  flip llil , ~ 
you can  an  n --------+ 
~ ~ i i ~ i ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  -~q liP' ~, ,v~ <, , /~ I~ 
,+:,++ii+ii~ ~. !i'::::'% ~ii~+~ ~ " ' II It : ~="  ++ + ,+ +:  IIIIIIIII ~,~"  
~:~ .. ~. ::+.~i~i::~i~:::ii~i~::i~i~i~i : i i i~i~i~i~i'ii~::~ . . • +,+++++++++:,++++++ ,,,,,,,, I i 11, 
ii!i!iiiii:~i~+:,i~i',~i~,i~//, i Y :'::'+ . ~ ' " ...... :., .. :~: !':~i!: !i;:'i !~:~:' !''` :~;~: :;: i .' ' • , ~-  ~~~! i~! : i i , , i~ : J i~ i i i i !~ :  ~~i!;iiiiiiiiiiiiftiy .. ~ .. ' " ..... :" ?~ ~~. . I  .~ :"  ' ' " " _~~"  ' ~ l~.  
,llllh, .~ ,, ,II I' ": ~-~": ~ 27 whoob, 
• _ . . .  . . . . .  {~ ~ . +'+%:~.,,~ , i i  . : ~,1 ~o Do +1~ 
Th i ~nn rememuer ,  q~v 
e ncome tax return has ' ~ /  OORSA '~ ,  ] '  , i v¢m .... 
been improved this year, I , .,, ' " . _ ___~:__  • ~IM~I.~ 
maklng i teas ie r f ° ry°ut°d°  " I;~ c lude all your  original ' " ,~qUlll' . . . .  , . - -  . . . . .  (_--- "~ . . . . .  ~ ,~ . . . . . . .  . / '~)  
it yourself. And to make it recelnts " illlnnl, ' ' 'l~:,,sa,~, ' ~.'.,;,~.~ , ~ . .  
even easier, read the six basic - " ' " q"' "' ., , . I .~ ,1 /~.  ~ :  ~ ,  
steps in the G~dde You'"  ~-." .. ', . . (~)  .. ' ~ ~ / ~ ' ~  , ~ 
• ~ouo le  cnecx  your remm - - "~- - -  ~ ~ . ~ n  " probably find all you need to ,.~:.~ . . . .  ,n,__ , , .  _. ,._. _ "". .~ ~ " . ' .~ Deluxe 10 Ipood~ 
' ,+ , , , .  + ,, , . . . .  
any addl~oned quest ions,  • ~, ~ ~ , .,,,l,, ,, /I , 
you'll find the answers In the ,sooner If your tax fonn has , "illll,~. ~ , .{X  I I ' .  at', wh,on,  ~:~ 
oeen oone &ccuralel, ~ ,  ( ~ ~  ' l~ ,~ $ 2  9 .  ~ ~  detailed portion ofth e Guide. .. ' " " :'/:r ' " " " ' :'" "'!'/":'i . ' Wilh f indors .  
"0  head[. 0oo oa  
YOU can  do  I t . . . . ,  ,, ',lllJ+.. ~ 7 ,~ ~'~ :,, .._ . .t . .  ~@ 
Revenue Canada Revenu Canada (~)  i ,~  +=, " : .  ~ PHANTOM I l~m~mJ 
aton " ''p~' " ' ~ v  ~ - -- . - " ~ I l I k "d  I 
~, ~ p. ou,~ v~, ~ p. ~u,~ " ~ . -~ ~--  ~-~-.-~ l 
" -'=+ ~ " - - -~-  ~ '  - - -  ~ CANADIAN WHEELS 
1 
' ~ I i ~'~ , ' -  .,: 
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Oakland Nanaimo nips Kamloops Chiefs moves  to 
Denver ft lobby twNoanaimo .Clippers cor~, Bruin~ 8-6 in R.evel.stoks a  and the game's only Walker and Ward Sparrow /Unarm" got a pair for AI~. a er  
th~ weex~a vans, me ot  ammnscroaseapl~etlines~ misconduct.n ' scored for the Veea.whlie botsford, third in the Ccastal 
_...m .against first-place .set.up at!he rink by striking "'rnnv I;'~ltrin'~ ~nal at John Neeld with a pair, Division, whlleslnglascame CISROGiantaeo-ownerl:loo. pledging that basehall would 
.x~m~g~am masers, to stay c~v:c worgers. 16-~l"of tl~e"~cond''~lod Darren Halasz and Bob from Don Werbeniuk, Rick Larie says the deal to move indemnify both cities against 
m contention for top spot in In Bellingham, the Clip- ~=~.'.:..,=,, . ,~a  . .  o t~,~.  Hildebrand were the Viking Greenwood, Anthony Me. Oakland A's to Denver and any revenue loss.caused by 
me .u~stan Division of the,,pors led 3-1 after one period ,"~,,*~"{~,,,'^;~ a sc~rel~s marksmen. Murchey, Jim Dobson, Brad have his National Lo.ague having only one team in the 
.~.rlt.ish. Columbia Junior ~. and 5-2 after two, then hung : ~ . , .~ .~ '~r , ; . , .~  s ha d a BLAST BUCKS blammel andTom Chisholm, team play half its baseball area, Lm'ie said. 
nocxey League. on as a Belltngham rally fell ~.~ ~]meT~.~m~'~an~mo Merritt came out strong m The Brufns, which had games across the Bay could Although details have yet 
The Clippers edged short in the third.nTorrl . . , . . . .  roD,. u,,~wl. ,. ,I.,, home ice Sunday, fcring 56 " three earlier games can- be cemented by Wednesday. to be worked out, he said 
Kamloops Chiefs 4-3 in .Robertso..n, l~dy  Keller, ~nl~o~'n'et . . . . . . . . . . . .  shots at Kelowna goantander celled because of the civic In an interview Sunday such indemnification "would 
Nanaimo Saturday, then den uajgov, deft Wylie ann . . . . . .  -'- ' • Randy Struch and getting strike, got three goals from with the Chronicle, Ltwie have to be for the length of 
nipped the Blazers" 5.4 in Barry Pederson scored for McKie, who started the goals from 10 players. Kelly Bandy Zinn and singles from said: "There is still enough the lease" the American ' 
Bellinsbam Sunday to move the winners. .se~..n with a.Junier B.t.~m Ferner scored twice, Singles Bruc~ Howes, Evan' time," and indicated he League A's have with the 
m Nananmo o~ore ~ommg came from Randy Will, Bob Williams .an~l Danny hoped to reach a settlement Oakland-Alameda Coliseum, withln, three points of the RALLY FAIL,.q 
division "' leaders. Any Glenn Anderson scored 
comMnati0n of Nanaimo two of the Belllngham goals, 
loesesand Bcllingham wins, while Don Fraser and Ken 
totulJing four will clinch first: Berry notchedupowcr-play 
place for the Washington markers 2:11 apart in the 
State club. n middle of the third period. 
In"the Interior Division, The Blazers pulled goal- 
Penticton Vees remained~ tender Neal Girard, who haft 
replaced starter Vern Mott, 
three points behind leading~ for a sixth attacker but 
M~'~itt Centennials, beatingf couldn't get the equalizer 
Vernon Vcldngs 64 Sunday past • Nanaimo's" Andy 
us the C, entmniais crushed Gourlay. . 
K elowna Buckaroos 11-2. The clippers, whim were 
In t~e other game, Ab- outshot 37-27, took 13 of 20 
botsford Flyers beat the mcoors, threaof six majors 
the Chiefs, stopped 50 shots 
while Gouriay blocked 31. 
Arron Rucks, Grag Adams 
and Wylie also scored for 
Nanaimo while Clint Fshr 
with two and Pete Gerlinger 
replied for Kamloopa. 
In Penticton, the Vees led 
5-2 after two, then hung on in 
the third m the Vikings, last 
in the Interior Di~,ision, 
came back with two late 
goals. Ross Fitzpatrick, 
Kevin Maxwell, RoD Vin- 
cent, Ken Pederson, Howar d
Deschamps, Gary Slrkla, De)eager. They remain a atameetlngwithaUaffected 
Blake Stephens, Glen distant fifth in the Interior parties Wednesday night. 
Johnson, Ed Beers, Ken Division. He said his frantic lob- 
Stroud, Rick Mettler and League actibn continues bying, effort,naided by 
and would cover any loss of 
parking or concession 
money. 
Larie said he bcliev~ 
by himself, but Lurie 
planned to speak with the 
mayor today after Mosoone 
returned from Europe 
Last  Thursday Moscone 
said that as far as he was 
concerned the deal was off. 
He saidnhe had no desire to 
"bail out I' the A's. 
PARK THERE. GOLF 
HERE 
The course of the 
Aroostook Valley country 
club at Foar Falls, N.B., is in 
Canada, but the pro shop and  
'"Canadians can't cut basic 
' figures',, says Graham 
Canadians have to put more 
emphasis on the basics ff 
they are to cut better figures 
in international competition, 
says Barbara Graham. 
technical coordinator f the 
Canadian Figure Skating 
Association. 
lusufltel~t work on the 
basic school figures is 
continuing to hurt men's and 
womm's ingles katers, she 
told reporters during an 
assessment of the world 
c 
concluded dur ing  the 
weekend. 
"Thereis a correlation be- 
tween figures and good free- 
styleckating," Graham said. 
"Coaches and athletes have 
to develop a technique and 
improve it every year." 
She said Brian Pochar of 
Calgary, who finished 10th in 
the men's event, "has a 
defonding ~ampions Irina 
Moiseeva and Andrea 
Minenkov who won the 
silver. Kristina Regceczy 
and Andras Sallay o f  
Hungary were third. 
Janet Thnmpson avd 
Wer~ Maxwell'of ,trltam, 
second last year, finished 
fourth while Liliana 
Rehakova and Stanislov 
Drastlch of Czechoslovakia 
were fifth, slightly ahead of 
Lorna Wighton, 19, of 
Toronto and John Dowding, 
21, of Oakvlile, Ont. 
DANCERS STRONG • 
Graham said the strmgth 
of Canadian skating Hes in 
its dancers as shown by the 
placing of Wighton and 
Dowding, 10th last year in 
their first worlds, and 
Patricia Fletcher, 17, and 
Michael de le Penotiere, 21, 
both of Toronto, who were 
She also said women's 
singles and pairs com- 
petition are the areas where. 
most work is needed. 
Because no Canadians Ikoke 
into the top l0 in those vents 
this year, only-one woman 
and one pair will be able' to 
go to next year's worlds. 
"The men have been doing 
~th inoovative programs e trend now is coming 
to the women's event and we 
have to keep up," she said. 
MEN SHOW PROMISE 
.In areas other than the 
dance, Canadian men 
showed promise with Pookar 
comng 10th and Vern Taylor 
of Toronto 12th. 
Taylor became the first 
skater to ever .execute a 
triple Axei in competition, a 
feat which will help rake his 
sl~allle in the international 
community. 
technique and he just has to 12th in their first worlds 
learn how to totally do it." after skating together for 
Two Soviet couples placed only several months. 
first and second in the dance She said Heather 
competition to conclude the K~nkaran of Toronto, who 
championships. Natalla finished 12th ' in women,s 
Linlehuk !and Geniiddi slli~ies/Wilt~ i~dei' t l~ 
me gore oy upsetting flrst fl6~u'e as well u she can 
and it's important to do the 
t~  x t D a -  " "  first part of any competition 
well," Graham said. 
anger flys 
Four players fouled out, 92 
free throws were taken, 
referees Lee Jones and Dick 
Figures are worth30 per 
cent of the marks in com- 
petition for singles skaters 
and, while their value he  
been reduced in the last few 
years, Graham is against a 
further eduction. 
In pairs, Canadian 
champions Sherri Baler of 
Mitchell, Oat., and Robin 
Co."m of Wat~Ioo, Ont, had 
. to.orop out heeanse of a lag 
injury 'to Baler. Lee-Ann 
~del~ii ~f l~iaa0rd, Ont., 
,;4md;~Paul ~ of  Cam- 
~die;Out.; ~ilshed ilth |n 
their first worlds. The event 
wan won by lrina Rodnina 
and Alexander Zaitaev. 
Anstt Poetaseh of East 
Germany won the gold in the 
women's event defeating de- 
fending champion Linda 
Fratianne of  the United 
States. Charles Tlchner of 
the United States won the 
men's gold.. 
Bavetta called 66 personal 
foans and seven terhuleais 
and a feght betweannBob 
Lanier and Bernard King 
spilled over into the stands. 
When the smoke cleared 
Sunday, Detroit Pistons had 
a 130-125 victory over New 
Jers~y Nets. And the two 
msin'combatants were out 
dining together. 
"I like Bernard, he's a 
good dude," said Lanier, the 
6.foot-ll, 250~pound captain 
of the:~istons. 
Lani@r didn't feel too 
kindly to@ard the Nets' 6-7, 
206.paund rcokie with 9:49 to 
k r+ ~e second quarter. 
That's when the two players 
collided and King hurled the 
ball at Lanier, hitting him in 
the stomach. 
Lanier charged afte/'King, 
chasing him into the stands 
with players from both 
teams in hot pursuit, No 
punches were thrown but 
Lanier ended up on top of 
King, and both were on top of 
a.number of spectators. 
Both players were ejected 
from the game following the 
incident, but apparently 
were~,n0t, holding any 
grudgeS; : They met in the 
hallway ~nd deccdednto go 
get a bite to eat. 
Jim Price scored 26 points 
and Leon Douglas add 25 and 
19 rebounds for. the Pistons: 
In other . National_ 
games Sunday, Philadelphia 
'76era edged Boston Celtics 
106-103, Atlanta Hawks 
defeated Milwaukee Bucks 
96-93, Buffalo Braves beat 
Portiand Trail Blazes 96- 
90,nDenver Nuggets beat 
Chicago Bulls 98-95, 
C. l eve la  nd C 
• defeated Indiana Pacers 95- 
90 ,  Golden State Warriors 
Button-$hots50m 
Sknow your leo' 
Knowledge of local ice touched thebutton, came on 
conditions provided all the the last rock of an extra end 
BersieY-t~depald needed at andwasuet swept. 
Nutana Ckrllng Club Sunday Newfoundland outlasted 
as he paced his Sas- Queben'sKariMurovic and 
katehewan rink to ira- his Montreal rink 8-6 in the 
pt'essive vlctorlea in the first aftern0on, n
two rounds of the Canadian Newfomdiendnskip Dale 
mixed curling cham- Sudom of St. John's also 
pionship, madea key shot on the tirol 
The Suskatoan foursome, md of the evening draw. He 
including Marnie McNiven missed a dnable-takeout 
at third, Roy Uchman at attempt on the ninth end 
second and Joan Bjerke at against the Nova Scotia rink 
lead, defeated Northern skipped by AI Darragh of 
Ontario 9-4 in the first round Dartmouth but punched out 
andAlberta7-6inthesecond a rival stone with his last 
to join Newfoundland, rock on the 10th end to 
Prince Edward Island and remain unbeaten. 
British Columbia with 2.0 Sudom posted his first- 
records. ' round'win by striking for 
The key Saskatchewan three points.coming home to 
shot was a hard-swept draw nip ' New Brunswick 
to the button by Yuzdepski champianRicherd Belyea of' 
with his last rock in the Saint John 7-5. 
second round against the. KEEPS PACE 
C~rry Wilson .rink .of Ed- British Colubmbla's Barry 
monton, Yuzdepski coneld- Smith rink of. Kelowna kept 
ered a takso0t atteml~ but ."pace by dafeatlng the On- 
decided against it because tarlo retry skipl~d bx Bob 
"I've ..ha, d good draw wmght Wlddis of Toronto 9-6 in the 
all day. . . .  . evening round eft~ gaining 
msswea~rspteg.ea up me aflrst-roand 7-6 victory over 
r o~.. instantly .ann.. sta.yea. Manitoba; Losing skip Ralph 
with it past me nog une, nut Wilson of Winnipeg. over- 
by then it was apparent the threw his last roe.k- and it 
weight,was perfect. The shot hung wide to let B.C. escape 
eased between, two .AIb,F. ta with the winningp0int. 
counters xor me, deciding ' In other flrst-round games, 
point. . Alborta downed the 
, Yuzdepakl said the Territories 9.0 and Ontarlo 
helped, especially in the first whipped Nova Scotia 11.0; In 
game when Saskatchewan the ~eond romd, Marovie 
jumped into a 3.0 lead in the collected a vital single point 
first two ends against Roy while looking at fo~ rival 
Land and the Northern merkerf on the last end for 
Ontario ehtry from Drydm. an S4 win over Manitoba, 
• "They might have been a while Belysa. made a 
delicate draw with his last little nervous," Yuzdepski 
said. "They ,didn't "get a rock for a9-6 extra.end win 
chance to settle them- ove~ Northern Ontm.in 
selves." " 
I 
topped Kansas City Kings 
113-106 and Los Angeles MAKES SIMILAR SHOT 
Lakers beat Phoenix Suns His winning shot in the 
128-11,1. ' evm!ng round was virttmliy 
On' Sathrda- New York duplicated by veteran Bob 
. . . ~., Dillon of Charlottetown, who 
cozeated New oersay125-117, , led PE I  toa  7-6 victory 
Seattle ippad Houston 93-9, ~ver ' ~ ~ "  
Sa ~ re~resenta  t lves  f 
An  tonlo beat Washington Yel|owknife The biggest 
11)-101and Phoenix defeated difference was that Dilloo's 
LcaAngelea 120-114, clutch shot, which also 
END SIGNS WITH AL8 
MONTREAL (CP) --  
Defanpive nd Marvin Davis 
hassigned a new thres-ysar 
contract with Montreal 
Alouettas of the Canadian 
Football "League, the 
id/efandlng Grey Cup chain- 
one said Wednesday. "I 
can't walt for training camp 
to start." said Davis. 
Greg Aiken. n 
Darryl Beeker and Dan 
Hlushko scored for the Buck- 
arons which held third place 
in the Interior Division. 
In Revelstoke, Reck 
with four games Tuesday. Bowie Kuhn, has made of- 
Kamloops plays in flcials in both Oakland and 
Rovelstoke,nKelowna visits San Francisco realize what a 
Penticton, Merritt travels to critical situntionnthe teams 
Vernon andAbboteford plays face. 
the Lords in Langley. Kuhn has helped by 
everyone whose support is parking lot are in Maine. 
~ l  now i favors  r the NEVER WON TITLE 
plan-except San Francisco A catcher who was a 
Mayor George Moscone. The regular at his position has 
owner conceded that never won the American 
Moscone could kill the idea League batting title 
EXCLUSIVE Heavy Duty G.M,C, Truok 
Dealer In B.O.'S Northwest. 
EXCLUSIVE Cadillac Dealer 
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Regional badminton tourney 
held in Kitimat 
The Kitimat Open 'Bad- 
minton Tournament was 
held on Saturday and Sun; 
day. It included players from 
Prince Rupert, Terrace, 
Kitlmat, Smithors, Kemano 
and Vancouver. 
, Results were as follows: 
Ladies 'A '  singles - -  
Dehbie Anderson, of 
Terrace. 
Men'S 'A'. s ing les -  Bill 
Chadyk of Smithers, runner- 
up, Bob Warren of Prince 
~t .  
Ladies 'A' doubles - -  Pat 
Kenny and Fran Power of 
Terrace, framers-up Debbie 
Anderson , and Debbie 
Hallam of Terrace. 
Mess 'A' doubles - -  Bill 
Chudyk and Allan Leuag of 
Smithors, runners-up Norm 
Chatfield and John Rose of 
Kitimat. 
Mixed 'A' doubles - -  Norm 
Chatfisld of Kltimat and Pat 
Kunny 'of Terrace, runners- 
up Allan Leung.of Smithers 
and  Debbis Anderson of 
Terrace. 
Ladies 'B' singles - -  Jean 
Eby of Prince Rupert, 
ru~er-up Sue Lortcher of 
Smithers. 
M ens 'B' singles - -  Bob 
Heran of Vancouver, 
up Tony Knott of Terrace. 
Ladies 'B' doubles - -  Jean 
Eby and Carol Stesavie of 
Totem wins 5-2 
BY JACK STEWART . 
Totem Ford 5- 
Goninn & Anderson 2
1"nm~lay.tght in the last 
~i same of semi-final action in 
~" Ter race  Commerc ia l  
• Hockey, Totem Forddidit o 
G&A by a score of 5 to ~-. 
It was a fast moving end to 
end Same that saw only 14 
minutes in minor penalties, 8 
minutes to Totmn and 6 to 
G~zAo 
It was G&A first on thee 
scoreboard atthe 7:35 mark 
when Harold Cox assisted by 
Las Thorstenson drilled one 
~,~ute oJ rry Lamming. It ~as 
nly goal of the per od 
even thoush Totem had 
shots on G&A netTotem had 
15 shots en G&A netminder 
• Richard Bullen. 
Totem'sLamming had only 
stops in the entire period. 
In the second period, 
Totem scored 4 unanswered 
goals. The first one came 
with 13:26 left in the period, 
it was Seas James, anslssted 
by Peacock and Farrow. 
With 10:10 to So, Reno 
Mieheud, " aeaissted by 
Peacock and James Sot his 
find one. 
And thenwith 3:56 to go it 
was Michaud again with help 
from James and Farrow, 
and with 1:26 to Ks it was 
Prince Rupert, rmmere.up 
Joyce Paul and Ellen 
Fltagerald,of Prince Rup~t. 
Mess 'B doubles --- Blair 
Peacock end Lauri Bar,nan 
of Kitimat, runners up 
Gordon Case of Prince 
Rupert and John Wieae of 
Terrace. 
Mixed 'B' doubles - -  Tony 
Knott of Terrace and Ellen 
Fitzgerald of Prince Rupert, 
runners-up Jim Wilson and 
Davene Bater of Kitimat. 
Ladies 'C' singles - -  Barb 
Smiths of Kitimat, runner-un 
Dave t,anfp~n bf  Tat-ace. 
Ladies 'C' doubles - -  An~e 
Kawa and Malls Gnlaski of 
Kltimat, runners-up. Diane. 
-Coy and Eflenn Blrkedal 
Men 'C ~ doubles - -P rank  
Bioudo and BOb Keafe of 
Kemano, rmmors-up Gary 
Sadder and Seppo Rouhenm 
of Kitimat. 
Mixed 'C' doubles-  Ken 
Hutchins and Dorothy 
Cheyue of Kitimut, runny- 
up Jchn Wiese of Terrace 
and Joyea Paul of Prince 
Rupert. 
.:. Somnor pulls 
the Bulls 
Scott Corp from James and 
Farrow to end the second By JOHN KOROBANIK points behind leading 
period 4 to 1. THE CANADM, N PRESS Winnipag. 
The ,tl~l,p~iod saw ~ Birmingham B.nlk.' coach GAME ~.~,ARLY OVER 
out .hustle.<Tot~n -,but:-t~::.. Glen . . or, ~:'~';~;.~:{,~,.~i~"Je~! ..ud.:.~Bul]s had 
ruing nothh~ we~t in until .th miuropnonea oz reporters as game with Harris .handing 
15:44 mark. when Kewn ho condemned World Hockey out 80minutas in pennltles. 
Oinen assissted by Darre! AS soc ia t lon  i~of f i  Harris sentLinsmnanand 
members0Inthe Wiimipo8 Dunn, Winnipeg defan- 
- Jets and then the media. " eeman, off withi, niinor 
" I f  (referee) ROn Harris penalties at 17:42 but More 
thinks that's how to k~p the  they got to the box the pair 
Sw_e~.,, in this league he's had squared off; 
crazy,' Somnor said a~- B~m's  Phil 
ta~his Bulls lost 3-2 Sunday Roberts thennJumped "1~ 
to Winnipeg Jets in a w~q~ the L ln fomanl~ f!ght and 
game. "Wait unti!~Dave B0bbyHulimovedintobanl 
Dunn sets to Blrmeagham." ROhorto off. Tmat's when 
DeWinter and * Jerry 
Seymour got G&A's second 
and final tally. 
At the 17:57 mark, Totem 
sewed it up whm Farrow, 
aasissted by James and Ken 
Harder scored the final goal. 
In shots on goal Totem had 
32 and G&A ~0.. 
The three stars of:the 
game had to be first, Seas 
James with 1 goal and 4 
assists, then Tom Farrow 
with I goal and S assists, and 
finally, Richard Bullen for a 
numb~ of excellent saves on 
Totems forwards. 
It was an excellent same 
that saw fast action, hard 
hitting, and end to end rush' 
after rush by both tean~; 
There is more of the same 
starting this coming Monday 
night when Totem Ford hosts 
Skeena Hotel in a best of 3 
out of 5 series. 
Albeda ohamps hold 
ourling ground 
Renmnber game time is 8 
p.m. in the start of the final 
series in Terrace Com- 
mercial Hockey. 
than her share of troubles 
with those two rinks. She fell 
behind in both games More 
coming back to defeat 
Quebec, skipped .by Diane 
Nese of Horwtck, 9-7 and 
Newfoundland, skipped by 
Elsie Cooper of Gmider, 94. 
Against, Quebec, 
McKenzie was down '7-5 
He'll he looking into the 
barrel of a few guys.,, 
Whenquestioned about he 
Bulls recent lack 0f succass 
as they* continue tt'ying to 
brawl their way into the 
playoffs, Somnor stormed 
away into the dreasln8 room. 
"Who does that guy think 
he is, asking me those 
eStinns? What's he's doing 
e why we lose 9-9- 
or 8-3 in games when we've 
born f i~L~?" . 
LINSEMAN ENTERS 
And then there was-19- 
ycarold rookie Ken Lin- 
semen, who predpitated a 
.thlrd.perlod beach-clearing 
brawl, interrupting a con- 
vereatloanhetween Somnor 
and the only members of the 
media he would talk to, to 
sh~,,, ut his piece. 
Goask (Winnipeg oulie 
Gary). Bromley what. he 
thinks he's doing giving me a 
shot Just because I'm in his 
crease/ '  sa id,  Linseman. 
"What the hell is that? And 
there's no penalty." 
One thing was obvious, the 
Bulls were hot after fallb)S to 
duplicate a feat :they 
achieved earlier this season 
when they rallied to beat he 
Jets after a bench-el ,e,arins 
brawl. 
Sunday, the Jets scored 
heading into the clghth end. two goals innthe first four 
She scorod once in that end, minutes of the third 
stole one more in the tenth psrlod,ntook some of the 
' and then stole two in the Bulls' best shots and 8ave 
extra end for the victory. In some of thslrnown in the 
t h e a f te rnoon l ,  benchclearing incident late 
Newfoundlnnd wan up 3-1 in the period and then hung 
af ter  four ends, but on for the victory. 
McKenzie got two in the Barry Long, Anders 
fifth, stole two in the sixth Hedbers and Peter Sullivan 
and was never headed, scored for Winnipeg. Steve 
Saskatchewan, Alley and Pat Westrum 
• represented by Colleen. replied for the Bulls. 
Sielke of Saskatoon, turned In  the only other 8ume 
back Cindy Duncan of Sunday, defencemun John 
Teclin, Yukon, representing .S~ella scored twice to pace 
Yukon-Northwcat Houston Aeros to a 6-3 win 
Territories 13-7. over Indianapolis Racers. 
- -  Defending champion 
Alberta was one of four 
undefeated rinks Sunday 
followinB the opening day 
ofnthe Canadian Junior 
women's curling cham- 
,kip  by athy 
of Edmonton, New 
Brunswick and British 
Columbia were at 2.0, while 
Saskatchewan, which had a 
seennd.round bye, was at 1-0. 
King, who has second 
Mauresn Olson back from 
last year's championshi~
t,:nm, salvaged a '10.7 
openly-draw gictory over 
Barbara  Thompsc  
~u~l~j   foursome wi the  
in the ninth. 
In the afternoon draw, she 
needed only slx undo to 
dispo4e of Prince Edward 
lalancL skipped by Sandra 
Saundera, of Charlottetown, 
11-1. 
New Brunswick, skipped 
by Denise Levlgne of 
Mencton, had the easiest 
time of the leaders Sunday, 
trounrlnB Newfoundland 12-0 
and downin8 quebec 9.4. 
HAD TROUBLES 
Howard, B.C., 
represented by Sandy 
McKenzie of the host 
Chilliwack club, had more 
Don Larway, Rich 
Preston, Steve West and 
Morris Lkkowich also scored 
for Houston. Rene LeClerc, 
Michd Parlzeau and Peter 
Drlscoll replied for the 
Racers.n 
The win moved the Aeros 
into a second-place tie with 
New England Whalers, 14 
Inntba other first-round 
game, P.E.I defeated. 
nOntarlo, skipped by Beckl 
Roes of Sudbury, 10-7. Nova 
Scotia's Kay Smith, of Truro, 
had the bye. 
In' second roundnaetlon, 
Ontario damped Manitoba. 
10-3 and Duncan edged Nova 
Scotia 8-7. 
Steve Durbano charged 
oifnthe Birmingham bench, 
,raced.full speed a~o,= the 
width of the ice and slammed 
into Hull from bchind. 
That immediatuly emptied 
both .benches and More 
peace was restored, Win- 
nipag coach Larry Rifimun 
had taken the Jets to the 
dressing room foe a ceoling- 
off period. The Bulls fol- 
lowed suit• 
It ~took same " Officials 
nearly 30 minutes after the 
end ofntho game to sort out 
all the penalties and when it 
was tallied, Harris mad 
cesuad 156 more minutes. 
Director of officials, Bob 
Frampton, was in .  at, 
tendance at the same and 
alto'wards he fingered three 
playem--Linsemen, Roberto 
and Durhano-as the in- 
stigators. • . " 
, Hull,. who scored his 
1,000th professional goal 
Saturday night, i wea for- 




Scram star James Cean 
will direct his first motion 
cture, Hide in Plain Sight, 
is' spring, says  Metro 
Ooldwyn-Mayer. :. 
FESTIVAL RETURNS, 
Britain's second Mnlvern 
Festival takes place between. 
May 22 and June 11 this year, 
once again concentrating en
George Bernard Shaw. 
ENTER SIMARD'S SHOW 
One of Rene Slmard's 
shows een in December has 
been entered in the Men- 
treux Television Festival 
held in Switzerland this 
spe~, . " 
BA~.EBALL RETUHNB 
AD~! 6 marks the return of. 
maJqr, league bancball to 
~B(~TV, .and Toronto Blue 
J~,Msmnnd Montreal Expos. 
wfllbo featured in 37 SHOWS, 
SEAWAY CLIMBS 
Between the time an 
ooeangoins vessel enters the 
St• Lawrence seaway :.and 
reaches Thunder Bay, Ont., 
it climbs 800 feet. 
• .ANY ARE IRREGULAR 
The Finnish language has 




The Morleetown Canyon 
Bears captured the zone 5 
native championship last 
Sunday ~s they beat Kispiox 
S-2 in the final ronnd of piny 
at the Kitimat arms. 
Teams representing each 
area of the zone, five teams 
in all, travelled to Kltimat 
Typioal Nicklaus win 
MIAMI (AP) --  About he 
time Jack Nicklaas pitched 
In for the third time in four 
holes--and for his second 
eagle--Tom Wslskopf said 
he was thinking, "My 
round windup Sunday in the 
Doral open golf tournament. 
The winning margin was 
about two inches. Nicldaue 
missed by that mkch on a 
fourth wedge shot of the day, 
this for a birdie that would goodness gracious, what's 
What caused this great going on here?" . . have tied it on the final hole. 
rally for the championship? It was just your typical, Weiskopf, three times 
Well, it could have been the routine Nicklaus flncsh--30 before frustrated in 
support of the fifty on the hack nine and only emallensea for this title, 
mthusinstic fans who came nineputtsonthatmanyholns moved into a four-stroke 
along with the team from down the stretch, just as he lead over Nickiaus with s 67 
Morion town. did a couple of weeks ago in in the morning round while 
As champs the Bears will the lnverrery Classic. Jack shot a 72, Their el. 
go on to Prince George Only this time it wasn't terooon scores were e8 for 
for the weekend tourney. 
Friday 
Friday nisht the Canyon 
Bears took on the Skecna 
Craming team and wen 7-3. 
Saturday they continued 
thdr winning streak against 
Ir, Jtwaaga beating them 3-2 in 
,~dden death overtime. 
where, on Eunte~ weekend, 
they'll play for the provincial 
native championships. 
Other than one small in- 
cident involving a taxi and 
three team members, the 
Bears harmoninusly corn- 
taunted in the parking lot of 
the arena, "It was a good, 
good time." 
I i 
Blind ourler hooked 
TORONTO (CP) - -  Rick 
Mmso thinks curling is "the 
best sport go~." 
"It ' f  a team sport and it 
really gets me worked up," 
• Rick, =3, is classified as to- 
tally blind. But he's taken 
pert in other sports 
wrcstiis, hockey and 
~wll~. Since he Joined the 
Metro Toronto Blind C~rlins 
League. four years ago 
, most of his 
al time has been 
absorbed in curling, n 
He haunts the down- 
sheets, practicing through 
the week and curling com- 
petitivdy each Sunday night 
in an eight-team leagne. 
Though legally blind, 
~ Muszo does have some lfght 
perception, s 
~'Must of us have enough 
slffht eo see the rock or the 
home," he says. "But most 
of eur curl l~ is still through 
sound. 
"My Mdp shouts what he 
wants me to do and then I 
line up my shot. When you 
curl so many years, you get 
toknow what you are 
(bins.'" 
The eight eams curl ragu- 
lation eight-end games 
durlns a round-robin 
scheduled. The only aspect 
of the game Rick misses is 
the sweeping. That is ld t  to 
the righted members of the 
league, who also double as 
skips, n 
"We evennenter bonspieis 
for sighted people," he 
mused this week. "We don't 
do well, but we have fun and 
gain experience. And we 
have wen some gamns." 
Next bonnpiei foe Muzzo 
and his team-mates i  the 
provincial blind curlin8 
championships in 
Ktngstonnwhere they'll meet 
rinks from Barris, Ramfltan, 
London, Kitchener and the 
host day. 
quite good enough. . Welshopf, ~ for Nlcklaun• 
• Wdskopf, who played the Nicklaue holed wedge 
final 36 holes over a nine- shots for eagles on the 10th 
hour period with his good and 12th boles, but Weiskol~ 
friend and sometimes playadttel0th, l lth and 
hunting companion, was birdie.birdiublrdie. "I had to 
treated to a full view of make putts of 15 and 12 feet 
Jack's uncanny herlacs. And to keep from Ioslns two shots 
he turned lt back, winnlnsby on both the 10th and l:Nh 
aalnglestrcke in the double, holes," he said. 
FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS 
AUTOVEST 
Before you buy, invedlsete the advantages of this rent- 
to-own plan. All monies paid apply to purchase. Why 
tie up your cash or borrowing power, tat and last 
months rent and drive away. 
EXAMPLES 
Based on 36 month lease 
78 F 250 pickup 78 Econellne Van 7S C 100 Chev pc 
St~O.00per month S135.00per month S129.00per month 
lease end price lease end price lease end price 
S2,17S•00 Sl,975.00 SI,Z75•00 
or simply return or si.mply, return or simply return 
7e Careers HT 7e Zephyr Sedan: 70 Dodge Van 
S139.00per month Sl24.00 per month i Sl29.00 per month 
lease end price lease end price lease end price 
S2,025.00 Sl,02S.00 Sl,67S.00 
simply return or simply return or simply return 
78 Fiesta 3 dr. 7! FIS0 4 x 4 78 OMs Cutlass 
S99.00 per month $1SS.00per month S139.00pormonth 
lease end price lease end price lease end price 
S1400.00 S2,275.00 S2,02S.00 
or simpl~ return, or simply return or simply return 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
CALL  LARRY HAYES-  R ICHARDS 
COLLECT 987-7111 
BELMONT LEASING LTD. 
1140MARINE DRIVE 
NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.D.00479A 
What a differene  Mno-A-Bod makes! 
LINE-A-BED is a molded liner/protector would be.worth having lust because it 
for your truck badthat's virtually inde- makes a pickup look so good. And made 
structible. Because it's made of the to staythat way. It's tough, easy to clean, 
same high-impact material you'll find in resists stains, and it can even be waxed. 
• football helmets and golf.club heads. One piece protects the headwall, side- 
The purpose of LINE-A-BED is to protect walls and bed floor. Another slips right 
the bed of a new or used pickup truck, •over the tailgate. One man can install 
- 'to enhance 'its appearance, to insulate it in ten minutes Or less. And the result? 
the bed When it is used in conjunction Well, look at any pickup bed without 
with a topper or recreational equipment. LINE-A-BED, then look at one with• 
With UNE-A-BED, a pickup truck owner $46900 can haul heavy equipment in It, carry 
stro.,ng alkali, manure, etc., without 
'scratching, marring or otherwise damag- i 
ing his truckbed. Distributors for 
Even if it didn't do anything, LINE-A-BED 
. . . . . .  - Terraoe Kitimat, Prince Raped 
I 
r:Terraoe Totem Ford 
Sales Ltd. 
: 4631 Keith 
636 4984 
D00727A 
OTTAWA (CP)'--The i~s 
:: world, figure skating 
championships may go down 
as a watershed year in a 
aport that has often been 
under fire for its judging. 
For the first time since the 
championships began 83 
years ago, three of the four 
dofendiag title-holders were 
dothrmed at the competition 
which ended Saturday night. 
What makes that eves 
more significant is that in 
enly 13 years has even one 
dofnodiag champion been 
defeated. And in only three 
have as many as two 
lost their crowns. 
• One criticism ofefi~ure 
skstln~ in that Jndges 
reluctant totake a com. 
~titer'f title away unless it 
absolutely obvious that 
Russians bask,. , skaters, pleased :,,. ' I" G.n.., 
' ' ' 1 support d w~tt~Y l l~t~r~!o~. l :g  " stfll have won the dance iltle, took noteofthesuapansionof ~ m a S ,  ar~io~ 0 
upsetting lrina Moisoeva the Russians and made a 
and Andrci Minenkov, and consoloes effort o avoid any 
weight bo~ing championship Irina Rndnina. and sign of bias in their. OWn fl~l'~! is only one placing • THE HAGUE (AP) --  Sup- 
in which a title is almost Alexander Zaltsev would marking. . ahead of the second-place pertersof three West Get- 
never lost except by a have had no trouble holding Whether the trend con- skater regardless of how i man terrorists held in Dutch 
knockout, the pairs flue, tinnes won't he evtdmt for a poorly he or she is scored,n jails took over a government 
What may have influeseed RUSSIAN FAR BACK year or two but it is a fact If this scoring system had office near the premier's 
the I§78. skating cham- Soviet Judges could not that the ~ is .t~ing to f r~ bern used here, Fratiaune today, but police said they 
plonshipe was the one-year have helped Vladimir the sport from me taints ox wouldhavewonthewomm's arrested the 2t' demon- 
aunp~sian of Soviet Judges. Kovaiev retain his men's biased or incompetent title and Robin Cousins of strafers after an hour. 
The International sksdng title against the challmge Judging. Britain would have finished No violence we reported. 
Union barred them after from Charles Tiekner of the Still to be dealt with, how- first,instead of third in.the ~ The demonstrators oc- 
accusing them of being United States. And their ever, is a problem that arises men s, "~. copied a room used by the 
biased in the last four years, presence probably would not in singles skating. Althot~h National aksociatlo0k-will government information 
An examination of the have done anything to metp the marks for compulsory be permitted to try the service in the ministry of 
marks by the judges here-- Linda Fratiann.e o f  the llgureoeowcountealyS0per systeminnomeinternatlonal general affairs building,. 
nine for each of the four United States keep her cent, the wide range o~ nompetitlone in the next where Premier Andrino van 
cats~ories--indicates that women's crown from going sooting still ~ives figures an couple of years. Then a Aat also has his offices, 
nothing much would have to Anett Poetzsch of East effective vaiueofasmnoh as decisien will be made on police said. 
changed even if there had Germany. . . 70 pea" cent. whether tomakethechnn~es They said the protesters 
been Runslans Jading. What. some expert oh- The ISU plans to e~-Kenersl--somethin~ hy no called themselves sym- 
Natalla IAniehuk and servers peculate is that the pertinent with a system in means certain considering puthizers of the extremist 
Gcanadl Karponosov would Judges from other countries which marks are used enly to the consmwatlsm oftheISU. Red Army Faction, also 
By THE CANAplAN PRESS 
: The playoff picture looked 
~rlghteri for New West- 
'iakQster Brulns after the 
defending Memorial Cup 
chml~Oun picked up two 
woekmd wins in Western 
C~sld8 Hockey ~ e  an- 
,tim, ~ultlng them into third 
plm~ln the Western Divlslca 
two I)dnte ahead ofnVletorla 
and two beidnd 
Seattle Breakers. 
The Bruise beat Seattle 5-4 
Sunday after an easy 9-3 win 
over Calgary Wranglers 
Saturday. The Breakers 
anorod a come4rom-hehind 
TAI victory over the Cotter8 
in Victoria Saturday. while 
division-leading Portland 
Wcnter Hawks handed 
Calgary its second lou of the 
weekend, 4-1 S~day in Port- 
land. 
Bruins beat Breakers 
M ean wh l le ,  B 
Wmeat Kings scored their 
12th straight victory Sunday, 
a 6-3.decision over Saskstoed 
Blades. Medicine Hat T/~era 
boat Billings Bighorns 64 
Sunday after dropping a '/4 
decision to Lethbridae 
Saturday. 
The 13rcacos remain atop 
the Centeal.Division with 76 
points, eight m~)re than 
Billh~. Branden leads the 
Eastern Division with 95 
points for a 20-point edgo 
over Flln F!om Bombers. 
In  New We~minster. 
Sunday, the Bruise spored 
four golds in the first period, 
three of them in 1:39 after 
Seattle opened a 2-0 lead 
hallway through the frame 
on ~oak by Owm Lloyd and 
Dwayne Lewdermilk. 
New Westminster replied 
with markers by Brian 
Young, Bores P'istrie, Randy 
Irving and John O~rodnick, 
and Larry Melnyk. Ca~ Gary Lupol scored three 
marksmen were Gerry ~oak, BlllJoheca added two 
Wilson, Glen Wylie and and Bob Jansch had one for 
Brian Law. the Cougars. . 
then got the winner fmmJim The Bndne fired 3,, suets Portinnd got first-period 
Dobson at 3:18 of the second on the Wranglers' net.and goals from Dave Ross and 
period. Ryan Hatfldd and took advantage of a sloppy Perry Tkrebull 'al l  the 
Glenn Merkowaky scored the .defeoce . and shaky WlnterHawkoneedodforthe 
other Seattle goals as the goaltending by Warren home.ice win. 
Breakers outshot he Brains 
39-31 in the cleanly-played Skorodessky. . .. Ress a~o~ ca a rebound 
nontest. ' In Victoria, Lowdmnilk 53 seconds into the game, 
then Turnbull scored In the. 
BOMB • and Len Deea scored two final minute of the period to 
WRANGLERS goals esoh to lead Seattle's make It 2.0. Dca8 Lecu~m' 
On Saturday, the Brains rally to victory. " scored on a backhand early 
scored five goals in the George Bust, Ron Kolnmn in  the secand before Brmt 
second period to beat the -.Wranglers. and Tim Hunter 81so neared Paterson made it 4.0 with a 
for the Breakers, which power-play goal at 13:20. 
JohnO~rodnick and Dang tratled3-0efterleasthunsix Calgary's Mel Hewitt 
Dorkson scored two goals minutes of play bat battled ruined Portland netminder 
cechtolead the Bruinswith back • by outscoring the Jerry Price's b/d for a 
slOes;gala8 to Jomn Paul Co~m 4-1 In the second shutout with a power-play 
Kelly, Carl Van Harrewyn, periodtomakna6.Slesdinto geal ate in the middie frame 
Kmt Rearden, Dave Orleski the final ~0 minutes, to end the scoring. . 
Ponquins push Rangers up over head 
By GLENN COLE 
The Canadian Press 
New York Raagers have 
put themselves back into 
National Hockey League 
playoff contention' with a lot 
of help from Pittsburgh 
Penguins, n 
Sunday night. In other played like they shoulb 
Sunday pines, Philadelphia a~ainot a weaker team an 
F lyers  d ipped  Colorado Phll Eaposlto led the way 
Rockies 64, Vancouver and with two goats and an assm~. 
Detroit Red Wings fought to ' Coach Jean-Guy Talbot 
a 4-4 deadlock, Boston. thought he Rangers might 
Bruise manhandled Los have tried extra-hard 
Angeles Kings 9-3 and agslnat theCaplteinbecause 
ThePen&~inswent i o the Buffalo Sabres outeeored ofafutlletriptoWashinb~*~n 
weekend wi~ a two-pp..tot Chicqo Black Hawks 6-3. thi' ~wnth only to find out a 
• .mac. ca the mnaen m me Aside from P i t t sb~'s  scheduled contest had been 
l~.ttlafor me last wild.card loss to Vancouver on postpened because of what 
I~ayou.sp~t. . . . . .  d a " Saturday, the ~ whipped turned out to be a minor 
rctts l~iatso. l~a ..parr., ~the l l~C iswlandBe~na/Snow~ ... :'~:; . 
vancoqy~'~ q.a~u~s%~ : .P~mmi /~ i  ~e;~i:~ibr~s !'4~Z,.~that~Unn~:~,trip to 
sa .tu~iny ni~.t ~a_unou~. Meatreai Canadiu downed Wuhinaton and I think they 
• ~unaay against Toronto the Kinp 5-3, Detroit edged poured It cn because of 
Maple Leafs.. But the 
Penguins blew both of 
them--losln~ ?-1 to the Leafs 
and 3-1 to Vancouver, 
The Rangers took ad. 
vantage of - hapless 
Wuhiagton to move into a 
paints-tie with Pittsburgh as 
they crushed the Capitals 8-.2 
,i:Coalindustry and  union 
"nogotlstors, noting they have 
>made prolp'ess in resumed 
dkcmsione, say they still 
face some hard bargaining 
before a settlement is 
forpd. 
The Carter ad- 
ministration, meanwhile, 
was hoping enough 
miners obey the TaftHartley 
hack-to-work order that 
reims full effect oday to ease 
the plight of coal-short 
r~ laas .  
But it remained to be so~ 
bow many of the 160,0~0 
strlki~ miners would return 
to the pits. The union has 
predicted that the back-to- 
work order would be widely 
~re  getting dawn to the 
hrs~ tanks, to the hard is- 
sues, Nicholas Camieia, 
cki~ industrx bargainer, 
said Sunday as he left the 
,hotel wh~e the wcekmd 
telk~ were held. He esldnhe 
was encouragnd but nddnd: 
• "We still have a lot of work 
to de." 
• TALKS RECEDED n 
Hqpes for a swift set. 
tlemunt in the walkout hat 
bepn 14 weeks ago faded as 
.the two sides recessed 
.:Bem~al talkf after a bflei 
~kuMay session so that mall 
groups of lower-ranking 
sectors  could work 
contract langoage coverln~ 
ape~ce issues. 
,. Officials of the Bituminous 
Coal 0praetors Association 
they continued to make 
proMrees in the third day of 
the renewed talks and e0~- 
peeled to continue 
beqpdnin~ in some form 
today, slthoagh no meetin~ 
were immediately sched- 
uled. 
President Arnold Miller 
o~ntl~ United Mine Workers 
(UMW) a~reed that there 
has been some progress, but 
said he "wouldn't put a time 
frame" onwhen asettlemmt 
will be reached. 
Colaradob.4,AtlaataFlames that," Talbot said. "What I 
took 8-4-1 verdict over liked was that we finally 
Chicago, Minnesota North played up to our potential 
Stem and Ft. Louis Blues a~Inot a weaker team in- 
etru~ed to a 1-1 draw and stead of playing down to 
Philadelphia walloped the their level." 
]~uins 6-3. "In Pittsburgh, the 
PLAYED AS SHOULD Pesgulns, were no match for 
For race, the Rm~era the Maple "Lzafe. 
Taft-Hadley almost 
puts sealers bask 
, . , , .  
• . , , , . . .  
• -/. 
/ .  
i I'. / ." , .~,<:. • 
"We nould go two, three 
days and make signlficeut 
pro~re~ and then have a 
breakdown," he said. 
Miller said he has not yet 
summoned his bargaining 
council to Washington. The 
coandl would have to ap. 
~reachrove any settlement 
ed by bargainers. 
ORDERS SERVED 
M eanwhi le ,  
marshals are completIng 
efforts to serve the tem- 
porary back.to-work orders 
issued under the Taft-Hart- 
lay Act to UMW locals, and 
noel operators prepared to 
reop~ their mines, 
Prssl~nt Carter said at a 
news can~enee Thursday 
that if Just a "mod~ate 
number" of ~UerS retnrn to 
work, "we e&~ prevmt a 
crisis evolvlngnin our 
country." n
The protracted dispute has 
forced mount|aS, power ' L "~' " ~l M ~ 
eurtailmente and tuna e f  
thousands o f  layoffs in. the i: 
midwastern and middle 
Atlantic regions most 
dependant on coal. n 
Marshals, who ' began 
serv~ the ordorson UMW 
locals and coal operators 
Saturday, faced a 4:30 p.m. 
EST deadline today for 
completing their tank. 
The adminestration ob. 
rained the order from a 
federal judge last .Thursday, 
arising that a continued 
strike would result in more 
rower cuts and worker 
ayoffs. 
Editor's Quote Book i 
Asl~ goursel !  ~ohelh- " 
er you are happy and 
~ou cease to be. 
Jo s, , M,u i 
i 
'~  ~. ?. ii.i~•:: . 
r • L 
INCOME TAX PREPARATION 
"NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY" 
4602 LAZELLE  AVE.  
TERRACE B .C .  
, 
L:T 
known as the BaederMeinhof 
They said the sltin was 
eannnoted with appeefa now 
before the Dutch Supreme 
.Court of Knut Folkerts, 
Chrietoph Wackernagei and 
Gerd Schneider.' . 
Folkerts was sestenceduln 
December to 20 years in 
prison for killing a Dutch 
policeman in a Sept. 
shootout In Utretoht. 
Weckernagei and Schneider 
w re arrested alter a 
battle at an Amsterdam 
apartment in November. 
Wecksrnagei was sought in 
the ~ of West German 
industrialist HanseMartin 
Schleyer last October and 
Schneider was wanted for 
the bombin~nof a German 
eeurtheuso. 
Police said the takcover 
wan not linked with today's 
seizure by South Moluccas 
gunmen of a local govern- 
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Four feared dead in 
Swms avalanohe 
(Reuter)-- Re~:taers dug Alpe near Aigle . . . . . .  
through snow up to right But police said today mat 
metres deep Sunday night only four people were unac: 
searching for four skiers counted for. Others reported 
!enr.nd buri~ under.an_av.a- missing earlier have 
lancne on a slope m me ~wles returned home.n 
Alps. 
About 300 soldiers and FREE.LANCERS BAND 
civilians usin~ dogs worked NEW YORK {AP) -- A 
through the night without service organization for free- 
finding any victims. Rescue lance publishing-industry 
officials said people trapped personnel called Free-t,ance 
might sti l l  be alive in Editorial Workers 
cavities formed as the snow Association, Inc., has been 
swirled around pylons of a established and is open to all 
ski lift. ' non-salaried editorial em- 
R e s cue  ployees ragardkse of geo- 
o r i~Hy estimated 15 to. ~. graphic boundaries. Among 
people might Oe ou.rzea benefits planned are medical 
under the avalanche sown and disability insurance, life 
the slopes of the Vaudois insurance and legal counsel. 
S MBER LODGE 
WEEKEND SIIKOIAL! 
at~e 
SLUMBER tOME MOTOR I l l  
Prince Rupert 
(909 3rd Ave. W.I 
Travelling to Prince Rupert for the Weekend? 
We have a "DEAL" for you I 
Two nights for the price of O~e. 
Reserve your well appoln~d 
• 2 bedded (1 queen, 1 double) 
room for Friday end Saturday for tho 
regular one day rate. 
Two people 630.00 plus tax 
Three ~Tb.00 plus tax 
Four ~).00 plus tax 
Dining room and 10unge 
Cable. colour TV 
Close to shopping 
For free resorvaflen call any Slumber Lodge or 
Terrace. (t3~(~02 or PrinceRupert.027.1711 
' Please cflp ad and i~'mmt at r~sh'aflen, e~r ~pires ~ L~ R~S. 
ORL~S 
TOVOTA C ANIDllIH-A. LOT OF AUTOMOBILE 
winter tesdngin the frozen north and 
\ the salt.ridden cities. The car is specially built u) 
take on the Canadian winter. And win. Year 
after year. 
BOH01M OF 0PBMIlM 
p[~. (  " "- 3no of the bestreasons to 
consider theToyota Canadian isits 
• ' ex~ona l ly  low price.Which means 
:.you ~ a lot of car for a little money. And that's a
good-piece to staff. 
. . . . .  MUMBO I ilUIIm Not out, do 
' ~ '~u ~t  alowprice, you ~ a lot of mn, i~d. f .~ .  
.Like: a hea~ duty ~t t~and altemato'r,:elec- i 
•tric rear window defrosts, ide Window defo~crs, 
' MacPherson strut front.ensl~nsion, power:~fnt 
. . . . .  ~':'.disC brakes and some very advana~ rust ii~hibito~ 
,, ;': ::". ' '/.. And for throe cold mon~ there's a hea~ duty, 









to bUy. Costs less to ran, Because of exccptionaUy 
good. ~ei economy with its 1200 cc engine. Because 
it's built ougher, so ever/thing lasts longer. 
Because it's aToyota nd if anyone knows how to 
build an economical " r t '~k J ' / '~ ' l 'X  
car, it'sns, | I~,,~ T ~,~ | jlkgk 
. , , , -  . 
TOYOTA CAHADiltH IODM 
ii 
, ! '  
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Fish vs. Beckley rink in the ~th'm,~ .~ m,~ r unsplei "A" [ Joyce (left) md Gag Kirk (right) sweeptheice. 
evmL Don FMb is sea bore throwing lead rock while wife I 
Beekley r i~  takes club title while 
Fish and company win "A" event 
Club No. 13 Sunday Mixed play, but for a super effort in Congratulations to both the levity. 
~urih~Leagun held their the championship game. Trask and Kirkaldy rinks. Hank Berg, President of 
wrap/ up Funsplel on In the Fumpiel, the Don Cllnt Everton and his Branch 15, Royal Canadian 
Saturday, March 11. Fish rink captured the "A" family rink were still Legion, made the "A" event 
The oeeanion was doubly event in an extra md game, working hard at the ~end of presentation,-Art Hlmhuk, 
eventful became the ~ dub on.as again featuring the I t~ the day as they. met Art the "B" evmt and Dick 
Hlmhak, LindaBeck (third) Branthan, the league eha. championship-we; also Beckley rink, as their ol~ Mike Barg and Lois Hlushck irman presto, tsd ., decided during an early ponants. 
morning draw. The Fish rink was skipped (second and lead respec- trophies and pins to w~or~ 
• The chaml/oaship.game, by Russ.Kirk with Joyce ttvely) in the "C" event andrunnoruparespesflvdy, 
l/ayedbetwem thewinner ef Fish• playing third. Don final, of "C" event. 
the two regular season threw~nd rockswith Gag Art and his crew came An excellentsmorganbord, 
Sunday draws, featured the Kirk leading tbe way, through in the dutch to win; provided by the Sunda) 
Peg Beckley and Cllnt throwin~ first rocks. Continuing their winning ~ curling ladies, und~ 
Ev~'tonrinks.. . The Kelth Trank rink with ways, Lois and Art Hluchak the-dir.eetion of Louls~ 
• In a tightly ~ayed game, Mary Ann Burdett, (third), wore the lueI~ winners in Redford and Betty Nord. 
R~ finally won in an e~tra Colin Goodsll (second) and bottle draws made during strom, was superb and, a 
end whm, ~int narrowly Lorraine .Trank (lead) took th,.presontatloncoremonies, .torrificflnnietoagreatday 
missed a takeout shot. the "B" event, with each win~tn~ mickeys, of curling. 
Membersof the Re~ Beckley Their opponont's in the Lois',of the Yukon variety - Dick Braathen was heard 
rink are wife Marie (third), final game were Brian and . Art's, obvlously to say the' all he did was 
Judy I ~  (second), and Kirkaldy. (skip).. and a ,. UI~alnllm.~,. ~~i.,;.~.,~ , rotation to Lo~se..a few 
GIm'H/~ (lead).:' '. =-,.' delegation' of Tasa's In the ~' ": Mar~ Stevens;th~dOnor Of. we~J~g0 tlmt fo~d would be 
The Evorton rink was a fonnofintherKeithandsons the chmplonsbip"tr0phy, required and ~/6ile,:it~ap: 
total family effort with wife Kirk and Jeff. These latter presented it and individual peered as ff through magic. 
Barb playing third,, son Ray two young mm played very trophies to the Beckley rink A finer spread could not have 
at second and daughter Chris well all day. long and at the poot spiel coremonies, be~found. All of the ladias 
playi~ lead. Our dsm~nstrated a composure. M.C.' Jack Stewart was are to be congratulated as is 
congratulations to both rinks and abfl/ty which belied their well.received as he provided Dick Braathen and all of his 
for mt only a fine season of age and experience, his wunlbrandof hu~0r and helpers. 
Medicine Hat one'to 
 world in Wmmpeg 
ByGERRY 8UI"i~N • in~ to return that title to HAD EARLY TROUBLE In othor llth.round iPu~ea. 
VANCOUVEB (CP)- - 'Ed.  Canada for the first time The Altm.tsns--Che~noff Folk beat Q~ebec's Steve 
Lukawich ignornd unlucky since 1972, rwas the only one with Ducat of Montreal 8-7 on an 
No.nl3 and won.~., the. "We'veseen lfl thelast few previous experience, in the extra rod, Sparken downed Nova Scotia's Alan Darragh 
Canadian men's ckrllng years that there aren't any tournament-- had early, 
championship saturday, soft touches anymore," trouble against Gerry of Dartmouth 8.5. 
"l woul(llike to uy'thut Lukowich s.ald, ".ThecU ~. Hodann of London in the flnal Newfomdland's Bob Rowe d~aw. However, once of Goose Bay beat the 
anybed~ who lives On the will Ix tou~n, ano ox co - Lukowinh and.his mates got Torrltorles' Howie Brazeau 
13th floor all week am't he ze. Sweden and Norway. warmed up, that wen it. of Fort Smith 7.S, Peter 
all bad," said the skip who "There won't be any let- the 
Prince Edward Island rink led his Alberta rink ~rom downonour part. We H rdax Alberta mapped n 3-3 tie MacDonald, skcp of 
Medicine Hat to a 94 record, for a few days, then go into with two on the fifth and from Summe~side,ntoppad 
Lukawich, referrinstohin training for the world-three on the sixty, then New Brunswick's Peter 
team's hotel floor for the s,nWe'H Jkst have to go to dinched the trlumph and the Murray of Saint John ~1.4 
savmdsy tournament, was Winnipeg with the same champianship--the first for and Manitoba's Doug 
eddrmsing e,7~1 fans after attitude that we've had the West since 19'/4--with Harrison of Winnil~ beat 
his rink of third Mike here- make our shots and two points on each of the Northern Ontario f Barry 
Chernoff, second Dale take advantage of the eighth and ninth ends. Mutrie of Kapaukaning 94. 
Johnston and lead Ron breaks." That prevented any After the top three rinks 
Schindle had defeated On- The AIherta rink, oowwith chance of a playoff with came New Brunswick and 
tarto 10.4 in the flea] draw Saskntchewnn's Rick Folk of Nova Scotia, both wlth a ~-~ record since be~Innlng 
Saturday. its quest for the Canedin.n Sasketoon and British records. At 5-6 were 
The.  vletory qualified crown, had one bed game m Columbis's Bernie Si~rkes Manitol~, Newfoundland, 
Alberta for the woHd the 12-rink, round-robln of Vancouver. Saskstchewan P.E.I. and the Territories, 
chsmplonchlp in Whinl  chmnpleashlp, a 13-3 los and B.C. had to settle for a followed by Ontario at 4-7, 
inter this month, with I~  Friday ni~t to Sas- share of second place, each Northern Ontario 34 and 
Medicine Hat foursome hop- katc~wan, with 8-3 records. Quebec 2-9. .-. 
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Lzons sign Olds to . * 




SHOP NOW THRU TIL NARON 3t, 1978 
Q 
,OOm o pnoeo g ig  9S 
;qF~m ' 
- 0ard taldo ~ 
'78 contract 
~|ts, Seattle Seahawks and mates in 1970 and 1971 when 
Philadelphia Eagles. Nebraska was named the top 
college football team in the 
He was a third-round raft UnitedStates. • 
choice of the Colts in 1973 fol- Terms of the a~recment 
lowing a college career with with the Lions were - not 
thepowerful Nebraska Com- announced by the club in a 
huskers, news rele,~se. Olds was 
Olds and B.C. quart~back released, last season by 
Jerry Ta~e were team- Philadelphia. 
,.,.'*'4 _ ~. .  
~... " " .'../ 7 ~.*1~i! 
By Nito a Bed S359.96 . j  
b, o,,, sol, ,,j.o. i! 
VANCOUVER (CP) 
BritinhcoluenMa I,io118 have 
announced the signing of 
veteran running beck Bill 
Olds ito a 19/8 Canadian 
Football Leagm_ contract. 
• UI~, ~/, has invlom Na- 
tional Football League ex- 
patience with Baltimore 
MEMBER INFORMATION 
MEETING 
in Oo-on Oafotoria Thursday 
NARON |Oth at 8 p,m, 
Loam ail alnoud taldK earn of your-tmos, i ~ 
pnnni~, ,prayiq, planting. Also Ton, wlnoro 
and how to plant. Kon Kerr, long tnmo rmidont 
of To~u ~nn b tolUiq you how. 
That's BARGAINS LIKE THESE ARE BEING BROUGHT TO 
THURSDAY, MARCH 16th 
at 8 p.m. on in Oo.-op Oafotoria 
Rofroshmonts will be served 
" / /  
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P estlnlan guerri l las grab + No leftist takeover in France • 
' PARIS (AP) - -  Chances of majority in the lower house COrn nknists ~o :d i ref, o ~e m~ busload of Israeli s i g h t s e e r s  the leftiststakingoverthe of parlinmeut, They were sse l le le i t l . ,a t le r  ,~n  rm ~I I  . s ,  
French government receded also well short of the 34 to 55 play second fiddle to the in by the 
By MARCUS ELIASON 
.... TEL AVCV (AP) --  It was 
• :4 p.m.'Saturday: afternoon, 
and 63 Isrnell sightseers 
boarded their has in high 
spirits after spending the 
Sabbath t0urf~ a stalagmite 
cave.  
In Tel Avlv, Bus No. 901 
revved up, +took on 20 
+l~mmmgers and headed north 
|0r HMfa. 
Sixty Idlometres to the 
'no.rth, two rubber clMghiea 
emerged from the choppy 
Mediterranean and were 
belched on the rugged 
Israeli coast. Eleven Pale- 
atinian guerrillas-nine men 
and two women--jumped out 
and Unloaded guns, ex- 
:ploflven ~nd ammknltion 
few hun~,~i metres from the. 
Tel Avlv-Haffa coastal ex- 
preseway. 
The terrorists had in- 
tended to ssfl farther south, 
to Tel Aviv, but the rough sea 
forced them to beach near 
the little fishing village of 
. G ~  Minhaels. 
Rubm,a 
pbotagrn~er who 
et~dgruted from New York 
City •five years ago, came 
upon t im' , .  The ten'orkts 
d~t  andkilled her without 
attracting: ,any attention, 
then:hiked to the highway 
thro~ a nature preserve. 
They thumbed own'a taxi  
and Idlled its passengers. ' 
"I thought hey were an 
army patrol, because they 
were wearing khaki 
fatiguea," said the eab- 
driver, Shlomo Cohen. 
~AM FOR LIFE 
Cobra, 47, said he escaped 
by diving into a fishpond and 
swimming for his life. 
Betlnd him, he heard the 
rattle of gunfire. 
The shots were directed at 
Bus 901, which had reached 
Meagun Michaels. 
"The terrorists jumped on 
the bus shouting, 'Pai~stinel 
"Arafatt'" said Rina.Ninl, 45, 
one0f the passengers. "They 
pointed a gun at the drivei"s 
head and told him to go to Tel 
Avlv." 
The bus made a U4urn 
while the hijackers houted 
at the passengers to keep 
calm. Some of the Isrnells 
had been woended in the 
initial burst of gunfire, and 
the rest wore too scared to 
~__~d the leaflets the at- 
tackors banded out. 
• "It was something about 
comin~ to liberate Palestine 
from the Zionists," Mrs. Nini 
said, 
Msanwhfle, the tourist bus 
returnins from the 
ftala~nite cave had reached 
the town of Givat Olga, 50 
Imomerea north of Tel Aviv, 
When the driver saw Bus 901 
stopped and people 
around it, he Mowed down 
and caught a blast of bullets 
from the terrorists; 
MOTHER SHOT 
" I  lockednout the Window L 
and saw some ~ people 
shooting at us," said 10-yeai', 
oldnRonnie Boshkevltz. "My 
mother slumped in her seat, 
bleeding. We started jura- 
pins out. 
"My father dra~j~ed my 
mother out the dcor.al was 
shouting and running across 
sand dunes. Bullets whistled 
past me. I fell again and 
closed my eyes.nThey must 
have thought I was dead 
became the shooting stop- 
ommknlsts woul  p er t ' "The French ~ people have 
see the left lose rather than not let themselves bel taken 
dsmsgo~/c 
today as the'Socialists and per cent predicted for them Socialists in a coalition promises with which the 
Communists laggednbshind by major opinion polls for government, rOp~sitlon tried to seduce 
months before the election. 
Guerri l la raid 
cal led courageous 
By THE ASSOCIATED 
PRESE 
Both moderate and bard- 
line Arab coountriea hailed 
the Palestlnlan guerrilla 
raid into Israel, with Saudi 
Arabia calling it a 
"courageous operation" de- 
monstrat~ the weakness'ef 
Israeli saeurity. 
Western governments con- 
domned Saturday's raid and 
Soviet Jews in Moscow 
staged a brief demonstration 
Sunday to donounce it. 
Ya~ Arafat's Palestine 
Liberation Organization 
(PLO) said in BeL,'ut its AI  
Fatah branch.carded out the 
raid, in which at least 33 
Israelis and nine of l l  
tes'rerista were killed. The 
PLO called it "our answer to 
Israeli arrogance." 
ATTACK CONDEMNED 
U.S. President Carter, in a 
statement Saturday in 
Washington, called the af- 
tack. "an outrageous act of 
ped. l '  
The terrorests herded the 
15 passengers from Bus 901 
on to the sightseeing 
roach,n~iving them a total of 
70 haulages. They tied the 
men to their seats with 
ropes. 
"To Tel AvivJ" they told 
the bus driver. 
By now the police force 
were bngianing to realize 
that something serious was 
happening on the highway. It 
was just aft~' 5 p.m., and the 
sightseeing bus was 
barrelling full speed down 
the road, machine-glm fire 
and grenades pewing from 
its windows, 
Hitch-hiker Ezra Bismi 
saw a driver stop In 
amazement, He was shot In 
the head. Maya Soslasky 
turned around to /see the 
back seat 0f her car pocked 
The police set up a road- 
block of Jeeps 15 kilometres 
:north of Tel Aviv outs/do a 
country club. An anti- 
tcrrorist commando squad 
took up positions along the 
route; n 
Prime Minister 
Menachem Begin callednis 
his top  advisers, and 
together the officials fol- 
lowed.the bun's progress. 
A few kilometres before 
the blockade, ~ two more 
Jeeps took up the chase. The 
terrorists threw a grenade 
Some of the terrorists es- 
caped into roadside bushes.n 
SHOT BY POLICEMAN 
"I saw one and fired," said 
policeman Vector Ben. 
Shoshan, "He threw a 
grenade. I lay f iat and it 
exploded behind me. 
Wheunhegot up to throw an- 
other one I fhot him." 
Inside the bus, grenades 
started to explode. Avrsham 
Shamir said he grabbed a 
gun from a fallen terrorist 
and shot two of the gunmen 
before jumping to safety. He 
was shot in the eye and 
shoulder. 
Then the bus blew up. The 
air filled with smoke and the 
smells of burning flesh, 
upholstery and gasoline. 
Medics ran to help the 
wounded. Badly burned 
victims screamed and 
writhed on the ground. 
The bus became a 5uge with bullets and herparents 
wounded and bleadL~, ball of fire, and 25 persons' 
Just before the town of Ne- were incinerated, 
tanva, with Tel Aviv still 35 After about 20 minutes the 
kllo'metres away, an Israeli shooting stopped. Nineof the 
police Jean gave chase The 11 terrorists were aeaa.ann 
t~.rm.lsts " mashed the' rear two were captured. At first 
win---dow-of the bus and ~e Israelis, fe t ing that 
warded eft their ourau~s three had escapes, mounted 
withaunfire. " , ,' a .huge manhunt .in the 
HIT BY-I~OTORIST I • . northern suburbs of Tel Avlv 
At. Netanya, a poliecman ~ imposed a c~few. . .  
tried to bl0ck the road with ' ' tree ot me ecan terromts, 
his car. The bus swerved a woman; were a necklace 
'paSt It, and the policeman wil? the nameDaiailah. 
was hit by a confused had:been I00 minutes 
motorist, since the attackcrf landed, 
and 36 Israells had died in 
that blew up the first Jeep. 
The second Jeep crashed 
into the wreckage. 
"They were shooting over. 
our heads and all over the 
place," said Avrnham 
SL..mlr, 38, one of the 
lawlessness and senseless "'ho~eel~un reached the 
brutality." U.S. S ta te  . . . .  ,,',,eiubat5'25,~ m and 
SocretaltX C'~.~ml.. ~ea id  .,:.IL.--."+.~+.~#...~.... ,ho. ~...~ 
~'~"~"  ' " .  dres ;~f is t~ding them and 
Other Western con- stopping the bus. A 
demnallom came from the battle erUl~ed.. 
British, French and West 
German governments. 
Saudl Arabia sald the 
raiders In their "courageous 
operatlon" showed Israel 
that "security is impossiMe 
asl0ng as  PMmtiniass are .: " 
-without a homeland., " : 
The Syrian newspal~" AI- 
Baath, organ of the ruling 
Baath Socialist party, said 
the worst errorist attack in 
Israel's history. 
SNIPPED OFF COLLARS 
TROY, N.Y. (AP) 
Hannah Lord Montague 
made the first detached 
collar in 1825 in .Troy, N.Y., 
after she became tired of 
washing her husband's shirts 
just because the collar was 
dirty. With scissors she 
snipped off the collar, and 
the result was a new look in 
men'e wear of the day. , 
CHILDREN NOTICED 
WESTPORT, Conn. (AP)  
- -  An international 
celebration of  children and 
the family will occur May I, 
says Kenneth Phillips, 
director of development and 
public information for Save 
the Childr~, the 46-year-old 
internati~,,ml child aid 
agency. Save the Children 
Day '78 is focused on needs of 
povertyutrlcken children and. 
their families. 
Moluccans take 
the centre-right coalition in 
incomplete r turns from the 
first round of the National 
Assembly elections. 
Official returns from 343 of 
the 491 votingndistricts gave 
'46.9 per cent of the popular 
vote cast Sunday to 
President Valery Giecard 
d'Estaing's centristGaullist 
coalition and 45.6 per eont o 
the Socialists and Com- 
munists. 
Extreme leftists not linked 
to the main left-wiag parties 
received 3.2 per cent. So far, 
only 61 of the 491 deputies 
have been eieetedon the first 
ballot. Candidates needed 
more than 50 per cent of the 
vote to be elected in the first 
round. 
Although a number of 
leftist districts remained to 
be counted, the Socialists 
and Communists were well 
short of the 53 per cent which 
analysts figure the left needs 
on the first round to assure a
No Spec 
ha l t  
LONDON (AP( A U.S.- 
West German announcemant 
on measures to halt 
speculation in the United 
States.dollar failed to im- 
press Europe's currency 
markets today and the dollar 
headed own again. 
The Frankfurt exchange 
had been optimistic in ad- 
vance of the announcement 
and the dollar had jumped to 
~..081~. marks in morning 
trading, compared with 
2.0535 late Frlday. 
But minutes after the joint 
announcement i  Bonn and 
Washington, the dollar slid 
downward again and was 
trading in the afternoon at 
2.O525 marks. 
In Zurich, the dollar 
• weakened sharply to 1.925 
Swiss francs--compared 
with 1.950 late Friday--after 
the market apparently 
decided the U.S.-West 
German moves were not 
enough to restore con- 
fidence, ~. +. ' ~.~ 
~.~The.Parm: +exchange~:was 
influenced by the weaker- 
than-expeeted showing of the 
left in the French eiec- 
tions,nund the franc gained 
strm~th against the dollar 
and other major currencies. 
The dollar was trading in 
Paris late in the day at 4.7425 
French francs, compared 
t ~ , ~ e  with 4.880 frencs late Friday. DUtch hos s , ,  In light ~tcr-houre trading Milan, the dollar 
weakened to864 lire, against 
Friday's 866.5 lira. 
ASSEN, Netherlands (AP) maln entrance, firing shots. One Milan broker said that 
Masked and heavily- Within minutes at least two the long.term trend of the 
armed South Moluccan armed comrades joined him d011ar will remain downward 
the U.S.-West 
r~ , , ' the attack was staged "to militantsshot'ths/r way into inside, Sinnema said; 
Egypt s foreign minister, a a govcrnmant office building despite 
ButrosGhaii, saidthe attack plans," a term the Syrians today, wounding at least six Police said they believe German measures, which 
'.'ix'area that security in me to refer.: to Egyptian persons and ta id~ 30 to 40 the attackers wanted to include.doubling to~1 billion 
bmel will not be attained Pres ident Anwar Sedat's others hostage, Dutch an; kidnap provincial ~ Com- swap aTrangements between 
t~rough settlements or the the tw0countrles. addition of new lands." peace overture to Israel. thorities aid. missioner Tinneke ~ 
• : • 'Schllthuis','/Drente+s top In London, the British" 
~He added that "There ean Lihya said in a govern- A justice,ministry offleiai • executive.:. But ~ she escaped pound 'began the day at 
no peace unless there is sent .radlo.breadsant.: ".All said the ..gunmen, umb~..ing through a window of her" $1.8872U,S. and w~ trading 
the right of self- ooo~snoma.~e.o~nea.~.me ,a,t.le.asttm, ee, w.~ema~mg ground-flcorofflce, at $1.50~ in me afternoon. 
determination" for the iega~ ann just ~asesuman sm].uar, uemauns m mesa . . . . . . .  Tnepounuwanworth$1.90~5 : 
Paiestislans. Ghali under- strug~ietoenameittostrfl~e mane m previous South .F~m,~[n.~urymy00knowlrs~h~ .late Friday. • 
I[~rl two key Egyptian de; sara at the enemy inside Moluccas terror attacks---'. ~ ' i . i:.~ t . -7  Gold'meanwhile rose to 
~-~'nn"d~ in ~n,~e n,,notlatlons occupied Palestine." g n I ' n a- e* n /~  / $187.00 U.S. announce at 
wi"~'~re'~"-But he'°eaid that freedom for jailed comrades . ~ London, against Fr iday's  
dMnit~ the attack "let us CHOSE VIOLETS and a plane to fly them outer : , ~  $185.875 
be-~'-the--seace process will Violets were Napoleon the Netherlands. ~ ___ :/ ' _~M' JM The price ross also at 
~t~illue.,S. Bonapurte'sfavorite flower. .The •area aroundnthis . P~f f f /OP~lT lO/ IP  Zurich. . 
' . , . .. northern Dutch city has been " = ~' ~ . ' :' ' '. . . 
I - , ,  . i  .s -~  a focus of attacks by South. . ~ . . . .  I 
" " M : o l  . . . .  : ' " : ! "  • ~ .~. :, ,  adat would demanding Dutch help in ~ , _ '~ /~'.":~ . , '  
'" " , ' winning indepandence from :. ' ~, " 
-]~ = 1  " i~/ f f .  ' 0  ,• Indonesia for their As/an i " / '  For: All Your Burglar 
:, rnl'illl .r I¥1 l .lr homeland, a,former Dutem I : 
"" ~="~'~"""  " ' ' "~""  colon" Thousands of ' : ' 
~.~ " Molu~cans are in the  . • • , • I and Firm Prntmn#inn 
• ~- - . s .~ . . .~ . :a - - ,  Anwnr , "I'm •sor-- to ea,~ yea ~. .  . . . .  I - -  . . . . .  mm V m • V lvgumgnl  
~"M'ypu~uve~*~su~n"  ' "~ J '  J " "  ; A " • , . i ~ , ~ , .'. • 
ma be hurt b this t least two persons Sadat '~ld in a television- Begin y Y ' I ~ :~,  ' ~ 
" broadcast here but es"  fleeing the modern off ice ~ ~- - - - . . . _ _~__n_ ' ' '  • ninterview Y , . . . . . .  . : .  : . . . .  
SOilday night that former Head y ' • ~  nuuuiremems ded that Da an also building, the Drente 
kmeli premier Golds Meir mlght do more for peaes if he .v .. r o v In ci : I . 1 - 
a~dForeiga. MinlsterMoshe wsrepr~'afer.~ . neaaq~rtora,.w.e.re.~nned : [ :  . . . . . .  , i ~ .  . , . '  
Diiyaunml~ht do more .for _But  he.. said Romaman ~.wn. lrom ~ .tuna_ anon- i . ,  + .~ . : :" 
Middle,East peace than vrenidentNlco|aeceausescu s~nuy, wounded It was  ' - : .  ~ .~7 ' ;~ 
Sadat was:interviewed on Israel might have  an- ' ~4~IMI ' J / J~t~I I IM JL~I J .  
theCBSg0Minutesprngram nihllated the Egyptian 3rd FLED IN PANIC ' . .. • 
in~ebunectlon with the for- Army ff there had not bem a .:~any goyernment em, ,  . /: J~ l J - ,~ . l~- rm a '  l - , ,m 
th~ond~ publication of his ce~,,s~...in the I_~..S war. l~Oyeea ned a . . . .  | II I l" | 'A 17 |' * ! 
autolMography, I tale, t/ear ~ssmgor)  .pamc, someanamg~.wn, ro " , , .Av J . .  • .m. .£  1 ~.,A Ji. • 
• He said his predecessor, .,, I can t aff0rTto have them ~os~s towered from wmdows . I 
GMal  A~:~I Nasser, Was a in this l~ket , " ,  he said..and.:thenfleeing:th~.ugh the '  : ' .  '/ .: ~ |~NN ~_ , , tmm, , - -  A- ,  i 
deeply suspicious man, "imme~atcl.yhetoldme, I ba~yara, poneaeam, n . . . . . .  .H IUHI I IUOIOUU U|  
during whose presidency neeanotasxmeventagonor "The bullets were flying . 
lwr°ngs were committed, the president, You will be hit about, o-- . . . . . .  ~- , "  ~m~,.--"z s.mo" ~ ' . J 
including phone tapping, by the Pmtagon because we KICk, 42, a government clerk ] [~n|u  nA~AL . . . .  
conee,~tratloncnmpsandtbe shall, never permit the who escaned without injury MM~I I~ .-m gvro 
xlmreofpropory ~ussmn arms to mue . - -  - - - /  . . , .  . , - - . I 
.-tam had a rasneet..__, "even a, victory, again. You', shall be Police spokesman P .T  .. " L l0enoH,  , Private . i nvest l |a tor  
pm~vereeldnd of affection,' hit by the Pentagon and very Sinnema said one of the. : .' . . . . . .  
, , ,  , ¢ ' , . , 
~or.'MrS. Meir, whom he sev_orely, . . _...Mo..luec~s Lode. up.to, the ... ,AAmt  A ,mm mmmA . [ 
calledn"the old lady." The: lnterycewer earn bUilding mature,  .l~.e~ out ' ' [OUM~I  IM~.~iN IM3 
Askedwh~her Mrs. Melr Fdsslnger naanno comment 'a coneemea machine-gun .... ~ + . . . . v  ,m,m~,~ I 
might do.+.more 'for + ~eace on Sadat's version, and stormed through the . . . .  : + ~ '~ I 
Should the Socialists and them." But appe'aiing for 
DEAL PROPOSED Communists renew their al-. another large assive turngut 
Socialist leader Francois lisnce and win a majority in next Sunday, he added: 
Mitterrand and Communist the assembly, Giscard "This evening nothing is lost 
leader Georges Marehais d'Estalng would be faced by but nothing is yet won" 
scheduled a strategy 
a SYSTEMS EXPLAINED meeting today. Any can-cabinet  for the last three 
didste getting more than BERKELEY HEIGHTS, 
12½ per cent of the vote 
onnthe firft round can still 
run next Sunday even if he 
ran  third, and Mitterrand 
has said the Socialists are 
ready to increase the 
chances of leftist wins in the 
runoffnelections next Sun- 
day by withdrawing can- 
didates who lagg~ behind 
Communists in the first 
round. But there has been no 
indication that Marehais 
would agree to do the same: 
The Socialists were 
leading the Communists 23.5 Premier Raymond Barre 
per cent to 19.8 in the first and Gaullist leader Jacques 
round, and there Is a Chirac, the mayor of Paris, 
widespread belief that the won their seats. Said Barre: 
yearsofhis presidency. The N.J. (AP) - -  Heating 
resulting conflicts betwse~ systems using boilers are 
the strong presidency called hydronic, and furnace 
created by Charles de Gaulle systems are usually called 
in the 1958 constitution and fcrced hot air, says the 
an opposition government, Better" Heat in  g-Co01i: 
something de Gaulle never Council. A furnace uses 
envisaged, would return ducts to transmit heat and 
France to the strains and blow hot air into rooms; a 
uncertainties of the pre-de boiler heats team or water, 
Gaulle Fourth Republic. and heat is transmitted 
LEADEES IN /~UNOFFS through pipe or tubing. 
Both Mitterrand and SWITCH SUCCESSFUL 
Marchais were forced into EAST RUTHERFORD, 
the runoff voting, but N.J. (AP) - -  Lori Campbell, 
former Miss North Dakota 
and actress, now trains race 
horses. The first herse she 
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' - , " . • • LONDON (AP) - -  Jean ofberepineBdwasal~; ; t to  We said goo~ye to ,esch ,  
• HALIFAX (CP) -- A ta-msofJol0s, wnsentabliah: culturm, sa ld ' l~e .  Dr.WlllinmJ. Woodline, a ~t ly?  d an°~ber~. ,1,100. llumphry knew she wan enter her hrain. . .othffandlduedeadtotber " f o r t h i n s t  ime, and ~haJuat,
doctor trying to save a dyinll mentinl9~lofNovaOcofla la~:bSa ld  the research St. Francis Xavier . uy. - -  .. . : :  .dyinilofclmcer. Dreadinga ,,Atflvetoone(ti:55p.m.) drenklt.". • " 
patkmt often may consider Woreut Industries Ltd. pulp • y a Deiheusie ~- le ,o r ,  Surveyed: the ..Av.erep...anm wa~s.m sl~w, painful death in :a ' , , .~ naued into an Lmme" 
went and got me something die,'comma and dlnd." methods which would be mfllatPolntTupper. University medical team Impact of the mili and emld lt me Port elawzsan~,~_-r0_m~ bds~/tal :ward, ~e .m~e a sbesaid'well,nlt'Stimetyou 
~ u tee risky in leas "inamatteroflSysure, l that toucbed off l~e bud- hasa$17-millionpayrelland TUp1~'eureaw~e~porcen pact with her nuanand to to drink,' So l left the room Mrs. HumphrywasG. 
dbm.th.t~ an uml  mmmmt 10e lowtDeprov inGa JLaVerage  he] her commit slddd'a. .. . extreme circumstances,, saw pouple go frem a sub- .wonndabeteissolld as far - - - '~-~-  -" . . . . .  ' "the ndll' P andwemtandmadaaeupo! 
says OrmilieHayne,  young l. sinta~e to the polnt.where as it goes. And  the resesr- throughout eastern Nova In~ l~l,_.the . .~.ar_. Derek llkmphry, an coffee for each of us," Humphry as/d: "We were 
Balifax ]plby=ddan. , they're/making a buck. chers were ~ to warn So otia~ far. pulpwood pus~. 'op~n~, wnommemua. ,  author and reporter for The Humphry recalled. ' so dose, we had thls bead 
The decision whether to When I was in school.there, and I felt she'd suff~ed ~ of what they had che~Ms, Another .$ i0mif l im .Tne~'e .  w.ns;uix~rc~..t' Sunday Timen, told mili/ons use such mmtment is taken in the '50s, it was twen- " b sprat on ~ ~ an shove me clove ~eotte of BHtich televinlon viewers "I came back in and gave 
Butsuch normali ower fuel eonstructtor average by 1966, at ;4,S66 ~ndavn lnht  nf thA m~ m the ~ e ~  - -  - - - r  . . . . . . . . .  her a ang~,  iL~yslcal ~ll~t ~t  "on balance" after con- ontbe on . findings Y P ' ' risen to " mug of coffee into every pain, you know, every 
dder l~ the risk and the Irnesandl0months onthe m'ecmflm~tomedicalJsur- .ma teriainand, tue¢ . . ....a~n.~.t~a~lyLa.ed_.had . . . . .  Idliingofldswife. . which I had put the drug 
alisrnotlve, death of the POesy for most people.' - neon and the budworm v ,  t~,z~ ,~ . . . . . . . . .  ~_~u,~z .oy ~.~,o. wn~.~o~_. HIs admission on the which would be quite lethal, anybody could suuf.  
"We alway, had a ~ be. debate Is a good example of~ " . . . . . .  .,,% w.vom,.uy, ziawasazxzr~.ona me n~nmt London weekend television 
patient.. That, says Hayne, is =.sewe~;i,o~&~.~. why ~ Is so, he said. e%~n~,~repo, .~  m,~e,ononn~ _PO~__,~,~ .income oz any reli.lle.u.s p.ro.~.rem Credo 
ana lq lou  to the dilemma You  could always cut pulp. Usu~an lmal  tests results . . . .  " . ' . , . . . "  " ,T - " ' "  m~mu= m© Wvv,.,,~. mass n~ naDle to pones 
faelNi Nova Scotia But there wes oo money in to predict  an  effect on . . . .  prosecution and a maximum 
poUtidans in the current it." • humans • Was always UA I .~  ~. . . ; - -  . . .  . . . . f . . .&  ,-, 14-year ~11 sentence. 
debate over insecticide The pulp was exported by danllerous and_an-sc ient i~_c. .  JL:~.I~YJL~I l l t~ J r  ~p~ILJrql~llj.l[,~ Helpinil. another person 
spraying of softwood forests sidp from Country Harbor to And.. one set of teat results " ~ "+ . r ' J d m ~ t  Smqi~ ~ ~ £U~m 
to combat he spruce bud- Europe but buyecs wonld not should not .produce a . ,~j~ LA. .~, Je_~. . . . . . . .~ , j  tmaerBrltam's 1961 Fuidde 
w~.~. =c~t  any u~en ~owl~ "~.~' .~ed"  p r=Uctin, of UI / IU I lU l t :U , J J .  ] [ J t : :U  Act, although p.r .o.~=Jens 
The softwoods are for. rot. "You might cut down 10 asmetidng, he sul¢ " " . . . - . m ..rare .aria juages are 
mimliylilfromarampaging Iree~boforeyougotaantmd AVOID DANGERS " TORONTO (CP) -  Daily . The lS-ysar-om has no ~ lenient: _ 
budwermatteck, andiftbey ene. Yonmndealivin~but Trninedporsoaswhoread forthelastl§ysam, Graee a~ns and a foreshortened Humpnry nan written 
m not sprayed the altor- you never made any mecl/.oslJournalslmowthis Moliase has  wesbed, lq.~hehas.mndelimited .ed0outhis,.wifesdsathina 
native may be the stippling money." and the publication of di'aseed, iaper..ed, and fed prooreas, says Mrs. Moliase, .Ix)el(, Jean s .way., p~lished 
or dcetructlon of a The Point Tupper ~ research flndin@ does not her handicapped aughter at a special school for the In Lond~ today oy .Quartet" 
dMdflcant industrial sector changed that, haying almost cause t~ to panic, Ifayne B~mria. ~,mdicapped, ' Books. The. story ~ was 
that in the economic llfeblood any quality spruee or flr cut said. , _  . . . . . . .  Thalidomide was The~'tJmicAsaoaationfor reported. In the a.unaay 
ot thousands, he said. in heavily-forested Cape Publ ic  presentation _~ preseribedfor Mrs. ~ the Mentally Handicapped a~ce '  m.~..vmn a p~.~ mr 
Hayes said any decision Breton and the eastern suggesting a health threat whfle~ewsu pregnant Wlth was formed a year ago by. .  cMnge m me mercy~uang 
not to spray because of a mainland. Prices were , born budworm sprays was Rosario, before its effects concerned Italian parents m.ws.n . . _ .. 
sui~astod human health better and dew Jobs were received in a "dx~natised" were known. Rosario was with the guichu~ of Bruno Jean.nmnpnry . f l~  dl~.. ' 
the~ttoasmall  number of available, such an driving : ;way, altho~h itis dMicult to bornrctm'ded. Soorsone, a social worker covereaa romp eerier seK 
pecaena muat involve the theblgtrnokathathaulwoed . say wbether this was the The love and s!nin ot with i th  e Famliy Service breast ln. 1973~i.ditturnea 
 u..oo; "W,at , ,  , o .  to the .=  ,.ult o, tho ,or .o . , . . . , In  ,=o=.on o, 
cion'L"n ' "Ifaguyworksbarddown ~ or the public, Hayes Mrs. Molisse'e face, Yet now Toronto. 
A20-ysar-old hematolo~int' there now, ha can make a asld. " she says "I have " 'Scorsone, multillnlpual in After'recoveringnfrom a 
bere, nHayne may be in a buck," said Hayne, "He can ' : But the reanlt wan to ~Iond tr_anqumlty." . Itullan, Enlllish, Spanishand mastecomy, chelsarnedthat 
anklue poeith)n to eppralse make $I,%000 or $14,000 a* d e~ is ion -mak ing  _That tran .~y .  comes. French~ is  developing her lymph glands were 
the merits of conflicting year, They're hdlding new motioasl reactions that are ~om asticipauon o~ a new outreach n,~rams de~,na cancerous andwould have to 
oriP~nente in the h/Ohly hemes, b~cars . . .~"  neither Justified nor weekend relief, asrv iee w~th m,mte'-'~-retardatio---n bar~snovecLThenthecancei" 
~eP, lex budworm-spray . As adoctor, Ha)me ~d~e" p ~ l .  That, he said Is financed by  the Ontario mon~"-severa l  - ethnic spread to her spine, and. 
wants to see much more hewti.~, budwormdebetegot government for Italian; s~otm, doctors told Mrs. Huml/u'y 
medlcal trainin8 puts sdentfflc evldenoe agalmt, suune¢ ' ' .spe .a.kingpa{en~mentaily ~ 5~i0 dhfl-dren an¢[ thatshehadonlyfewmonths 
idm in a poMtion to Judge the spraying before an  un- . Hayne admits ha does not nan_mcsppao.cn~oren., youn~adultsinMctroltalian ntO live, H.mvl~y explained. 
worth of medical evidmee cheekedbudwormepidemic .kno~,atwbetpoint, shortof "zwo wee]urea aaYS a bomes uffer from moderate 
mi~enlXng a health threat. Is permitted to threaten the abso~_ te proof, he_ would monthflrom 9a.m. to 6p.m. t,, a,wm.,, /'^,,~,, nf e, var. COUPLE MADE PACT 
As 8 youngster who grew new-fcund " prosperity • of  consldor evidence adequate lemmts llke Mr=. Mo~ ~,~^'~'--.q,~,~'ns'sa~d " -  It was then that the couple 
up in Country Harbor, Guy- pqopleinplaceslibeCcuntry o Jns~ya ns2~Fay po.liey., will be able to take tbe/r ,,--"~ . . . . .  -" " .. made apact o antlcipate the 
shorOullhCounty, lnafamuy J - l~ .  .. : "Butlknow~rnnsvernave rctarded ohil~in'tn Vil la we realize' the emmc inevitable and allow Mrs. 
of wood cutters, as well an The swlgsation of a threat, tomake that declsion. That's Colombo,-'a com~nunity association con't help Humphry to die quietly st 
owner of pulpwood lands he said, Is basedon research ' a political decision and the. centre where ~alned ~ • eveeTbody, he suys. home, with her husband by 
near hisfamily home, he has with animals and tissue : polltidans are paid to make who Speak : Italian and ;For tl~ first y(mr and a her slde. 
cululree. ' . . . a dear picture of what may "- " " it " ' ~ wi l l  cram f~' .  the. lU~ we are holpin~ to ~ M~r led  for more than 20 
be at stake if no sl~aying Is Animal toets do not neces-' If the budwotm orlpples children and help:them:to.: I t~  .~ .m.  Th.en the years, they had three orown- 
carried out. surilyp.rove What ~wnct!d~. the I~,Int .Tuppe£ miU, the reach their maxbnmn . m~l~t l~ hopes to mvmve up sons. n 
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Hehsasoenatfirsthond neither do tbWe samplen. : provineia!~ treasury and  Rosaria"docenotspesk;" ~wmse(upmu~plproupo lethal mixture of sleeping 
the economic revolution in Mndlcaliytrn~ed' perm : bedU'owIIthmhthmmiploymentwil!not her mother says, but.she .in the~ respective pills and painklllers, 
eastern mainland Nova knowthatthinllscauhappm _ . . t~ .  to  provide ,new underatsndsbothlanlluaosa..mniluages. ' H umphry said. The doctor 
Scotia brenoht by Canso in tissue cultuuresithat will_ : hcepitn~s " end doctors; ~e i$- one_ of  ._~ut../0 sat- W/hen she was small I was not named. 
Strait economic devel- not ocour when the ~-ame~other th ings ,  Hayes v iv  ing  tha l idomi (  managnd, Now she in blg l His wife choee the m~ne~t 
:- ~efo~j~l=-~hl[~i-~rh" to". haveloteof difficulties. I will of her death, he went on. It opments of the 19~0s. Pro- periment Is-tried In a Uvin~ as;~.. 
vioud~, the area had no organism, r "Gcodhealthe~reIseneof Canadian parents before not be here always, wsuasannyMarchmorning 
indusldal base. , ~.... . . The. body has "thousands,, the finer things of life that Canada banned the' d~ In Sometimes I am sick. Who in 1975 when she knew that 
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i IJ q md the month, 
Even at t l~ 'rellUbV prli:o 
wed be happy to compare 
theke stereo components, 
dollar for dollar, spec for 
spec with any big.name. 
brand on the tnerket today. 
And at S400 savings you 
moy NEVER flnc~ a heifer 
me buy egalni 
lWo Realistic "Mach One 
speakers with the power to 
easily handle 100 waft 
musical surges ~nd the 
ability to reproduce them 
with awesome realism. The 
powerful 15" heavy- 
magnetic wonder moves 
such meoslve volumes of air 
thet you can easily 'feel' the 
bass. Once yo~'ve heard the 
soundtrack from a f i lm like 
'Tommy' or '2001' on these 
Mach One speakers, you'll 
• never appreciate lesser 
speakers agalnl Respome 
Is a superb 20.25,000 Hz. 
Size - 28-~bx17.s/nx12 ". 
40.4024. Reg. 239.95 each, 
I ~q 
' 0or  Rmt  high eWmd Rseltsfl¢ STA-2003 "AM- 
FM stereo recMverwith 75 .... ' " : 
watts I~r  chenl~l,minimum R Iij# 
RMS. s t  8 ohms from 20- ... 
~0,000"LHZ with nO mor~tl~m • - /~tT~l i - "  
0.2spercenf total harmonic i! I ~  ~- - '~L 
distortion, '. Roved:reviewed " dr . . . . . . . . . .  
by ~nsioraudio manszlnos." 
~at o~.rat lm.  and return "after I~la~/; oll. 
mpeucuelng; neon light strobe onpletter 
and two controls for Idtch adludmentof +2.5 
percent; 55.95. value mlgnofl¢ cartrld0e with 
.0003 x ,0007 elliptical dbMand stylus; steel. 
hinged dust cover and factory.mounted base. 
~2.e~SO Reg. 259.95 '. . . ,  
The Realistic RD4100 is one 
of the most sophisticated 
idgh.fedellty Instruments on 
the market today. Hs Con- 
Torque  D i rec t .Dr ive  
brushless, DC eervo motor 
rotates records with near. 
perfect accuracy (wow and 
flufler is • truly remarkable 
0.03 percent WRMS). And 
10st listen to these specs: 
plaflw weight Is 3.5 Ibs; 
tracking down to '~ gramm; 
tracking error no more fhen 
2 dogreu. With outometlc 
Better BeheSts For Some. 
CPP pension credits eamed by a husband 
• " .and wife during.marriage may be div ided 
' i " ' " equa ~ between them if the marr age ends 
- ..in divorceor annulment after January1,1978. 
. This ensures that an asset accumulated 
• .through the efforts of both spouses while 
they were married can be shared equally by 
bo~'when the marriage is dissolvedl : 
' of entBenef  
Retirement benefits may now be,paid 
:- . :/r~oactively for aperiod of upto 12 months 
to contrib~ors who had attained age 65" 
but who are.under age 70 a,nd who hav e 
' ,retired from the labour force. '- ' " 
, - ,/ . . 
, . : , / ' i . : / ' i ,  ~ - 
Post-Mortem Benefi  
Applications for retroactive benefits (i.6"up 
to ]2 months) can now be made on behalf 
of a deceased ~rson, in cases where a 
contributor qualified, but failed to apply, 
before death. Families orestates will be 
entitled to receive benefits in such cases. 
Elimination of Reductions.. 
In Children's Benefits. 
Orphans' and disabled contributors' 
children~ benefits are no longer reduced for 
the fifth and subsequent children. All children 
in a family, regardlessof its size, are eligible 
to receive equal benefits.. 
These important an~, meats to the Canada Pension i~an . .. 
cameinto f0rceon January 1sL,1978. • . • - • " " 
If you have any questions, contact he Canada Pension Pla~; . ,- " .~  :( 
offi= rmr~'t you: .... , . ; . ~r . J . : ' , . ,  :. 
- ! - ,. ~: 
, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • {:Prince George ~" '~- . / , - " . "  , - '  " -. < .{" ,~ '  i . . . . . .  . ' . , " ' * ' , .~ .  -. 
. . . . . . . . .  . . . .  . . . . . .  Oxford.Buildin  
/ /:::,280Vict0ria Street  
~.  ~'~:~ ~ :'~'~ ':'" ~ "qrJ " Tel,;(604) 564.1137 ' r' L '' 4 p" " 
~il  
Rad- - -no  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ....... . . . . .  
"~'~'~'" : ; '"i' 
, ' .  , 
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CLASS IF IED RATES 
right to classify ads under 
.•tpproprlate headings and to rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
': The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, andre repay 
the cmtomer the Sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
~x rantat. 
'Box  replies on "Hold" 
!nstr(~ctlons not picked up 
~vifh[n 10 days of expiry of en 
advertisement will be 
destroyed unless mailing 
Instructions are received. 
These answering Box 
Numbers are requastednot 
tO send Originals of 
~)cumonfs to avoid loss. 
A l l  claims of errors in 
advertisements must be 
M¢elued by the publisher 
~Vithln 30 days after the. first 
~bllcation. 
~ilt~!s agreed by the ad- 
vertiser requesting specs 
fl!at the liability*of the 
J~ald In the event of failure 
~0 publish an advertisement 
or  in the event of an error 
appearing In the ad. 
V~irtllement as published 
I~hall be Ilmltad to the 
~!rdounf paid by the sd. 
~rflser for only one In- 
mrrecl Insertion for the 
~rtlon of the advertising 
tRace occupied by the In. 
~rrect or omitted Item only, 
~d that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
~an the amount paid for 
il~.h advertising. " 
:.Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
ColOmbia Human Rights Act 
Which prohibits any ad. 
ertlslng that discriminates 
~alnst any person because 
~f his rsce, religion, sex, 
mlol., nationality, ancestry 
#placeof origin, or because 
h!s age is behvean 44 and 63 
~ars, unless the condltlon is 
LOCAL ONLY= 
20 words or less S2.00 per 
.nsertlon, over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive in. 
sarftons $1.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertlnn~charged tar 
whether un or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
ineerflon. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one incorred ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 




22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge aS.00 per 
Insertion. 
LEGAL. POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD- 
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line par month. 
On a 4 month .basls'on!y. 
DEADL INE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: :~ : "  
1:00 p.m. day, prlo'r..to 
publication day. : - .'. 




B.C.O.A.P.O. - Annual Fall 
Bazaar. November 18th 
1978. Arena BanqOet Room 
You are Invited to par- 
ticipate In these Lenten 
noonday addressee to be 
held at St. Matthew's 
Anglican Church, 4726 
Lazelle Ave., Terrace. 
Time: 12:15 p.m. 
Brlng your own sand- 
wiches...coffee and tea 
will be served. 
Wednesday March 15fh: 
HIIda Talstra, Bill 
Godden "Values and the 
Schools" 
Wednesday March 22nd: 
Rev. Lshce Stephens ."A 
• Christian Perspective" A 
Summation. 
Come and bring your 
friends bring • co- 
worker, pertlcipate in 
These discussions on 
family life. 
FLEA MARKET 
Saturday April 8th -- 10 
a.m.-3 p.m. Skeena Secon- 
dary School gym . 
Garage Sale, Crafts, Bake 
Sale, • Bazaar, White 
Elephant Individuals and 
Groups Welcomel 
Entry forms available at 
CFTK or Sight and Sound. 
For' further IntormafiOn 
phone 635.9277 or 635.7959. 
Sponsored by the Klneffe 
Club.of Terrace 
The Terrace Art Associatl0, 
is sponsoring a .life.drawing 
werkshop by Richard Yates 
PATS KNITS 
Knlfling Machine Sales 
Lessons • Patterns • Ac- 
cessorles 
Coned Yarn 39c oz. 630.1409 
(cff4mo-18n) 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd Jobs for the iobless. 
Phone 635.4535. 3238 Kalum 
(ctf) 
.THE HOBBY HUT 
Ceramic supplies & 
Greenware, air brushing 
available - custom firing. 
3936 McNeil St. 
6,1S.9393 
Mills Memorlai Hospital a 
103 bed acute general 
hospital in Terrace, requires 
a qualified person for the 
position of Executive 
Housekeeper. This Is a 
demanding position, •as the 
Executive Housekeeper will 
be a working supervisor. The 
Executive housekeeper 
directs and administers the 
housekeeping p rogrem, to 
maintain the • hospital's 
environment In a sanitary, 
affractlve and orderly 
condition, conducts research 
to Improve housekeeping 
MUST SELL: 1974 24" 
Reinell c.b cruise'r, sounder, 
radio, Galley, head, °~000 lb. 
trailr:r, lots more extras. In 
Prl~ce Rupert Ph. 627.1847. 
FOR SALE: 14' Shasta 
trailer, 3 burner stove 
(propane), propane frldge, 
sink and water tank with 
pump, sleeps 5 - $1200. 
14' Camper - propane stove, 
water pump, table, sleeps 2, 
lights 12 volt, propane. $500. 
4 tires, 8.25x20 12 ply with 
wheels and tubes, 75 percent 
good. $30 each. 
200 amp, Hobar Welder, 18 
H.P. Contenental motor - 
SBO0. 
1969 G.M.C. Cab over truck, 
73000 miles. 1000 - 20 almost 
new rubber, gravel box and 
hoist- $4,000. 
1960 Crawler Tractor With 
winch, dozer and canopy. 453 
Detroil Diesel. 132 H.P. 2 
cycle motor good condition, 
rails and pads. 80 percent 
good, power shift, tork drive 
trans. - $8000. 
40 H.P.•dlesel farm tractor 
technology, Investigates and (Field Marshall) front end 
evaluates new housekenplng loader- $1500. 
suppll m and equipment; The ~. See af =/, Mile South of Oil's 
successful applicant wil l  PI • Ave . • / ! • . . .  '"- ac 1st . LakelseLake. 
have a qualif ed.course in '(p4.T&O,10&11) 
Industrial or Instltuflonaly 
housekeeping, or reasonable 
of Port Slmpsbn, on March. years experience. Resume, 
31, April 1 .and 2 In the- salary expectations and 
Terrace Library Arts Room. : "references must be sub. 
To register before March 24, miffed by April 3, 1978 to: 
write 47n .Tuck Ave., o r . / .  TheAss!stant 
phase635.2964. Limit of 1S . .  Administrator 
parsons.. - .- . Mills Memorial 





For Rent: 2 bedroom house, 
"recently renovated with 
fridge and stove. $195 per 
month. Call 635.5174, or 635- 
7502. 
(P5-12) 
wanted: reliable eFderly 
stifled by a bona fide No charge provided news . man, Woman or coupleto 
~u!rement for the work submlfledwlthlnonemonth. .Baby CIl.nlc every Tuesday GENERAL office 'worker" live In good quiet home and 
• ' ~ ~ " '  , -" I ~"  "C  .... ?" ........... " " ~ " ~-"0 '  "0 '  . . . .  "~ '~ 
~ ~ B t w e d d l n g s  zno ana ..4In rrioa y aT.me n'egotlated, sena resume 
i u s received one ~,ommumw~.emretrom~ ~u (wr te .  p ) : care M, 
• ublished at Terrace month or more after event • 4:00 p.m. Box 1173 
B.C, S daysa  week 






i i E f fect ive October 1, 
!~77 
Single CopY 20c 
By Carr ie r  ruth 3.00 
~y Carr ier  year  36.00 
i~Y Mai l  3 ruth 13.00 
~if Mai l  6 mth 22,00 
I~y Ma i l  year  40.00 
~!~ nior Citizen year  
[q.O0 
!~|tllh Commonwealth and 
~ i fK I  States of America 1 
~ar  $1.00. 




Terrace & District 
Thornhlil & District 
~ednesday, March 22, at 
i:00 p.m. In ' the  Tei'l'ace 
Ll~ie Theatre Building, 3625 
~(alum Street. 
!'For further Information, 
Call 635.6764. 
Y.B.C. Bo~wllng is holding a 
Rummage and Bake Sale on 
~rch18th1978 at the Elks 
H~!i on Sparks St. from 10 
a.i~'. -to 4 p.m. 
38. WANTED MISC, 
.~yone who has not yet 
IXWchand tickets for the 
-b~y performance ot the 
~0.yal : Winnipeg Ballet 
~ lng  to:the R.E.M. Lee 
~asfre may obtain them by 
Writing to the Terrace and 
01atrial Arts Council, Box 35, 
Tei'raoB, .B.C. VOG 4A2. " 
14. BUSINESS 
.PERSONAL 
Skasna Valley Snowmobile 
~S,ocletlon Meeting at 8:00 
$10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Sublect to 





Cards of Thanks 5.SO 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635.6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
WeloM Watchers meeting 
heldevery Tussdayat 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hail, 4907 L~zelIo Avenue. 
HEALTH CARE FOR 
SENIORS A St. John Am. 
bulance Course You are 
never too Old to leernl For 
more Information, please 
phone Mrs. Carol Harrison, 
635-5842. 
~keena District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
opening of a Land Ranger 
Company In the Thornhlll 
area. Girls between theages 
of 14 and 18 who are In- 
terested please call 635.3061 
or 638.1269 (ctf) 
The annua l  Mlsslofiery 
Conference at the:Alliance 
Church In Terrace will be 
held March 12 through 
'March 15. Monday nlghtwlll 
feature an International 
supper at 6:30 p.m. with good 
food from many lands. 
'Visual visits to N~Ii end' 
Indonesia on Tuesday night 
at 7:00 p.m; Wednesday at 
7:00 p.m. '~The Gospel for a 
Young World" with coffee 
fellowship to follow. Special 
Music each evening. 
Everyone Welcome. 
ncmt3&m14) 
The Terrace Art 
Association Is sponsoring an 
exhibition of 71 paintings 
some for sale, by local end 
regional artists In the 
Terrace Library Arts Room, 
until April 5. 
Entry forms are now 
available for fh~e who wish 
to enter their arts, crafts and 
hobbles In ~ the Terrace 
Annual Arts and Crafts Show 
on April 22 and 23. They can 
be picked up at Toco Craft, 
Wlnterland,. and Northern 
~raffs, or by writing Box 82, 
"errace. 
• Adult Clinics. ?#,on. Wed.& 
Frl., from3:00 - to 4:00 p.m. 
- V.D. Clinic - 3:00 p.m. every 
Man;  & Thurs. • - , . . .  
PARENTS IN CRISIS 
Are you making your:, own 
life • and your children's 
miserable? Do You con. 
stantly yell at your children, 
or hit them, or find it hard to 
control yo~r angry feelings 
toward them.? 
P.I.C.'s goal :is to help you 
become the loving con. 
structlve parent you real ly 
want to be.  " - '  • .... -" ,, • ":LOOKING 
All inquires absolutely" NITURE? 
confidential. 
Phone Mary or John 635.4419 
Jane 638.8302. 
IN CN ES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
g in the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
635.2847 or 635-3023. 
PARENTS interested in . 
Child Minding Centre are 
Invited to a meeting et the 
Terrace Child Minding 
Centre, 4529 Olson, on 
Wednesday, March 15, 1978 
at 8:00 ~).m. We .are ec. 
ceptlng donations of bottles 
at the Bottle Depot set UP in 
the basement of the Child' 
Minding Centre. 
33. F~R SALE " 
MISC. 
MI LLS MEMOR IAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary Would appreciate 
any donatlons of good, clean 
clothing; any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635,5320 or 6"35.5233; or leave 
donations at the Thrift shop 
on Lazelle "Avenue on 
Saturdays between 11:00 
e.m. and 3:00 p.m, Thank 
you. (nc) 
RAPE RELIEF 
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Herald. '~ .< . ,~ 
FOR RENT: Available April 
i 1978, 1 bedroom ground 
floor apt. Private entrance, 
carpeted, .frldge and stove. 
FOR'SALEi 1976 Honda• $185.00 per month. 4344 
XL70/ Like new condition. Queensway. Phone 635.2435. 
Asking $500 phone 635-2366 (A5-13) 
(p5-10) 
FOR FUR. 
For excellent prices on 
furniture see the bargain 
floor at FRED'S FUR- 
NITURE LTD. 
4434 Lakelse Ave. 
TerraCe 635.36,10 
SECOND FLOOR (CTF) 
For sale:' Hoover Celebrity 
Vacuum cleaner, I year old. 
Excellent condition. Priced 
to sell phone 635.5212. 
(P$.12) 
ON E utility trailer. $250.00 or 
best offer. Phone 635.3112. 
(P-13) , 
FOR SAi~E: ,1.e" Sutton 
Teblesaw ¢.w Stand. After 4 
p.m. call 635-7023. 
(P5.13) -. " 
~:10 RUPP~i;kI-'cloo, 640 CC, 
!Vanguard Slide In* o' Canopy, 
Aquarium and Equipment, 
Family Tent-- Sleeps 4, roll. 
a-way cot with mattress. 
Phone 635.6935 after 6. 
(PS,13! 
For Sale; one Electrolux 
vacuum cleaner with power 
nozzle and one Electrolux 
without power nozzle. Please 
Phone 635-6672. 
(P3.14) 
Wanted buy. 1966 GMC 
rear end. =A Ton wlfh 8 studs. 
635.3067.. 
(P5.12) 
• 'iWANTED: Would like to buy 
a second hand steam table. 
Phone 849.-;449. 
(P2,9,14) 
" FERNS NUMEROUS 
• ~ ~e'are  10~000 known 
fe rn  spe~le~-o f : ' these ,  . i ,5oo 
are .  su i ted  fo r  ~owin~ in  
temperate res lea '  such as 
Amer iea ;  ' . • . 
FOR SALE: 4 bedroom 
home with finished 
basement fireplace, large 








• . . ,  . . 
Owner transferred. Must 
Sell. • 
Exceptional family home, 
close to schools and/shop. 
ping. Sunken living Room, l :  ! - ' 
wlthflreplace, slldlngglass IWANT,ED TO RENT: I 
doors to covered patio; IFalrlynew 2or 3.bedroom| 
formal dining/room with Ihouse in town.-With in~ I 
fireplace are two .of'the Itensien to bu~y.. Please I
features of this outstanding lphone 638.1613days or 635-I ,• 
home.. Large kltchen with ~iS937 nlghts. (cff). • I 
built-In china cabinet in l :  ,. " .. " ! 
eating area, mud roanS, 4 
bedrooms, 2 baths; rec- 'Wanted to  Rent: 1~or  21 
room, workroom, and ample bedroom hous~ or trailer. In 
storage areas. Complete this town or clcse to town. phone 
home. Largo lot ha's fruit 635-;4~1,'bet~een $.~1:30 p.m. 
trees, garden area /and' i iC$~!3 i  .: ~ " .~ 
greenhouse. 4840 Welsh; Low i " i • " 
60's.; Interested parties.ably Wanted.tO Rent. -SingIe'*I 
please call 635.3175 after 5 young me'n, non.smoker 
p.m. seeks 1 or 2 bedroom a¢ .  
(CTF) como~dation In Terrace~ 
. . . . .  Phone 635.2362 ask for R.oam 
2 bedroom house • o~"4527- 10. : . . . . . .  - - 
Scott. Wall fo wall carpets,' (P5.12) 
netursl gas beat. Priced for 
quick sale as.owner.mov!ng.. 
Asking S27,000 ph'o,e .~. ~33n~. 
(106-.13) ' - ' :  ...... ".'. ...... . ":" 
0""  , " ' |  i "  " ' .  
FOR SALe] I ~" i,edi~m': 
home. Osier street on bench. 
2 fireplaces, carpi~'t. Lai'ge 
fenced backyard. Phone 635- 
9340 efter 5 p.m. (cB.O) 
Must sell: a clean 3 bedroom 
home. Cement foundation, 
w.w carpeting, fireplace, 
attached garage on a fenced 
lot 85x'200. Asking $33,000,. 
View at 2S52 Penner er phone :~ 
635.5172. . , .  
(c~.o-!9) . . .  ; " 
~' - .kbs  .oT.'B ;: 
Much o f  the  l i fe  o f  a hermi t  
c rab- - l s  occup led" in  the. . ,  
search  fo r  d i scarded 
seashe l l s  to  ses-ve  as  a home.  i 
Deliver . .  
NeW paper ....... i
WANTEO TO RENT: 3 
bedroom house. Close to 
town. Phone 635.6'382 or 636- 
8141 Ask for Rene (c5-11) 
Wanted to Rent: 3 bedroom 
house. Close to town. Phone 





bu i l t  hous ing  
devel 'opments on 
Vancouver I s land-  
Lower Mainland and 
"Okanagan~ Valley. Into. 
Box 4002, stn..A; Via 
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" 
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, .  . • .  . -  
. r .  .. 
Sheets  
;26'9 x 36" 
,THE DALLY HEllALD 
~;  3212 Kalum St. Terrace 
I " " I r R I 
~-  . -  . . . . .  - 
Phone Dawn 635--6357ri :
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FOR SALE: 9% acres V, 
mile north of town. Spring 
creek on property. Power 
available. Road starter. 
Phone (after 6) 635.4094 (ctf 
t&f) 
FOUR plex for sale by 
owner. Centrally located In 
Terrace, full year round 
occupancy, excellent In. 
vestment potential. Phone 
635.9471 for further In. 
formation. 
(CTF 10-18) 
Stuff Envelopes S25.00 per 
100 (10osslble). Information 
send Self Addressed 
Stamped Envelope to J&G 
General Agencies Ltd., Box 




AREA: Prince Rupert, 
Terrace, Kltlmat Northcoast 
EQUIPMENT: Complete 
units for.blown Iosee-flll and 
teemed.In.place Insulation. 
All tonls and new truck. 
Owner will train. Low 
overhead and an Ideal side 
line or fulltime business for 
under S16,000. Phone 624- 
4101 p.m.or write k. Knutson 
STS.Sth Ave., E. Prlnce 
Rupert. (pi0-12) 
1972 v= ton Ford Pickup, V8, 4 
speed, radio, good shape 
$1500, 1970 Datsun 510, 
automatic, topedeck, good 
shape $850, 12 H.P.M.T.D. 
Garden tractor, electric 
start ;with blade and wheel 
chains S750.- 3V~' cu. ft. 
cement mixer. Needs engine 
8300 Phone 63,~3038 clays, 
635.2486 evenlogs (1=5.10) 
1976 G.M. pickup standard, 4 
speed, good condition phone 
63S-6g~S (pS-lO) 
FOR. SALE: 1976 Ford 
Mustang, 6 cylinder, 
Aotometic. Only 17,800 
mlles~ Asking S2SO0 Phone- 
6,~LS-7743. Can be seen at 3979 
McNeel St. (p10.4) 
1975 Chav Bet.Air for sale. 
Air cond. and many exh'as. 
Asking $3,500.00 Phone 635- 
3257 after 6 p.m. 
(P5.12) 
For Sale, 1974 Chov pick.up, 
heavy duty. With a 454 
motor,. Phone 635.3058 can 
also be viewed at 5136 Ager. 
(CS-13) 
69 Meteor Rldeeu 500, 2 door, 
302 motor, new battery, front 
brakes and back shocks. 
Phone 635.2750 after 5 p.m. 
(1=5-13) 
for sale: 1971 Mercodes Bonz 
250. 4 door, 30,000 miles. 
t;6,000 firm. Phone 635.3575. 
(C5.13) 
FOR •SALE: 1962 Chov. 
single axle dump truck. 
8800.00 
1967 Scamper 17' travel 
trailer. Sleeps six - -  Asking 
S1,700.00 Phone 635.3939. 
For Sale: 1971 Toyota pick- 
up with canopy and .a Ford 
tractor with tandem discs. 
Phone 63~3604. 
(P3.12) 
1978 GLC Mazda, 1,200 miles 
with warranty. AM.FM 8 
hack radio. Asking $3,800.00 
Phone 635.3286 after 6:00 
;=OR SALE: 13x46 two 
bedroom mobile home. 
Located on fully serviced lot 
In Thornhllh Asking $13500. 
Financing available. 
Contact Gerry Warren at 
Royal Bank, Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635-7117 (¢ff) 
FOR SALE: Completely 
furnished. Mobile home on 
large lot. "The lot has view 
and hos excellent future 
building site potentlah 
Please phone 638.1507 (c8.13) 
TRAILER FOR SALE: 1908 
Travelalrs 14' sleeps five. 
Asking Sl,450 phone 847.3702 
Smlthers (p10.14) 
1972 Monarch mobile home 
12x60 3 bedrooms. 8x35 Joey. 
Shack. Furnished erun.  
furnished. Asking 1;9,000 
ph~e 635-3542 after S week. 
day|; (¢6-10) 
1968 Gonrah 12'x56' trailer, 
with Ioey shack. Un- 
furnished, set up and skirted 
In perk In Terrace. S6,000. 
O.B.e. before March 3,1.78. 
Seem apace No. 17.5016 Park 
Ave. or phone 635.6174 days. 
(P.7,1o, n,13,1~,15,16,17) 
MORTGAGE LOANS: 
MORTGAGE MONEY. Any 
amount (25 years amor. 
tlzatlon). 1st mortgage from 
10 percent, 2nd mob.gage 
from 13½ percent. • 
Residential, Commercial, 
Buildings. J.D. Phiilips 
Capital Corporetion, 10673 
King George Highway, 
Surrey, B~C. V3T 3)(6. Phone 










Phone after 6: 
638.4024 
Don't Buy New 
Buy Used 
We have.a good stock of car 
and truck parts. Free 
teleatype, parts, location 
service, covering all of B.C. 
S.K.B. Auto salvage Ltd., 
635-2333 day or night Ken 
(c10-14) 
Wish to have your furniture 
refinished by an expert? 
Want a good lob for a good 
price? If so call me, Wayne 
of Wayne's Wood Working 
and Refinishing after 4 
phone 635.6722 (c30-m18) 
INTERIOR PAINTING: 
Reasonable rates. Free 
estimates. Phone 635.6650 
(pS-11) 
Will do tree pruning. Fruit 
'trees a .Specialty. Cell- 635- 
7685 after 5:30. - - 
(P6-13) ' 
NOTICE OF APPLICATION 
FOR CHANGE OF. NAME 
NOTICE Is hereby given 
that an appllcatlun will be 
made to the Director of Vital 
Statistics for a change of 
name, pursuant to the. 
provisions of the "Change of 
Name Act," by me:- 
Oscar Eugene Moore Of 
G enbiqil"" 'Del ivery" , .in ~ 
Greenville, in the Provlnca 
of .British Columbia, as 
follows:. 
To change my name from 
Oscar Eugene Moore to 
Oscar Moore Swanson. 
Dated this 11th day of 
March, A.D. 1978, 
Oscar Moore. 
To whom It may concern: I 
will not be held responsible 
tar any Mils, or debts in- 
curred by anyone but 
myself, as of this dam March 
8, 1278. Sylvia Darling, 4243 
No. 6 Mark Ave. Terrace, 
B.C. 
(1=3-10) 
WYATT'S Arabian wishes "to 
announce that "TAN TIN" 
sire of halter and per .  
formancewinners will stand 
at stud for the 1978 Breeding 
season. Phone 635-6403 end 
Inquire about our 
breeding fees. 
(C20.M17) 
HELP WANTED --. Help do 
something nice for whales, 
seals and the planet. Sell 
Greenpeace Spring 'Go 
Anywhere' Lottery tickets. 
2108 West 4th Ave., Van. 
couver, B.C. VGK 1N6. Phone 
(604) 736.0321..,.. 
(3-12) 
HELP WANTED -- 
Requ i red-  Journeyman 
plumber experienced In all 
phases of plumbing and 
heating Installation In the 
mechanical trade. Also 
require Iournoymnn sheet 
metal person, Also 4th year 
apprentice • In sheet, metal 
and plumbing trade. Apply 
A.J. 'Samuel. Plumbing and 
Heating. Phone* (,103) 823. 
9025 days or (,102) 873-4198, 
823-4051, or  833.2619 
evenings. 
(4-13) .... 
FOR SALE - -  Beautiful 
farm. 114 acres with 
slaughter license. Suitable 
also for Tourist resort. 
Newly built Hot Springs In 
the area. Write Box 4,1, 
Nakusp, B.C. VoG 1R0. 
Phone 265.4402 
CHANGED NAME 
New,. York Yankees 
~d~ ally ,were . .called 
BUS IN  ESS  OP .  
PORTUNITIES - -  Reyvan 
Trade School. Government 
registered courses: Dog 
grooming;*  kenne l  
management .  "Your  
Reyven certificate Is your 
passport to the.egg World". 
~Beardlng sc¢ommndation 
for students. 7088.152nd St., 
Surrey, B.C. 
FOR SALE -- Quality 
building ,logs. Most species. 
Any amount delivered. 
Bu i ld ing  cont rac tors  
available; Tool supplies. 
Arrowhead Log Supply, Bux 
688, Nakusp, B.C. VoG 1R0. 
Phone (604) 112-265.3413. 
(3-12) 
BUS INESS OP-  
PORTUNITIES---  Music 
business established 4 years 
for sale in progressive 
Fraser Valley community. 
Keyboard and stringed in. 
struments, lessons. Ideal for 
family operation. Write L. 
Verwoerd, 21724.125th Ave., 
Maple Ridge, B.C. V3X 4L7. 
FOR SALE - -  Livestock 
Trucking business. Fourteen 
years one owner. Good 
returns. Must sell, poor 
health. Phone 442-3768 or 
writs Bob Rudolph, R.R: 1 
Grand Forks, B.C. VoH 1H0. 
PETS-  Registered Yellow 
Labrador pups. Six weeks. 
Excellent quality and 
breading for show or field. 
Phone 112.483.9106, Powell 
River. 
TODAY IN HISTORy playwright and essayist. 
SITUATIONS WANTED OR By THE CANADIAN PRESS 1285--Klng Alexander HI 
B U S I N E S S OP . .  March . "• IS, ]STS of Scotland ied aft~ a fall 
PORTUNITIES - - Lodge •i Ki.ng Gustavus III of f romhish0rse. .  ~ .'i 
Managers -- Active English Sweden was'sho~ in the back . lSl0--Barney Oldfldd, in a 
couple seeking tourist i at a masqum'ade 186 years Bonz car, set a land,speed 
venture. Invested partners, agotoday--in1792.Byaooup record Of 131,724'milan an 
purchase agreement ?Ten d'etat in 17"/3 he restored the • ham-. . ' ' " : .. / 
years experience. Reply Box 
115, c-o 808, 207 West 
Hastings St., Vancouver, 
B.C. V6B 1H7.~ 
BUSINESS OP.  
PORTUNIT IE5  -- 
Oealershlps. Roadrunner 
Horse Trailers. Supplement 
present business or personal 
Income. Capital required 
86,000 -- $12,000. Telephone 
271.3989. Trailer Western 
Distributors, 12060, NO. 2 
Road, Richmond, B.C. V7E 
2G1. 
(4.13) 
FOR SALE . .  Polar Bear 
Rug, full.head mounted and 
lined. Ideal for wall or floor 
display. S2,000 or best offer. 
Box 1669, Fort Nelson, B.C. 
VoC 1R0. Phone (604)774. 
2662. 
royal prerogatives lost by his 
predecessors. He was a wise 
and cautious king, im- 
plemmting mnny~ modern 
reforms but treating his 
parliament with kid gloves 
as the nobles resented 
having lost their pow~ in the 
coup. Gustavus. fought a 
brilliant campaign against a 
much-larger Russia, an~ 
won. He built Sweden's navy 
into one of the most formi- 
dable in Europa, set the 
country's finances traight, 
procl a imed absolute 
religious liberty and issued 
an ordnance providing 
freedom of the press. He was 
shot by an embittered 
nobleman while attmdin8 a
midnight masquerade at 
Stockholm'sopera house and 
died two weeks later. 
Gustavus also. was a 
dist inguished author  
• lenT--Prince Mlcbae; 
• Romanoff abdicated as ~tar 
of Russia in favor of: 
provisional governmenl 
aft~ one day on the throne.. 
• iS2e--The first liquid. 
fudled rocket was flown. 
153s--Former vice- 
REAL ESTATE --  90' 
Waterfront by  owner. 2 
bedroom home on Qualicum 
Beach. Beautiful view facing 
Georgia Straights. Ideal 
retirement. I;,17,000.00 Phone 
112-604.752-67,65. 
FOR SALE-  Diamond. 95 
Portable rock crusher (36x40 
law roll). Just rebuilt, 120 
Hough loader, 500 amp 
welder. Many extras. 
S75,000;00 rash. Phone 536. 
2294, Watson Lake, Yukon. 
POORHOUSE IS 
MUSEUM 
NEWPORT, R.I. (AP) - -A  
former city poorhouse, 
which became the first 
building of the Naval War 
College, will soon be opened 
to the public as the coHese'a 
musemn. Among manu- 
scripts on display will be an 
1869 diary kept by Alfred 
'l'nayer Maban, the school's 
second president and one of 
America's greatest naval 
matesi~. 
chancellor Emil Fey killed 
himself and his family as a 
wave of  suicides swept months, when political and 
Austria in the wake of military staff from the 
G~'many's takeover. U.S.S.R. helped unify China. 
• TODAY IN HISTORY Hiswidow, Soong Ching-ling, 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS a staler official of Cam- 
)larch 13. 1978 munist China, was the sister 
Sun Yat-sen, found~ of the of Mine. Chlang Kaishek of 
Kusmintang, or Chinese Na- Nationalist China on Taiwan. 
tional People's Party, which I883--The first steel 
advocated an independent arrived at Port Moody. B.C,, 
republic and moderate for construction of the 
socialism; died 53 years ago Canadian Pacific Railway. 
today--in 102F--on]y Weeks J930-Saskatchewan 
after setting up the gay- passed a bill prohibiting 
eminent ~in Peking. First display of religious emblems 
proclaimed pr(~sident of or wearing rdigious garb in 
China In 1912, when the public schools. . . 
monarchy abdicated Sun 
Yet-sen was embroiled in i943--Bobby Fischer 
civil wars and widespread chess champion, was born. 
chaos until his last few 1953--Six airmen were 
killed whm an RAP bomber 
was shot down by two Soviet 




New Business' '  
Not listed in our 
B.C, Tel Directory• 
IORA ANIMAL  HOSP ITAL  - 635-2040 
-v .  DS BODY SHOP - 635-9410 
TERRACE O IL  BURNER SERVICES - 635.4227 
BOOK NOOK - 635-3081" 
THE HOBBY HUT-635-9393 
THREE R IVERS WORKSHOP - 635-2238 
ALL -WEST GLASS - 638-1166 
Free - for  ONE month courtesy of THE 
DALLY  HERALD 







TAKE A LOOK AROUND YOUR 
W. 
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ATTIC, GARAGE, RUMPUS ROOM 
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AT THIS S PE01AL RATE 
• 6 LINES. 6 DAYS.5 D OLLARS 
I - - - ' - - ' - - -  - -  . . . . . . . .  - . . . . . .  - . . . .  - ' ' ' 1  
l DALLY  HERILD , , i l  Coupon w i th  " .00  cash I 
I Cheque or  Money  Order  to: I 
' "STIlIKE IT RIOH' .strike It Rich" Ads I I .... The Da i ly  Herald I 
• ADS 3212Ka lum,  . • I 
Please allow one space between words Ter race ,  B.C. VaG 4B4 ' I 
I 
, .  ' .  
I 
• J No cance l la t ions  or  refunds.  
d ~ k 
• . |  
I No business ads p lease.  
- -  " , , I  
~_, ,~Advertisements must  meet the Da i ly  Hera ld  adverhsin" " g
• : , .rd,,  
Name- - - -  . . . .  " . . . . .  - - _ __  . . . . . . . . . . . .  - , , ' fu  St r ike  I t  R ich  ads cannot be taken over  the tele hone Address m . . . . . . . . . . . . .  _ ___ , _  , n • P • 
P r in t  your  ads in the squares on the coupon. Be sure to include 
your  telephone number  and leave a b lank space between words, 
I tems may not exceed S250 in Value, Pr ice must  bein(~luded in the 
advert i sement .  
consecut ive  days Your  adver t i sement  w i l l  run fo r  five• upon receipt  of coupon and accompany ing  payment .  
start. 
_ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I 
Postag Code . . . . . . . . . . . .  _ . . . . . .  , - - _ __ : __ .1 '  . . . 
C lassi f icat ion . . . . . . . . . .  Telephone No . . . . . .  I i . . . . .  _j FOR ITEMS UP TO $260 IN VALUE 
Yak, Advantage of this Speoial •Rat, Today! 
t ACROSS 38 Ammonia 
1 Inval/d's 
food 37 AtmndIH0s 
4 Redact 40 Mine 
8 Portent 
l~-Pub order 41Jeer 
1~ C~lr star's 45 NaUve of 
ambition 
14 Ore deposit 45 The dill 
15 Kitchen 47 Upon 
contsiner 48 ~o~npass 
17 Sin~er Burl. 
18Pedal dl~it~ 49 Network 
19 Open 50 Confined 
20 Mrt~n 51 Hiatus 
antelope 
Firn 
~4 Wooden pins IMIAISITII/ 




31 Blue Eagle 
urg' ~ 
3~ Went at 
less than 
• " 8 pl lop 
34 Greedily 
eager 
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lambs 
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entrance 3 Five.sided 
figure 
4 Ancient" 
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20 Heroic in 
scale 
Sl Miss Home 
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26 Conform given fo 
3~ Seaweed 
product ARIF~ 
38 Conifer (Mar. 2] 
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FOR WEDP~F, SDAY, MAR~i 15,1978 
What kind Of day will There's a tendency to let the 
tomorrow be? To lind out what mind wander'wben It shouldn't. 
~rs  say, read the foFec~st. SCORPIO " 
f r your birth Sign.. (Oct. S4 to Nov. 2%) I I~f "~ 
1 to Apr. 20)': T e~ 
ontinuing good influences 
stimulate your ingenuity, 
creativity and personality. Be 
careful, however, not to go to 
xtremes in anythl~ you un- 
TAURUS ~ ,-.-,~ 
(Apr. 21 to May 21) ~ 
Day could find you the 
recipient of some special 
rocegldtion, pethops a ~ft or 
bomu of some kind. Whatever, 
there is definite public rea~lon 
to your effort~ 
(May 22 to June 21) 
Doable-check plarm. Work out 
businees transactions, all 
A sudden flash of intuition in a 
r0mantic matter will be right on 
~arget. Follow through, and 
recentbarriers to happiness 
will fail. 
SAGI~ARIUS 
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) ~ 
'A good word from the right 
source may enable you to gain 
the recognition you have been 
waitihgfor. Business and 
financial matters  highly 
favored. 
CAPRICORN 
(Dee, l i  to Jan, ~ ) ~  
Avoid hasty judgments. Look 
mare closely at all situations. 
There may be values not seen at 
a cursory ~iance. 
SQUAmUS ~ 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
THE HERAL D, Tuesday, March 14, 1978, PAGEA#; 
the AMAZING SP IDER-MA;  By Stan  Lee  and  John  Romi ta  • 
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CRYPI~QUIP 
LHSFEAIDGEZDGKP CHHP .CDNSKP 
GH IDGNICF  LDGNKAG LDZZ.HG 
Yeslerdey's CryphRuip---BEAUTIFUL LICHENS ENRICH 
• FALLEN BIECH TREES. 
• ~';  1978 K ins  Fe l l tuml  Syndirate. Inc .  
Today's Cryptoquip clue: N equals I 
The Cryptoq~ip is a simple substitution cJphor in which each 
letter used sten~s,for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal 0 tlu~oughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating. 
.. vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
DEAR ABBY: This Is in reepunso to REALIST who'e 
tired of hearing women gripe about unpleasant surprises 
, after marriage. She wonders why these"things aren't 
noticed before marrlgp, . 
Hew on earth is a woman supposed to know how many 
.. showers aSay takes before she marries him? It's not your 
everyday topic of convereatio• while going'together. 
. No way could I have known that ths guy I married would 
' snore, thrash around.und grind h/s teeth in his sleep, or 
" thet his beer intake Would ~iple and hb cigarette sni0klng 
double. 
Hew could I know beforehand what kind of father he'd 
mshe-und far that mstter, how could HE know a lot of 
! thh~s about ME before we got married? " ' 
' When we were going together he wee,into sports. Now 
I !  " .he finds them too strenuous. He used to love the beach. 
Now it's "too crowded." He.used to like to dance. NOW iVe 
• ,silly." A n d , ~  is "too bering." I wonder why nmn 
",."slow down so much earlier than women? 
NOT PERFECT EITHER 
' DEAR NOT PERFECT: 1Vl~be when thero's n 
comfortable hems to come to, a man finds fewer, reuou  
" for leavlng it. But apropos "aarprisos" atter marrJass: 
WIdle going to~ether, both men and women are i s led  to 
be on tbek "best behavior." However, eharleterlsilce as 
. l~ie u violent tempers, phy~dead uncleanlineu and 
"me-first" sttitudes rarely go undetected eve• in the 
~o~t ing  otege. 
DEAR READERS: Although rids. column desb wlth 
" .p~opls  and their problems, rd Uke tode.ora l  little apace 
to  animals, who are unable to spesh:'fo~ ~bemseivea: 
~ There ire approximately 85to 40 million dop  h. this 
"~muntry and 2~ to ~ million ~ate~ hut the problem Isthe 
• uumber of people who nesla~t the~ i "~'. Tske dop, for 
inotanco. 
! Thousands of dop are destroysd every doy at the pound 
bemuse thdr  owners don't care, Pets are truffle ~ Is  
,beeanso they're ,dlowed to lun ~ee,-Tbey Itarvs,. too, 
:be~anso they are fed im~operly-~r not at Ill. ; 
' A few queetloni end rules for dol owners !hould be 
soasldered before n dog la msde pert of n household. 
' Every dog should have n Ilconse..Will yours have one? 
Who wllllbe, responsible for feedlug and ~.o0mlug the 
pet? • 
r : WhO I WJ u ~ the animal regularly, ==n leubi fce 
exerulse?" i " i i " " i ' "  i i 
;i,; Who will me that the puppy iete ths .nec~5,  chots? 
Who is to h0u~ebre~k the do~, touh it mannsrs- and 
~provid~ n fencod.ln place for I t? " • 
• Allowing • dog to Mead acddentsily Is ~uel. Hive yomr; 
pet spgyed (or ueutered) if you do=--'t ,want hot tribe to 
'< in.else, ' " " • 
Owolnl  i pet.ean b~ i mutua~y Io~nl  mid rsw~.~m.i 
• e lper~nce- - I I ' ths  nwner  Wl  , l l p l  ma ~e lpon l l l y  
, ierl0uily. To do fuse II u dl lty t l le t  on man i beit ~ien&. 
Ind  thst ioee .for cets, too, .- " 
Lovs, 
ABIff 
"7 DEAR ABBY: First let me exp dn tha~ mine is not u 
'~ave to" wedding. 'Tony" (med~ up name)and I have 
been engaged since last Ch'r'istmas Tho problem is I just 
found out,.that l'm three months presnant and my, wedding 
is four m6ntho ff. I know l probobly~ shouldn t.we.ar a 
white gown andvell, but I ulreody bought mino una tl z can 
" '~wearit ,  " ,~ . .  
body except Tony, 5i~t I may have to 
imm 
agreements with deliberation, 
uosrtainin~ facts beforehand. 
Attainments now will spark 
more ~ in the future. 
CANCER 
(a .~ n to J~y =) @~.  
You may be able to put over a 
good deal, conclude a profitable 
transaction. At leant, steps 
toward such ends can be 
initiated. But don't press; 
maneuver auUousiy. 
(July 34 to AUg. 23) ~ 
This day could-have its sir,- 
moments~ You will do well 
2-28 ~ mulntsin an ev~, systematic 
pace :andpn~h~ no.-ma~ur. 
w i t  ~euures are put..upon 
An immediate follow.upon 
certain plans and projects 
recently begun •will be im- 
portant now, since you hove the 
"gO" sign in all worthwhile 
endeavors . . . .  
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
Don't block opposition that 
could eventually be converted 
into support. Work 
diplomatically to bring it 
around. Some borriero aren't as 
impregnable asthey seem. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
endowed with a gregarlo~ 
nature, a good mind and great 
J T. m mU B S . -!; ....... ; SHoe shoe 
Have Your  Skates . . . . . .  
, . . . 
. by  Bnnt  p l lk l i  i J ohnny  i .'.: 
• - Z~, 
.. :. .: ;,~; 
: -  .... . . : ' .~. 
.• !¢ 
versatility. You can cope with THR WIZARD O]P ID - - . .  . 
you.., . . .  • , ". " . . . -  " the mostcompleasituations ina " 
family, may seem to be worry too much about what WL~_,~41.~ ~ . /  ~ ~_  ~ J h .  
h t~.  sen/Uve, on ~e br~k of o~ers ~ l l  of  your efforts. " i~  
ut~,ost diplomacy. - When at your optimtstic best, 
. ,~= : . .~  .o~.~G ==pyour~ i ! 
tivltlea. Make no drastic U.S.A.:.  Harry ,. James, ~ ~"  
clumges arb/IrarUy/:~,llul:..J~:, musician; Sly Stone, roelc ii~ 
""//; . . . .  ' "  <;'~"-~';~ " i l fme l  ~J~+~n~~ :'0ll61Sifl ; .... i . ,  ....... 
" I ' I "  s.,,. tell my mother because I feel rotten in the morning and she /Fen ' :  'VOUe "" I may gueas the reason. Abby; would Jibe okay to gO ahead .. and haves big church weddinglike 'l planned? (We would 
te, people later that the bohy was prematore.I I '/;:ii:: ~tL iVS; i '  " ~  LeaGues  l l oW~! ' - .  "1  
Please rush your answer to me as I am nervous and 
con~usod. Sign me... 
" " i r BLOWING UP 
DEAR BLOWINGi Under the ~weunlstencse, l would 
suggest e simple weddlog--and seen! Don't count on 
fooling anyone who,can ceuni to'nlne~least of 811 the 
clergyman who wIB afEdste at'your weddlng and wm b~ 
called upon shoflly'thereafter to.baptize the haby. 
' 'DEAR'ABBY: I have been courting a 30-year~Id 
divorcee who has five boys between the ages Of 4 and I0. I 
am 47, in excellent health and own .a good business, 
-" This woman ie barely getting by between her job and 
the little support money she gets from her ex-husbend~ 
I want o marry her, but I am not having much luck. She 
says she likes my company, but for a husband she'd prefer 
a young'at man. I've tried to tell.her that with five l~,.,a to 
raise she.will have a tough tlme getting ayoungez nmn. 1 
like children, Abby, and I m honeet,,isober and solvent. 
CanyOu think of some other arguments inmy favor that I 
could use to win her? . ' • ,  . " ". '  
- -~ <, ~ NOT IN INDIANA 
- ,  . _ .~ .  
DEAR NOT: For a marriage to bused  there must be 
mutual willingness. H you Wer~ to "wln" her because you 
had more "pro" 'arguments thm ~8he had "con,, yours 
would be a very sorry unlon •indeed..]if Bhe thinks she can 
do better- let her try. But if you ;change your phone" 
number, let her know. She may want • it: .., 
Do you wish you hid more friends? For the secret of 
pepularity, get Abby's new bouldot: "Hew To Be Popular;, 
You're Never Too'Young oi" Too Old," 8end 81 with i long, 
lelf.eddre.ed, Jtemped 1~4 cents) envelope to Abby, 139- 
Larky DHvei Beverly Hills, Cliff,90~13," - " " " : . 
. ~ i . ;• . . .  . ; , . , 
x 
I/L q i " • 
"Fii!.l alarm, your  wife had .in Inflamed gall-bladder," 
• Po AIN6 ':./< 
. . . .~ .. , .:. : . .  ;:.; ~'/~; :.'.~,.. 
• . .  . . .  
'+ . . . .  / . . '  "~ W~i;~ ~"  ' ~ ~,'.'.~- 
• t ~,c, ~ i  ...... ~: 
LL N TbAIpAT~ON ,P , J " ',|i% I~R~PPiNe NFRo~T 0~-~ ;/~O,PA~¢ C~AI~LI~ i F~l~O~: ."~l~:' / 
• ~ ' " _-  " ,-]ii~ ~ .  INA~UAT~ ~ B .  L . . .  '~  Y~R.WAY ~ ~..'c:' .~; .;:., :"] .i!. '!. 
• ' • ; 
• . .  " , , ., '.,'. " ' ' ,~ .,..-' ~ : . i -  
' ,. ."~ , t (  v~ i  ':' r r. . . .:;A '.~,:C,.%1:.;".:/"~,..:!. ~ ;G,j,,"I:/..,~. L ~  , ;~ ,  ' 
• ' ' ' , , ' .%~"  ~' i , - . '~  ! " . . "  ~" - ' "  ,,' .. • - :  ~ V ~ . 
DOONESBURY .; .... ; '." :.: " .  ::i; " "; • " • . - " ; . .  • : ' . by  . , . : '  
TONeOeW~S_/TO.~/ ,.'.;[.I I~-~"~ :.-. I : I~X~C~t~V~, , I I  ~r ryTrudeau.  
IFMR.P.II/./JA,~ H~N~T , ' " '  I I 07t/ERAPP~ICANT~ttAD i 1 UABLE 70 7t/EC~UB 71-1AN 01.0 I' I (,(IA~'TIN6 it,I}' ~ CABIN',! I "; 
FOU~DME FUL~Y ~TffALI-:, . . I I FAR:aE77~q.~/VT, O~T5 ",  i. I ..~NOO~ TIE~I NE'REAL~O TALK- I1 T/~e.~Z~ /N,,/~, ..:, I : 
~,  :~ ~, /z~t r  . ; .', I. I ~/ffmN r#~ , . L.I IN~BREF.~IN~/.lel~, 8U~Y/ .1  I HIM MY 8/O.. M~. DUKe.," I 
• ,,,,i 
!1 :"  
DOONESBURY - . . . .  ' .... by  Gar ry  T rudeau ,., " • . . . .  ' "  ,1"~ ~-  "L  " " , "'" 
,.me ~ '~ co~/~ '.~.'f I ~ A~o~r~ "~o/~ A~OU~, I I 
• I 71///TMR.DUKENII"PBI~ 'ITHA~,;ZONI'EJ~'S YOUKNONTI-/AT] ] 
,~. FELICli'OU5 fIUDITION 70 UHaE ~,/1~ VIETN/IMESE U.N. I J , 
, OUI~ F'~ONT OFFICE/ " = I:ltll~LW GOT AMB,4~.4DOR ~lgOI "l 
:S m~NX YO~ WR~ ' • ~} ~ l/ A ,Vr~ ~Oa f ~OT ~O~'~o r~ l " l " 
N~.  ., 
~l!~ ~1 ~ i) ¢ ~..-.;:.:;..'~r~ 1/.~ i.1~ 
/ - ~., ,~:!  ¢" ~ i.1~ 
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Real Charlie Chaplin 
revealed in biography 
lives in Parts. thuniasms over the years. 
HAD EIGHT CHILDREN Stan told ,me of Chaplin's 
Chaplin went on to have great water diet, his decision 
eight children by his third to' learn to speak Greek and 
wife, Paulette Goddard, then his taking up yo~k, long 
before meeting and before it was fashionable." 
marrying Oona O'Nell. But it was the creation of 
"Two things were h i s  The Little Tramp which was 
salvation--Oona nd ten-~ Chaplin's greatest feat, said 
his," said McCabe. "He took McCahe. 
up tennis in his middle age. 
Chaplin, the professor 
said, was "a shy, eccentric 
n on-int e l lec tua l  wh; 
husbanded his genius 
carefully to become the 
greatest actor-comedian of 
this century." 
But the change in the at- 
titude of the press towards 
Chaplin hurt, McCahe said. 
Where at first Chaplin could 
do no wrong, he was later 
denounced for his leftist 
political leanings and his so- 
called scandalous love life. 
"He was deeply wounded 
by these press attacks," 
McCabe said. "His films 
were blacklisted; U.S. 
senators called him dreadful 
names; the American 
Legion boycotted his films, 
and then whm he was in mid- 
ocean leaving the country for 
Switzerland in 1952, he was 
told by the United States 
attorney-general he would 
have to prove his moral 
fitness ff he ever wanted to 
return." 
LIFE qNTERESTING' 
As for Chaplin's sup- 
posedly scandalous love life, 
McCabe merely labels it 
interesting. 
The fact is, he said, the 
• comect~an was attracted to 
young girls because they 
reminded him of his first 
love, Hetty Kelly, a 16-year- 
old chonm girl who dated 
Chaplin four or five times 
before breaking off the 
relationship because she felt 
she was too young to get 
(CL) - -  The ~shy, eccmtr/c, 
nonintellectual who was the 
real ~ar l le  Chaplin got lost 
in a press.created image of 
arrogance and scandal, says 
the author of a seon-to-ho- 
published hiography of The 
Little Tramp. 
John McCahe, a Lake 
Superior State College 
professor, says Chaplin 
spent his life fighting his 
shyness and low selfopinien. 
" I  don't think that's 
generally known about 
him," said McCshe in an 
interview. "The public 
image is one of a con- 
tentious, arrogant fellow. 
That wasn't he real Chaplin 
by ~y means." 
McCabe said 'Chaplin's 
childhood was the deter- 
mining force of both his 
person and his profession. 
"He had three things 
against him--he was small, 
he was shy and he  was 
working class at a cruel 
time. Victorian London was 
cruel to people not in the 
upper or middle classes." 
"Even when he was old, 
Chaplin trembled at what 
Victorian England had done 
to him and his brother." 
McCahe's book is a 
collection of everything ever 
written about Chaplin as well 
as yet-unpublished material 
taken from cunversatiens 
with another master of 
comedy, Stan ~urd. DUE 
SOON 
The 3~O-page book, 
commissioned three years 
ago, is due for publication i
~iril by Doubleday. McC, abe 
d the publishing date was 
pushed UP because of the 
expected rash of books 
resulting from Chaplin's" 
death. 
The 88-year-old comedian 
died last Christmas morning 
at his home in Switzerland. 
During his research, 
McCabe said he came to 
believe that Chaplin was 
unhappy for most of his life 
antll he met hiS ~om'th and 
final wife, Oona O'Neil, who 
married the then 54*yesr-old 
comedian when she was just 
18. 
s~io,s, n 
Therift destroyed Chaplin, 
maintained the professor, so 
that for the rest of his life he 
felt the appeal of young, 
• l~tite, fairy princess types 
like Hetty. 
Chaplin's first wife, 
Mildred Harris, and the 
second, Lira- Grey, were 
pregnant when he married 
them; The Child of the first 
marriage was horn with 
birth defects and died not 
long after birth. 
Of the two children he had 
by Lita Grey, one, Charles 
Jr., now is dead and Sydney, 
a businessman and actor, 
It took out his tensions and 
satisfied his need to use 
himself constantly. 
"Without hose two things, 
he would have had a very 
mthoppy life." 
Unhappy,. yes, but never 
u nadventurous ,  th 
professor said. lm- 
petuousness was always a 
great part of his life. 
?'He had a series of en- 
"He is particularly memo- 
rahie, not only because of his 
• great humor, but because of 
his great pathos. The humor 
and the pathos are en- 
compassed in the chsraeter 
at the same time. 
"At the end of my book ] 
quote John Drxden: 
'Lesion's ,l~,s name; a peopl( 
in a man. That is the clow~ 
Charlle Chaplin." 
Fun on the fifth day 
TORONTO (CP) - -  Marion 
LeFeuvre has found a whole 
new world since her office 
went on a fonr-dey week. 
Rather than spend that 
fifth day doing household 
chores and weekly grocery 
shopping, Mrs. LeFeuvre is 
spending her time expanding 
her mind and her horizons 
and it costs her almost 
nothing. 
Using the city of Teronto 
as her classroom, the 
membership secretary for 
the  Scarborough Golf and 
Country Club visits govern- 
melt buildings, factories, 
back stages of theatres, 
takes walking tours and 
most recently dropped in to 
see how Canada's news- 
gathering agency, The Ca- 
midian Press, operates. 
"I can't afford to travel 
and I wanted to learn about 
my own dry and what goes 
on behind the waUs of the 
high.rise offices•and other 
business that make Canada 
and the city tick," she said. 
"It really inspires me." 
To avoid disappointment, 
Mrs. LeFeuvre always tele- 
phones before she embarks 
on one of her mini-tours and 
so ,r, she has found that 
business and governmen 
offidais are delighted at her 
desire to look inside their 
operations. 
"So far I've visited the To- 
ronto Stock Exdiange, the 
provincial  governmen 
buildings, Toronto city hall, 
Massey Hall, hotels and a 
number of business offices 
that interest me," she said• 
"I'm learning alot.about the 
world ~d I think it makes 
my conversation mere inter- 
eating." 
She said that she reads her 
local newspapers and from 
them selects her next tour: 
"One of the weekend 
magazines had a story about 
the old King Edward Hotel 
being renovated, so I decided 
to drop in and take a look at 
what they are doing there." 
"I know that the hotel 
people probably thought I 
was pretty snoopy, but it was 
interesting to see something 
being fixed up for the 
pleasure of others," she said. 
Mrs. LeFeuvre doesn't 
mind the solitude of her 
once-a-week t r ipe  
" I ' ve  really learned a lot 
besides meeting maw in- 
teresting and really nice 
people in my travels." 
III li i i i III i i I I 
BUSINESS DIREOTORY 
me and try our excellent 
;elections of 
im ported meats, 
cheeses and • V ~ :  
delicacies. ~r" ~ 
Northland Doff 
(1918) Lid, 
4623 Lakelse Phone 635-2833 
Satellite Vinyl 
Custom Furniture - Auto & Marine Upholstery - Vinyl 
Repair.  Van Covers Accessories - R.V. Supplies - 
Boattopplng & Hardware - Vinyl Car Tops - 
Headliners - Tonneao Covers - Auto Carpet - V.W. Seats 
recovered in original color and material, front & back 
S225. Upholstery Fabrics, Vinyl & leather - Complete 
92 B Old Lake lse  Lake  Road Corvetter supplies. 
. . . . . . .  " Antique Au'to Restoration 
lone 635-3U1 R,R.  2 Johns Road 
• Phone 635-4348 , 
. . _ . Speo-Ooe 
Hates  Uczbmet lu f l lm Ltd. 
and Millwork ,o,0~ Ka lum St  
• Ter race ,  B.C.  
Custom Kitchens PHONE 636-1991 
Res ident ia l  and Commerc ia l  Exhaust  Sys tems.  
Shocks 
S110 Keith Phone 635.S4S5 ,stem Pipe Bending 
I 
X~ ~ FOR A p.o,o T.AT un  ' num, iceeua , ,v  
SPARKS A MEMORY B i l l :  Uv=lml r -ggmi41M.  ~ 
" " : ~ : ~  SEE  KEN AT:  " , , ' 
~ ~ ) ~ : ~  ~ ~ This* Spaoo  Is Reserved  
~ d J , / l l  1.4621 Lakelse P__  v~__  = J  
~ 1 /  Phone630.146, . ro r  uour im.  , 
O all us at $3§-63§7 9 to § 
! L 
" ,%,  i * " , 
GORDON 
and 
. L ,  ANDERSON 
T.V. GUIDE 
• .. All listings sublect to chanae without notice. 
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wednesday, Ma~ i6 
: 15 Fortune 
': 30 Knockout 
I I | :45 Knockout 
' i~  ToSay  
The Least 
The Gong 
m s s :45, Show 
12M 
. :00 Hollywood 
. : 15 Squares 
!~ Days of 
Our Lives 
Cont 
,2  145, The Doctors The Doctors 
• :00 Cont 
: 15 Cant !~ c.t 
• Cant 
°I - 
"The World of i 
' Henry Orient'' 
1,5 .cant 
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Star Trek 
The Gong Show 






Star on Ice 
Star on Ice 
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News Hour Flna' 























































Edge of Night 





The Niaglc Lie 
The Magic Lie 
Electric 
Company 






It's Your Move 

















The Lucy •Show 
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Cover to Cover 
Cover to Cover 
M Is for Music 
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